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ABSTRACT 

SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE 

Switched-Current Filters and Group Delay Equalizers 

Using Wave Synthesis Technique 

by Yan Xie 

This thesis is concerned with the design, analysis and realization of analogue 

filters and group delay equalizers using switched-current (SI) technology. A key 

feature of the described design methods is the employment of wave synthesis 

technique enabling advantages, such as simple circuit implementation and low 

sensitivity. Despite their simplicity, SI circuits suffer &om some fundamental sources 

of errors, which produce deviations in their performance. The thesis presents a detailed 

analysis of the non-ideal performance of the recently reported Bruton transformation SI 

filters and show how the frequency response of such filters are affected by mismatch 

and clock-feedthrough errors. To carry out such a detailed investigation, behavioural 

models of the Glter main building blocks have been developed based on their physical 

implementations and incorporated with 

To improve elliptic filters time-domain response, group delay equalizers are often 

cascaded with the filters. This thesis describes a systematic design for SI group delay 

equalizers based on the wave synthesis technique including the development of new 

group delay equalizer architecture. Using computer program based on the presented 

design method and architecture, together with an optimisation technique, a number of 

equalizers have been designed and they are capable of improving the Slters step 

response. To analyse the practical performance of SI wave filters and group delay 

equahzers, transistor-level circuits using standard 1.2 //wz CMOS process are designed. 

Simulations show the performances of SI wave Glters and group delay equalizers agree 

well with the theoretical predictions. Finally, new adaptive analogue Slters with 

modified wave structure and adaptive algorithm are developed. It is shown that such 

filters offer a number of advantages including low sensitivity, simple adaptation 

process and easy stability checks. Furthermore, an efficient hardware implementation 

of analogue adaptive wave filters using SI technology is outlined. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 VLSI technology 

The rapid development in VLSI (very large scale integrated) technology has enabled 

the integration of powerful digital processing units and analogue circuits into the same 

chip [1]. This development, coupled with the increasing number of devices fabricated 

on a single chip, has resulted in the implementation of single-chip mixed 

analogue/digital systems. A typical mixed-signal IC contains primarily digital blocks 

for performing the signal processing and small analogue circuits for interfacing with 

external analogue signal sources [83]. Fig. 1.1 illustrates some of the interaction 

between the analogue and digital domains in state-of-the-art technology. The mixed-

signal processing system provides the means for accurately detecting, acquiring, and 

conditioning various physical data for processing, storage and/or action through digital 

computer. Applications for these systems are in the areas of communications, robotics, 

medical instruments and automated manufacturing. 

Analogue Digital Analogue 

Fig.1.1 The analogue-digital-analogue paradigm 
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The development of analogue interfacing circuits in the mixed-signal IC is of 

fundamental importance to the future advances of microelectronics technology. This is 

because analogue circuitry is needed in acquiring information 6om analogue external 

sources and preparing the analogue information for conversion to digital format. In 

addition, analogue circuitry is able to reduce manufacturing costs, minimize power 

dissipation and the weight of portable systems. 

1.2 Filters and group delay equalizers 

An electronic filter can be defined as a network of circuit components (resistors, 

capacitors, inductors and transistors) that operates on or processes electrical signals. Its 

objective is to perform &equency selective transmission [79,81]. In mixed-signal IC, 

the integrated filter is an important analogue subsystem, whose function is to perform 

anti-ahasing prior to signal conversion. Fig. 1.2. 

^ .4/D 1 Group .4/D 

Fig.1.2 Analogue/digital system 

When the external analogue signal is introduced into the mixed-signal system, it is first 

processed through active-RC filters, whose function is to band-limit the input signal in 

preparation for samphng. Analogue discrete-time filters, such as switched-capacitor 

(SC) or switched-current (SI) Glters, are chosen to perform the function of frequency 

selection. The main reasons for choosing discrete-time filters are [83]: 

1. Monolithic discrete-time filters are much compact and cheaper than 

confinuous-time active-RC filters due to their small die area. 

2. In principle, the performance of discrete-time filters is only determined by 

ratios of same type of components and clock fi-equency. Consequently, it is 

more accurate and suffers less drift than implementations relying on absolute 

component values or ratio between different types of components, such as in 

active-RC filters. 

3. Special fabrication processing used to form precision resistors and capacitor 

(i.e. in active- RC filters) is not required in the implementation of discrete-time 

filters. 
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Group delay equalizer is an allpass 61ter, whose function is to compensate filters' 

phase response without changing their magnitude characteristics [81]. Group delay 

means the time delay experienced by every spectral component of the input signal as it 

is processed through filters. It is de&ned as the derivation of phase response with 

respect to frequency: 

r(6)) = (1.1) 

In voice and audio apphcations, ignoring the phase or group delay is usually justifiable 

because the human ear is insensitive to changes in phase or delay with 6equency. 

However in ideal data and video transmission systems the phase is linear with 

6equency or the group delay is constant with 6equency. When the group delay is not 

constant in such systems, the variation in delay or phase is called (feZo)/ or 

For example, delay distortion produced by filters can impair the 

detection of the logic Ts and O's contained in data signals resulting in unacceptable 

transmission errors. The requirement of linear phase response can be met by cascading 

group delay equahzer with the Glters [81]. The time-domain response of filters will be 

improved by employing group delay equalizer, Fig. 1.3. 

Fig.1.3 (a) Step response of filter 

Fig. 1.3 (b) Step response of filter cascaded with group delay equalizer 

Most filters are implemented using CMOS technology due to the advantages of low 

power dissipation, the ability to mix analogue and digital subsystems compactly on the 

same die and the near ideal quality of such components as capacitors and analogue 

switches. The highest demand for VLSI analogue/digital systems has been in the areas 

of information acquisition and voice/data telecommunications. 

1.3 Switched-current technology 

Switched-current (SI) technology is a new analogue discrete-time technique, which has 

many potential advantages including implementation simplicity, low power operation 
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and compatibihty with standard digital CMOS processes [1,77]. Conventionally, 

switched-capacitor (SC) technology is used in the design of discrete-time Glters [79]. 

However, it isn't fully compatible with digital CMOS processing technology, because 

it requires high quality hnear floating capacitors, which are implemented using two 

layers of polysilicon. SI technology, as a current-mode ^proach, maintains CMOS 

transistor's drain current through the charge stored on its gate oxide capacitances, so 

linear floating capacitors are not required in SI circuits. In current-mode circuits, the 

signal is represented as currents rather than voltages [76]. Therefore, the dynamic 

range is only indirectly limited by voltage supply and low input impedance will allow 

large input current-mode signal. In addition, some basic signal processing operations, 

such as summation, delay and multiplication, can be manipulated conveniently in 

current-mode circuits, and it means SI circuits have the potential for implementation 

simplicity and high-speed operation. Due to the numerous advantages of SI technology 

over SC technology, substantial effort has been devoted to develop the efBcient design 

methods and architectures for the high performance SI filters [1-30]. 

1.4 Research motivations 

Filters and group delay equahzers are main signal processing blocks used in the 

electronics integrated system. Numerous design methods have been proposed to realize 

efGcient Slters. Recently a powerful SI filter design method, Bruton transformation SI 

wave filters, has been reported [2,3], however there are still problems, including its 

non-ideal performance and group delay equalization. Therefore, it needs further 

investigation for the maturity of this design methodology to produce efficient SI filters 

and equalizers. This research focuses on the analysis and transistor-level design of 

Bruton transformation SI wave filters and group delay equalizers. In addition, SI 

adaptive wave filters and their adaptation algorithm are also investigated. 

1. Non-ideal performance of Bruton transformation SI wave Glters 

The simplicity of SI circuits makes them more suitable than SC circuits for analogue 

signal processing applications in standard low-voltage CMOS digital process 

technologies. However, SI circuits suffer 6om fundamental sources of errors, i.e. 

mismatch in transistors, clock-feedthrough in switches. Previous work has been done 

in order to model these errors and analyse their effect on the operation of basic SI 
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circuits [37]. Since practical implementations of Bruton transformation wave Slter are 

based on SI technology, the study of the filter's sensitivity to these errors is necessary 

for predicting the filter's performance at early design stages. The aim of this research is 

to develop behavioural models of the buildiug blocks of Bruton transformation SI 

wave filter taking into account of non-ideal characteristics, make rapid simulation on 

the whole filter operation using these behavioural models and analyse the sensitivity of 

these errors to the filter's performance. 

2. Group delay equalization 

The practical applications often call for Slters with high attenuation and linear phase. 

In order to achieve high attenuation characteristics and narrow transition band, elliptic 

filters are often chosen. Since elliptic Glter generally exhibits non-linear phase 

response, group delay equalizer will be used to provide flat group delay responses. 

Although many design methods for SI filters have been proposed [10-27], there has 

been httle reported research on SI group delay equahzers. The aim of this research is to 

provide an efficient design approach for SI group delay equalizer. 

3. Transistor-level circuit design of SI wave filters and group delay equalizers 

To analyse the practical performance of SI wave Slters and group delay equalizers, the 

transistor-level circuits need be designed. The aim of this research is to implement SI 

wave filters and group delay equalizers using practical SI building blocks and validate 

the performance of these circuits using realistic transistor models and practical 

fabrication techniques through SPICE simulations. 

4. SI adaptive wave filters 

Adaptive filters are used in time-varying systems, where the filters' parameters must 

track the variation of system conditions. Although SI filters with Gxed 6equency 

characteristics have been extensively investigated, there has been little reported 

research on SI filters with adaptive characteristics. The aim of this research is to 

investigate and develop new SI adaptive wave Slter, which has low sensitivity, simple 

filter structure and efScient implementation. 
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1.5 Thesis organization and contributions 

This thesis contains seven chapters and involves system and transistor-level design of 

SI wave filters with group delay equahzers. Chapter 2 gives an overview of analogue 

SI technology and wave synthesis technique. The complete design process for SI 

filters, based on different system design techniques, are reviewed and their 

implementations using SI technology are described. From this overview, it is shown 

that recently reported Bruton transformation SI wave Slter is an efficient design 

method. To facihtate the maturity of this design method. Chapter 3 presents a detailed 

analysis into non-ideal performance of high frequency Bruton transformation SI wave 

filters due to mismatch and clock-feedthrough. To improve the time-domain response 

of SI filters, Chapter 4 provides a systemic design method of SI group delay equalizer, 

which based on wave synthesis technique. The design process, including optimisation 

and wave synthesis, is described. The resultant circuit of group delay equalizer has low 

sensitivity to magnitude response and simple implementation. Chapter 5 discusses the 

detailed transistor-level circuit design of SI wave filters and group delay equalizers. 

Non-ideal characteristics of SI circuit are introduced, and circuit design techniques are 

used to reduce these limitations. SPICE simulations are performed to vahdate the 

transistor-level circuit of SI wave filters and group delay equalizers. While Chapter 2, 

3, 4 and 5 focus on the SI filters with fixed frequency characteristics. Chapter 6 deals 

with the design of SI Slters with adaptive characteristics. New SI adaptive wave filters 

with suitable adaptation algorithm are proposed, and they have advantages, such as 

simple adaptation process, easy stability checks and efficient implementation. Finally, 

Chapter 7 summarizes the presented research and concludes this thesis. The 

contribution of this research can be summarized as follows: 

1. Presented a detailed analysis of the non-ideal performance of Bruton transformation 

SI wave filters due to mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors [4]. 

2. Proposed new efGcient design method and circuit architecture for SI wave group 

delay equalizers [5,6]. 

3. Applied wave synthesis technique to the design of analogue adaptive filters and 

presented new SI adaptive wave filters [7,8]. 
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Chapter 2 

Switched-Current Filters 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the complete design processes of SI filters, which based on different 

system design techniques, are reviewed and their implementations using SI technology 

are described. First, the basic SI building blocks are outlined in section 2.2. Then 

section 2.3 reviews the design methods and implementations of integrator-based SI 

filters. The wave synthesis technique is introduced in section 2.4, and its 

implementation using SI technology is described in section 2.5. Section 2.6 gives the 

recently reported efficient design method, Bruton transformation wave Alters, and its 

advantages over direct SI wave filters are summarized through comparison of design 

techniques in section 2.7. Finally, section 2.8 provides concluding remarks for this 

chapter. 

2.2 Switched-current building blocks 

Switched-current (SI) technology has been established as a reliable alternate to the 

switched-capacitor (SC) technology in the design of analogue integrated filters [1]. 

This section describes the building blocks, which perform signal processing operations, 

such as summation, multiplication and delay, and these building blocks are commonly 

used to realize SI filter circuits. 

2.2.1 Current mirrors 

Current mirrors are used to implement signal scaling and filter coefficients in SI Slters. 

The basic current mirror is shown in Fig.2.1(a). 

i f : G i i f : G 4. 

Fig.2.1 (a) Basic current mirror (b) Current-mode summation circuit 
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Its operation can be analysed as follows: assuming and M2 are in saturation region, 

and gain G, is realized by choosing the aspect ratio of current mirror transistors 

according to ^ / Z, = 0 (^)^/2,2). The drain current for M/ and M2 can be written as: 

+ An — 

L. 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

Due to Fgg, = ' the output current = G - and it is in the reverse direction to 

. The basic signal processing Amctions, such as summation, multiphcation and sign 

inversion, can be implemented through current mirrors. Fig.2.1(b). From the analysis 

of the basic current mirror, the input-output relationship of Fig.2.1(b) can be seen as: 

= "G: - (z,„, + + ^3) (2-^) 

2.2.2 SI memory cell 

The function of SI memory cell is to 'memorize' the current-mode signal. It is often 

used to implement the current-mode delay cells and SI integrators, which are the 

fimdamental components in SI Glters. 

f 
$ 

1 : G 

h M2 

/ Amg 4 

n-1 

Fig.2.2 r'-generation SI memory cell and its input-output relationship 

SI memory cell can be reahzed in two approaches, known as and 2 -generation SI 

memory cell [31,86]. The T'-generation SI memory cell, shown in Fig.2.2, is 

controlled by clock signal^,. If the switch is on (^,-high), then the 

circuit acts as a current mirror, i.e., the output rracAg the input (z,, = G - z,„). When the 

switch is off ((Z), -low) at time 0̂ = , the gate capacitance ofM2, , stores the 

charges corresponding to the voltage at time Thus, the output signal 
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current z, is at the value corresponding to the time when the switch is off, 

Eq.(2.3): 

(2.3) 

c . 

\ \ ,. , 

A 

n—\ 

Fig.2.3 2" -generation SI memory cell and its input-output relationship 

The arrangement of 2"'^-generation SI memory cell can achieve the memory cell within 

a single transistor (M7) combined with the switches controlled by non-overlapping 

two-phase clock and ^2- These switches are used to reconfgure the circuit to 

operate as both input and output circuit alternately and the output signal alternates 

between zero and a vahd sample. When the switches are on ( -high), M7 is diode-

connected and the gate-source voltage maintains the drain current 7^ + as the 

stage of T'-generation memory cell. When the switch is on at time 

= (« - ^ ) , the diode-connection of M7 is broken and output is connected. The gate-

source voltage at time ) , is stored on the gate-capacitance , and thus the 

output current is at the value corresponding to the time , Eq.(2.4): 

(2.4) 

It is obvious that 2"''-generation SI memory cell can only has unity gain, since the same 

transistor M7 is used in both and stages. It leads to perfect matching 

between input and output current signal. 

2.2.3 SI integrator cell 

In discrete-time filter design, a to z transformation is a bridge between the continuous 

and discrete-time domains. To realize this transformation, we need to map into 

rational by approximating z = with rational first-order fimctions. From a lot 
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of numerical analysis in the area of digital signal processing [84], some efGcient 

transformations are obtained, as shown in Table 2.1. When applied to the design of 

discrete-time filters, the j'-z transformations in Table 2.1, namely: Backward Euler 

(BE), Forward Euler (FE), Lossless Discrete (LD) and Bilinear (BL) provide 

contrasting properties. 

Table 2.1 ^ to z transformations 

> z transformation ^ z integration 
The frequency relation between 5 

and z-domain (f = y'Q, z = ) 

BE: ^ = - ( l - z - ' ) 
T 

1 T 

^ 1 - z ' 

1 T e VW/2 

FE: ^ = 
1 1 - z " 

r z ' 
- = r - ^ 

1-Z- ' 

1 r g -yar/Z 

LD: ^ = 
1 1 - Z - ' 
/yi -1/2 
V z 

- 1 / 2 

f 1 - z ' 

1 T 1 

^ y s i n ( ^ ) 

BL: .y = 
2 l - z " 

r i + z ' 

1 r i + z ' 

.9 2 1 - z " 

1 T 1 

SI integrators are current-mode circuits, whose purpose is to realize the 

transformations listed in Table 2.1. In this section, the transistor-level circuits of Euler 

and Bilinear SI integrators are given in detail. More details about implementation of 

other SI integrators can be found in [1, 32]. 

J. "1 

M—1 

F:g.2.4 FE (Forward Euler) SI integrator 
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The transfer characteristic of FE SI integrator in Fig.2.4, can be derived as follows: 

when the switch is on ((Z^ -̂high) at the clock period is diode-connected 

and receives current 6oni the input ( » - ! ) , bias 2/^ and drain current of M2 

- Zg (» -1) / or, ]. So the drain current of transistor M7 is: 

/ 
Dl - [/g - (» -1) / CK, ] - + Zg (» -1) / <%; + / ( » -1) (2.5) 

When the switch is on ( - h i g h ) at the clock period », M2 is diode-connected and 

its drain current is: 

/ D2 2A - / a ^ oi 

And the output current is: 

Zg (») = (» -1) + a, - (» - 1 ) 

Applying z-transfbrmation on (2.7) gives FE (Forward Euler) formula: 

z. a ,z 

L 1 - z " 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

I * 

Fig.2.5 BE (Backward Euler) SI integrator 

The analysis of BE SI integrator's transfer characteristics is similar to FE SI integrator. 

When the switch is on (^^-high) at the clock period (n-Ty), the drain current of M7 

is: 

= 2/g - [7g - ẑ  (m -1) / a, ] = /g + ẑ  ( » - ! ) / a , (2.9) 

When the switch is on (^, -high) at the clock period «, M2 is diode-connected and 

its drain current is: 

D̂2 = An (") + 27^ - 7^, = ẑ  («) + /g - ẑ  (« -1) / or, (2.10) 

And the output current is: 

Z. («) = - (« /D2 - ) = z'. (M -1) - a, - Z\, (m) (2.11) 

Applying z-transfbrmation on (2.11) gives BE (Backward Euler) formula: 
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h, 1 - - ' " 

The general integrator consists of FE integrator, BE integrator and current ampHGer 

), as shown in Fig.2.6. 

21.. /„ 

(̂ 2 

>1 M2 
1 f i f f 1 

M3 
«2'2(̂ ) ^ ^ f 

1/(1-Z'') 
l(z) 

F:g.2.6 General integrator SI circuit and z-domain SFG 

By superposition of Eq.(2.8), Eq.(2.12) and the current amplifier Ainction, the z-

domain output current z,, is given as: 

- ] 

/y . 7 /y 
= .z,(z) (2.13) 

1 - z 1 - z 

The input currents, weighted a , , and , are accomphshed by scaling the aspect 

ratio of input stages. The z-domain SGF (signal flow graph) is also given in Fig.2.6. 

2/. A7. D 

— Z-
A 

i i ^ - K J, n—l 

Fig.2.7 BL (Bilinear) SI integrator 

The BL SI integrator can be obtained 6om the circuit of the general integrator if 

and (-z^,) are used as inputs, shown in Fig.2.7. It can be seen 6om Eq.(2.13) that the 

z-domain output current is: 

(Z) : 
z ' 

1 — z m 
K 

1-z-
- (-z,„ (z)) - A7 

l i - z ' 

1 — z " 

.z,Xz) (2.14) 
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SI bilinear building block has well-known advantages: It has no phase errors and can 

map to z-plane with guaranteed stability. It gives the resultant Glter distortion-free 

magnitude response and can operate with high cutoff frequency to clock 6equency 

ratios. In common with Euler integrators, BL SI integrator in Fig.2.7 operates with 

only one phase per clock period. Recently, double sampling BL SI integrator has been 

proposed [33] and it can achieve the high speed through dehvering the samples on both 

phases and ^2) clock period. 

KI 
A $ 

1̂ 
~ hn 

A 

\ 
MY 

1 

2/„ KI 

M2 

K . y 
1 

M—1 n 

Fig.2.8 Double sampling Bilinear SI integrator 

The analysis of this integrator is similar to other integrators, and for simpHcity only 

signal currents are considered in the analysis below: 

On phase , (M-̂ ) in Fig.2.8, the signal drain current of M2 is: 

" 1) ^ 0 (2 15) 

On the next phase Fig 2.8, is held and (") equals to 

(2.16) 

The signal drain current of M/ is: 

(«) = (") - *D2 (») " (») + ( « - ! ) + (D, (" -1 ) (2.17) 

This produces an output current (n) : 

z. (") = ^ ' ZD2 (») - ^ - (") = («) + z,,, (« -1)] + z'o (M -1) (2.18) 

where z,, (« -1) = AT - ẑ ^ (» -1) - AT. z ,̂ (/z -1 ) 

Taking z-domain transformation on Eq.(2.18), the BL transformation is obtained: 

L(^) 
i — z 

(2.19) 
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It can be seen from the above analysis that double samphng BL SI integrator can 

operate with double speed of BL SI integrator (Fig.2.7). And this characteristics is 

suitable to the implementation of high 6equency Glters. 

2.3 Switched-current filter design techniques 

This section reviews some fundamental design techniques for SI filters, Fig.2.9. The 

implementations of these Glters are also discussed. 

i 

^ /Zow gropA \ wave 

\ wave j 
wove 

Fig.2.9 Overview of SI filter design techniques 

2.3.1 Cascade technique 

High-order filter transfer function H(s) can be realized through cascading the r-order 

and 2"''-order sections as shown in Eq.(2.20): 

(2.20) 
UjS +Z?j5 + 0Q €12^ 4- ŵ6̂  + wQ 

The transfer function of 2"''-order (also called biquad) build blocks is commonly 

written as: 

* ( , ) . + (2.21) 
2 \ 

s + + co^ 
Q 

Applying BL transformation in Table 2.1 to (2.21) gives the z-domain transfer fimction 

as: 
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/ / ( z ) D 
] z ' + [ : 

D D 

6 ) , r ' + ^ + 4 
(2.22) 

D 

where D = 

e 

26^0^ 

D 

+ 4 and f is the clock period 

To implement the 2''^-order transfer fimction the block diagram of the integrator-

based SI biquadratic section is illustrated in Fig.2.10. 

1 - z 1 — z 

(Z; +0^6 ( 1 - z " ' ) 

Fig.2.10 Block diagram of integrator-based biquadratic section 

To calculate the coefGcients in block diagram, the transfer function of the block 

diagram is first derived and then their coefficients are compared with those of the 

transformed z-doniain biquadratic function, Eq.(2.22). The relation between the 

coefficients in block diagram and in transformed z-domain biquadratic fimction is 

given in Table 2.2, and it is used to choose the coefGcients in block diagram according 

to the given transformed z-domain biquadraGc funcGon. 

Table 2.2 CoefGcients of integrator-based biquadratic secGon 

Fia/wg 

46)^7" / D 

4<2)Qr/ QD 

«5 4 / : , r /D 

( 4 ^ , - 2 ^ , r + A:or")/D 

D 6 ) ^ r ' - 2 ( A ; , / G ) r + 4 
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To implement the block diagram of Fig.2.10, a loop containing two integrators with 

appropriate weighed feedback paths is constructed. The resultant transistor-level circuit 

is shown in Fig.2.11. 

2/. I A 27. 

1 

A 

r 
7 (%2 • ^̂ 4 

Fig.2.11 Transistor-level circuit of integrator-based biquadratic section 

Each biquadratic function is reahzed in a separate block using an appropriate SI 

biquad. These SI biquad sections are cascaded to form the high-order Glter. The main 

advantages of the cascade technique are its modularity and simplicity. The wide use of 

this technique has resulted in extensive publication [78,79] and available software for 

the optimisation of dynamic range and the pairing of poles and zeros [88]. 

2.3.2 Ladder-based technique 

The passive LC ladder filter has been proved to be inherently insensitive to component 

variation, particular in its passband [81]. SI ladder-based Glter simulates the behaviour 

of passive ZC network, so it inherits the low-sensitivity of its passive counterpart. This 

low-sensitivity property is suitable to the implementation of high-order and high-Q 

Glters. There are two design methods to simulate ladder Glter: 

1. SGF (signal-graph-flow) simulation, which converts the passive ZC ladder network 

into SGF and implement the SGF using SI technology. 

2. Wave synthesis technique, which simulates the passive network ladder using wave 

quantities and realizes the resultant wave filter using SI technology. 

The SGF synthesis technique first maps the passive ZC ladder network to an equivalent 

interconnected collection of mathematical equations and expresses these equations in 
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the form of SGF. The SI ladder Slter is synthesized &om the SGF and implemented 

using SI technology. 

A, Zr? Z_ 

Fig.2.12 (a) S'̂ '-order ZC lowpass filter with voltage source 

2̂ 1̂2 4̂ L 

+ 

Fig.2.12 (b) 5'^-order ZC lowpass filter with current source 

To illustrate this design method, the procedure to reahze the 5^-order lowpass ladder 

filter is described. As shown in Fig.2.12(a), voltage and current variables are assigned 

to each branch in the ZC ladder filter, and the doubly terminated structure provides 

minimum sensitivity to component variations.. In order to process the signal in current-

mode, Norton principle is used to transform the voltage source into current source, 

Fig.2.12(b). In the prototype the normalized terminated resistors and 72̂  are 

lohm, so the values of current-mode input and output signals (z^ and z^) are the same 

as those of voltage-mode counterparts (v^ and v^). The signal flow graph of 

Fig.2.12(b) is constructed to satisfy KirchhofTs loop and node equations: 

1 
"Cl j'C, 

sL. 

0 , -^12, 

- K i -I 'c]) 

^ (̂ 12 1̂4) 

2̂:4 ' (̂ C3 Ĉ5 ) 

Oz4 -^0) 

(2.23 a) 

(2.23b) 

(2.23c) 

(2.23d) 

(2.23e) 
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Because SI circuits process current-mode signals, all of the voltage variables in signal-

flow-graph must be transformed to current variables using a scaling resistor (chosen to 

be lohm for convenience), and the outputs are expressed as: 

' ' = "TT ) (2.24a) 

(2.24b) 

. . 1 

"C3 - ^ '̂Z,4 (2.24c) 

('Zc3-^C5') (2.24d) 
1 

^ 0 . 4 - z j (2.24e) 

where 'Zg,/ represents current converted by voltage 

It is obvious from Fig.2.12(b) that the values of scahng current variable and 'z,./ 

are the same as those of and , respectively. 

ĉi ^ R̂s (2.25a) ~ '̂o (2.25b) 

Taking into account of Eq.(2.25) and applying z-domain transformation to Eq.(2.24), 

the relations for the signal flow graph are obtained: 

" 1̂2) = i; Of " " 2̂̂ 2) (2.26a) 

'62 = . / . ('vk -''C3') = -'fc3') (2.26b) 

''C3 ' = , J . Oz2 - Z.4) = 0.2 - 1̂4) (2.26c) 

/ X ' ' C 3 - Z C 5 ' ) = T ^ ( ' ' C 3 ' - ' J (2.26d) 

^ 0 . 4 - : J = i r ^ 0 . 4 - / J (2.26e) 

where /I is z-domain integrator. 
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r r i 
1 / u , w / / j j m / ; . 

Ẑ.2 ' 

«5 

6 CCj ^2 '̂ 2 4̂ <2̂4 li4 i„ 

Fig.2.13 SGF of SI 5"'-order lowpass filter 

The signal graph flow (SGF) of the 5'''-order lowpass SI ladder filter is shown in 

Fig.2.13. Currents are summed at the input of the integrators, and multiple output 

currents are generated for each output required, a, through represent the integrator 

scale factors obtained from Eq.(2.26). Early approaches to the realization of SI ladder 

filters relied on the use of Euler integrators (Fig.2.4 and Fig.2.5) [13]. However, these 

were restricted to the application in which the clock frequency was much higher than 

the cutoff 6equency because of the errors inherent in Euler transformations [83,84]. 

Now bihnear integrators (Fig.2.7 and Fig.2.8) are often used to implement SI 

integrator-based filters with better sensitivities and low clock to cutoff frequency ratios 

[11,12,18]. 

2.4 Wave synthesis technique 

Wave synthesis technique simulates passive ZC networks through the use of wave 

quantities instead of node voltages and branch currents. The advantages of wave Alters 

are their excellent passband sensitivity properties and bilinear relationship between 

continuous and discrete-time domains. The basic idea of this technique is reviewed as 

follows. 

2.4.1 Wave models 

The wave synthesis technique developed by Fettweis [24] is modelled after classical 

filters, preferably in lattice or ladder configurations. This technique simulates the 

behaviour of passive networks through the use of wave quantities instead of port 

voltages and currents, Fig.2.14. The wave variables (incident wave) and ^ 

(reflected wave) are defined as linear combinafions of the corresponding port current, z 

and voltage, v: 

v4 = v + z%R (2.27a) ^ = (2.27b) 
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where is port resistance, and is chosen arbitrarily to simplify the wave model. For 

the passive components: Z and C, their port resistances are 22/7 and 7X20, 

respectively (7 is the sampling period). 

A I 

4 

wave 

Fig.2.14 Passive network and its wave block 

Using this technique, the passive elements, such as capacitor C and inductor Z, are first 

transformed into one-port wave models, and then these wave models are connected to 

form the wave filter. 

i 
+ 
V 

C 

: v = — - z 

r T 

Fig.2.15 Capacitor and its wave model 

For the passive component C, the 7X20 is selected as its port resistance, and its 

corresponding wave relationship can be derived 6om Eq.(2.27): 

^ , . ( 1 /C^ ) -Z . ( r / 2C) 

v + j f . / z (l/C^) + ; ( r / 2 C ) 

Applying bilinear transformation ^ > z to Eq.(2.28), the wave relationship is given as: 

^(z) = z-'v4(z) (2.29) 

For the passive component 2, the 2Z/r is selected as its port resistance, and its 

corresponding wave relationship can be derived &om Eq.(2.27): 

^ v - 7 ; . z _ z ^ ) - z ( 2 Z / n 

v + jg-z z (Z^) + z ( 2 Z / r ) 

Applying bilinear transformation ^ ^ z to Eq.(2.30), the wave relationship is given as: 

^(z) = -z-'v4(z) (2.31) 

It is shown &om Eq.(2.29) and Eq.(2.31) that using wave synthesis technique capacitor 

and inductor are converted into delay cell and negative delay cell, respectively. 

Similarly, other passive elements, which are used to design passive filter, can also be 

transformed into their corresponding wave models and given in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3 One-port passive elements and their wave models 

5'oMrce 
R. 

A 

B 

V = V. + 

w. 

C 
B 

/nffwĉ or 
A • 

L 

B 

V = z 

R, 

v = i-R, 

KoZfage ̂ owrce 
i. 

R 
B 

R^ 

T 

7^ 

T 

R, 

R 

— ^ 

—4—o A 

A T B 

B{n) = A(n — 1) 

A- r — 

^(fz) = -v4(M -1) 

°——I 
V 

v4(M) = 2v = 2z 

^ = 0 

2v̂ — 

-»—o 
—«• A 

R 
B 

v4(M) = 2v̂  - ^(n) 

25 

2.4.2 Wave adaptors 

In order to transform ZC network into wave structure, wave synthesis technique 

models the connections in passive network as wave adaptors. 

f 
V. 4- B. 

/, + 

A. 

——c 

J—̂  — 

Fig.2.16 Series connection of and its equivalent wave series adaptor 
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The voltage-current relationships of series passive network connection, i.e. 

series connection in Fig.2.16, are: 

Vo+^ i+ ' " + v,_] = 0 , Zo =z, = - (2.32) 

The wave quantities of each port are given as: 

4 = ' 4, z = 0,1,2 - (M - 1 ) (2.33) 

According to the voltage-current relationships of series connection, Eq.(2.32), and the 

deGnition of wave quantities, Eq.(2.33), the following relations can be obtained: 

^ + - - + = (7̂ 0 + + - - + (2.34a) 

=v4,.-2jg.. z, (2.34b) 

27;.. 
B: — A-

(^0 + ^ ] + " + ) 

2.R,. 

(-̂ 0 + 4 'I ^ ^,-1 ) (2.34c) 

The term 
(^0 + -̂ 1 + " + ) 

coefficient : 

Yi = • 

in Eq.(2.34c) is defined as series wave adaptor 

2^, 
(2.35) 

(^0 + ^, + " + ) 

According to this definition, the wave relationship of series wave adaptor can be 

rewritten as: 

^ 4 - (4) + 4 + " + ) (2.36) 

And the relationships of wave quantities in series wave adaptor are: 

(2.37) 

B, 

= -Yi 

kJ 

2̂ + " h 
V 

h 

-;"2 4 

- r , A 

—̂o n 

Fig.2.17 Parallel connection of and its equivalent wave parallel adaptor 

The voltage-current relationships of parallel passive network connection, i.e. 

parallel connection in Fig.2.17, are: 
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0̂ =1', ' Z'o + 4 + " + - 0 (2.38) 

According to the voltage-current relationships of parallel connection, Eq.(2.38), and 

the definition of wave quantities, Eq.(2.33), the following relations can be obtained: 

(2.39a) 

= 2% - , where G, = 1 / (2.39b) 

Go - ^ + G, + - - - + - (Go + G, + - - - + G _̂; ) - Vy 

B: 
2G. 2G„ 

(Gg + G, + - - + G^_,) ° (Go + G] + - - - + G^_i) 

2G,. 

(2.39c) 

The term 
(Go + G] + " - + G^_,) 

coefficient : 

Yi 

in Eq.(2.39c) is defined as parallel wave adaptor 

2G.. 

( G „ + G , + . - + G._,) 

According to this definition, the relationship of parallel wave adaptor can be rewritten 

as: 

-G, = /o 4) + ' " + - 4 (2.41) 

And the relationships of wave quantities in parallel wave adaptor are: 

(2.42) 

According to the defmitions of wave adaptor coefficients, Eq.(2.35) and Eq.(2.40), the 

following relations should be satisfied: 

For each m-port wave adaptor, the sum of wave adaptor coefficients is 2: 

B,- /2-1 Xo 2̂ 
= X2 /,-1 Xo 4 

^0. /2 X, _4)_ 

E n = 2 
A = 0 

For series wave adaptor: 

For parallel wave adaptor: 

Go G, 

r„-
R. 

G.. 

(2.43) 

(2.44a) 

(2.44b) 
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z, q A 

4-

Fig.2.18 (a) 3"^-order elliptic Glter (b) Passive circuit with identified series and 

parallel connections 

-T -T 
-T 

Xoo' 
32 

4 , = 0 

Fig.2.18 (c) Transformed wave filter structure 

The conversion process 6om ZC network to wave filter is illustrated through an 

example of S'^-order ZC elliptic Glter, shown in Fig.2.18(a). It is redrawn in Fig.2.18(b) 

in order to make apparent the consecutive series and parallel connections (surrounded 

by dashed squares). The passive components are converted into their wave models 

according to Table 2.3, and these wave models are connected using wave adaptors, 

Fig.2.18(c). In this way, the S'^-order wave Glter is derived, where is coefficient of 

port j in wave adaptor i. It should note that according to the Table 2.3 the input voltage 

resistor source in Fig.2.18(a) is transformed to current source with the same value as 

voltage source v,, while the resistor load is transformed to output current with 

twice value of output voltage . Therefore, the transfer function of 3'^-order ZC 

elliptic filter is left unchanged through wave synthesis technique: 

^ ( z ) = z. (z) / z, (z) = 2 - V, (z) / V, (z) (2.45) 

2.5 SI wave filters 

In section 2.4, wave synthesis technique is introduced and the design process of wave 

filters is described. The wave filters were originally implemented using digital 
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technology, but recently SI reahzation is proposed, where wave variables yd and 

are represented as current-mode signal [25]. It can be seen 6-om Fig.2.18(c) that the 

resultant wave filter only consists of delay cells and wave adaptors, which will result in 

simple implementation. 

SI implementation of delay cell 

The delay cell in SI wave filter can be realized by cascading two SI memory cells. The 

r ' and 2'"'-generation SI delay cell are shown in Fig.2.19. Compared with the 1̂ '-

generation SI delay cell, the basic 2"''-generation SI delay cell has large internal 

transient glitches that cause large linear and non-linear circuit errors [34]. The high 

performance 2"'^-generation SI delay cell, 6"^/, has been proposed to reduce these non-

ideal characteristics [41]. The schemes of 6"^/ and its performance on SI wave Glters 

will be analysed in Chapter 3. 

Fig.2.19 r and 2" -generation SI delay cell 

SI implementation of wave adaptors 

Wave adaptors are multi-port current-mode circuits implementing the algebraic 

relations between wave variables. Therefore, they only involve the use of summing 

current amplifiers with different gain factors. An efficient circuit implementation of 3-

series and parallel wave adaptor was proposed in [28], shown in Fig.2.20. It 

establishes the direct correspondence between wave adaptor relations, Eq.(2.37) and 

Eq.(2.42), and SI transistor-level circuits. The wave adaptor coefBcients in Fig.2.20 

are implemented through the aspect ratio of the current mirror transistors. 
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Fig.2.20 (b) SI circuit of parallel wave adaptor [28] 
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Fig.2.21 (a) 3' -order ZC eUiptic filter 
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Fig.2.21 (b) Equivalent 3"^-order elliptic wave Glter 

To illustrate the design process and implementation, a design example of SI wave filter 

is presented. Given the discrete-time Slter speciGcation: sampling frequency 

passband &equency maximum passband ripple 
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rninimum stopband ripple According to these 

speciGcations, S'^-order elliptic ZC prototype, Fig.2.21(a), is chosen with normalized 

component values as follows [81]: 

— Ri =Johm, i, = Z3 = 1.1215H, Z, = 0.0925H, Cj = 1.0593F (2.46) 

The normalized (7=7) passband 6equency is = 0.1. Prewarping of the 

passband &equency is performed according to the continuous-time, O , and discrete-

time 6equency, a;, transformation: 

n = ^ . t a n ( ^ ) (2.47) 

The corresponding continuous-time passband frequency is: 

Q = 2-tan(0.1-;r)=0.6J (2.48) 

The passive components in the ZC prototype are calculated according to the 

continuous-time passband 6equency: 

Z, = Z3 = 727 J/0.6J=7.72 Z^ = 0.0P2 J/0. 

Q - 7. OJPj/0.(^J=7. (2.49) 

Wave filter is constructed as outlined in section 2.4, Fig.2.21(b). The port resistance is 

calculated according to their de&nitions: 

^00 = -̂ 31 = ^02 = ^32 = 2 Z / 7 = 

7;,, =2Z2/ r=o .2vg , 7 ;22=r /2Q=0. .?07 (2.50) 

The wave adaptor coefficients are calculated as follows: for the wave the 

relationships of coefficients are: 

/oo /oi X02 

-̂ 00 -̂ 01 ^02 
(2.51a) Xoo+Xo,+/o2=2 (2.51b) 

hi order to simplify the circuit implementation, we set ;Ko] =7, and according to 

Eq.(2.51), the other coefGcients in wave and port resistance 7*̂ , are 

calculated as: 

;/oo=0.22J, /o2=0.77J, (2.52) 

Similarly, setting the coefficients of wave a(f(^^or2 are calculated as: 

/2i=0.^'^7, 7(2o=O.JJJ (2.53) 

The relationships of coefficients in a(f<3p^or7 are: 
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(2.54a) Xio +Xii + /]2 = 2 (2.54b) 
(̂ ,0 Gn 

It can be seen &om Fig.2.21 that the port resistance =^2o- Setting 

=7, the other coefGcients in vyave and port resistance calculated as: 

=0.^9.3 (2.55) 

Using the definition of series adaptor coefficient, Eq.(2.35), the coefficients in wave 

are: 

/gg = 2j(gQ /(^3o + ^31 + ^32) = 0.2, where .Rg,, = (2.56a) 

^3] ^ 27(3; /(TẐ o + 7̂ 3] + 7*32) = 0.-̂  (2.56b) 

/32 = 2 - / 3 0 - / 3 , = ^"^ (2.56c) 

When the wave filter is built up, the transistor-level circuits described in this section 

can be employed to reahze the current delay cell and current-mode wave adaptors. 

2.6 SI wave filters based 011 Bruton transformation 

In section 2.5, the wave Slter structure is directly derived from the ZC reference 

prototype. When Bruton transformation [81] is applied to suitably selected ZC 

networks prior to their conversion to wave filter, it will yield less complicated SI 

circuits for a given filter response. Bruton transformation eliminates inductors in the 

ZC circuit by multiplying impedance by 1/s. This converts resistors to capacitors, 

inductors to resistors and capacitors to FDNR (frequency dependent negative resistor) 

elements. Fig.2.22. 

z., z,, A, 

Fig.2.22 (a) MA-order minimum-C elliptic ZC reference prototype 

c. R, R. 

R, 

:D, 

R N-1 

D N-

•c, 

Fig.2.22 (b) MA-order transformed prototype using Bruton transformation 
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Fig.2.22 (c) MA-order wave structure based on Bruton transformation 

After making Bruton transformation, the complexity of wave adaptors is significantly 

reduced due to the presence of the resistors in Fig.2.22(b). These resistors effectively 

reduce the number of ports required in wave adaptors. Fig.2.22(c) shows the MA-order 

transformed wave structure based on Bruton transformation. The element labelled 'D' 

denotes the FDNR components, while wave adaptors labelled 'R' are simplified to 

incorporate the resistance output. The new components as a result of applying Bruton 

transformation to reference prototype are: FDNR, capacitive source and load. Table 

2.4. 

Table 2.4 New wave models for Bruton transformation wave filters 

Jource 
c 

V = v , + ' • 

A 

B 

Cs 

r 

2C. 

D 

B 
C, T 

T 

B 

.A 
(«) - z, (/z -1) + v4(/z -1) 

^(/z) - 2y4(M -1) - - 2) 

T 

B 

B(n) = A(n - 1 ) 

zX") = W(M) + ^(n) = 
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Fig.2.23 FDNR and its wave model 

Fig.2.23 shows new component FDNR, which is obtained by multiplying 1/s on the 

capacitor. ( 7 / 2 ) ^ / D is selected as its port resistance, and its corresponding wave 

model can be derived as: 

v + 7 ; / z . ( l / f ' D ) + z ( r / 2 ) " / D 

Applying bilinear transformation j' —> z to Eq.(2.52), it is given as: 

(2.57) 

^(2) = - ^ . .4(2) (2.58) 
1 + z 

For other new components, including capacitive source and load, new wave models 

can be derived in the same way and given in Table 2.4. It can be seen that the wave 

models needed to design the Bruton transformation wave filter are more complex than 

those required for the direct wave synthesis technique. However Bruton transformation 

produces a large number of resistors replacing inductances, and it not only simplifies 

the wave adaptors but also reduces the number of delays in the circuit. According to 

circuit theory [81], the transfer fimction of passive network is left unchanged after 

Bruton transformation is applied. Therefore, the transfer functions of Bruton 

transformation wave filters are the same as those of direct wave filters. 

2.7 Comparison of design techniques 

Several techniques for designing SI filters have been reviewed. The synthesis of 

cascade filter, which based on the biquadratic section, is relatively straightforward. The 

biquadratic sections are 2"''-order building blocks, which can be cascaded to form high 

order filters. The modularity and simplicity of this approach has led to its wide 

acceptance in active-RC, SC and SI filters design. The drawback of this technique is 

the relatively high sensitivity to the component variations, especially in high-order or 

high-Q filters. Therefore, to realize high-order or high-Q filters, ZC simulation 

technique, which is less sensitive to manufacturing tolerances, is needed. The SFG 

(signal flow graph) synthesis of JLC filter, which inherits the low component sensitivity 
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of ladder network, has proved to be particularly suited to the implementation of high-

order and high-Q filters. Different integrators, the fundamental building block of this 

method, were investigated to improve the filter performance. However, the 

implementation of high-Q or lossless integrator is difficult [25,83]. Besides the 

difSculty of reahzing high-Q integrators, integrators also impose a signiScant 

limitation on the Slter performance, such as noise and limited dynamic range [1,25]. 

The wave technique is another design method to simulate the passive ZC filters 

through wave variables. Unhke SFG simulation, the resultant SI circuit only consists 

of delay cell and wave adaptors, which are easily available in SI technology, and 

doesn't require integrators. Therefore, SI wave filter is a powerful alternative to the 

integrator-based SI filter. New efficient designing method for SI wave filter, Bruton 

transformation SI wave filter, has been proposed [2,3]. It not only inherits the 

advantages of SI wave filter, but also yields less complex SI circuits by applying 

Bruton transformation to suitably selected ZC prototype prior to its conversion to wave 

filter. The saving achieved in SI elements can be expressed in terms of total transistor 

count, as shown in Table 2.5. It shows the total transistor count against filter order # 

for lowpass and highpass Alters using the Bruton transformation and the direct SI wave 

filters. 

Table 2.5 Complexity of SI lowpass and highpass elliptic wave filter [2] 
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Table 2.5 shows Bruton transformation SI wave filter results in a lower transistor 

count, particularly for high-order filters, and this reduction improves with increasing 

order. For example, 7'''-order lowpass Bruton transformation SI wave Glter requires 

20% fewer delay elements, 36% fewer one-output current mirrors and 70% fewer 

three-output current mirrors, while W'^-order highpass filter utihzes 15% fewer 

transistors. Reduction of transistor count in Burton transformation wave filter imphes 

reduced silicon area, less power dissipation and noise, all of which are important 

performance parameters of mixed-signal ICs. 

2.8 Concluding remarks 

Design techniques of SI Glters have been reviewed. The wave synthesis technique is 

introduced, and detailed design example of SI wave filter is included. It is shown SI 

wave filters only consists of delay cells and wave adaptors and have simple 

implementation. The recently reported Bruton transformation SI wave filters are 

presented. From the discussion in section 2.7, it shows Bruton transformation SI wave 

filters not only have low sensitivity and simplicity, but also yield significant reduction 

in SI circuits complexity compared with the direct wave Glter. Therefore, fiirther 

investigations of Bruton transformation wave filters, including the per&rmance in the 

presence of non-ideal characteristics of SI circuits and transistor-level circuits design 

of such filters, are necessary to be made. In addition, SI group delay equalizers, which 

are used to improve the step response of the SI filters, are also required to be designed 

to realize the linear phase response of SI filters. These investigations will be carried out 

in order to better understanding of Bruton transformation SI wave filters and group 

delay equahzers. 
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Chapter 3 

Non-ideal Performance of Bruton Transformation SI 

Wave Filters 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 has shown that the apphcation of Bruton transformation in the design of 

wave Glters can yield significant reduction in the SI circuit complexity. Despite their 

simplicity, SI cells suffer 6om fimdamental sources of errors that produce deviations in 

terms of DC offset, gain and harmonic distortion. Although numerous enhanced SI 

cells have been proposed to improve performance [60-68], they do not eliminate the 

errors completely. Therefore, it is important to study the effects of these errors on the 

SI cells performance. Section 3.2 describes the two sources of errors: mismatch in 

current mirror and clock-feedthrough in SI delay cell. Taking account of these errors, 

the non-ideal input-output relations of new wave components in Bruton transformation 

SI wave filters are derived in section 3.3. These non-ideal relations are integrated with 

to investigate the influence of errors, such as mismatch and clock-

feedthrough, on the filter performance in section 3.4. Section 3.5 gives a detailed 

analysis of the speed limitation of Bruton transformation SI wave Slters. Finally, 

section 3.6 concludes this chapter. 

3.2 Non-ideal behaviour of current mirrors and SI delay cell 

This section briefly discusses non-ideal characteristics in current mirrors and SI delay 

cells and shows how these non-ideal characteristics are represented using simple 

models. The discussion is a short summary of [37] and is included here since it is used 

in the development of the behavioural non-ideal models of Bruton transformation wave 

filter components, which have been given in Chapter 2. 
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3.2.1 Mismatch on current mirror 

A simple current mirror with gain G is shown in Fig.3.1(a). The current mirror suffers 

6om mismatch errors due to the fabrication process and Gnite precision of device with 

width and length. The small variations in the DC characteristics (threshold voltage 

and current factor ) of MOS transistor are introduced due to mismatch errors. For 

the current mirror, the effect of mismatch is to produce DC offset, gain and non-linear 

errors on the output current z,,. 

4 

My I A/2 
^ : G i 

Fig.3.1 (a) Simple current mirror with gain G (b) Block diagram of cascaded 

current mirror 

To deduce the non-ideal input-output relationship, which taking into account of the 

mismatch effect, we assume that the parameters ( G = 

and the nominal values of the current factors and threshold voltages of 

transistors M7 and M2, respectively. Transistor mismatch errors are random in nature, 

and so these four mentioned parameters are affected by AF^^ 

which have normal distribution variations [38]. The drain currents of M7 and M2 are 

given in Eq.(3.1): 

4 =(A'' +A;9J[F^, - (F ; , +AP;,)] ' (3.1a) 

G 4 - z . - ( F ; , + A F , J ] ' (3.1b) 

From Eq.(3.1), the following relation can be derived: 

G -
' + 4 

+ ( F ; , + A F , J - ( F ; , + A P ^ J ] 

- ( A F „ - A V „ ) y 
A" + I r . 

[1 + ^ + 2 (A)^, -AFy.^)' 
In rt (3.2) 
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h 

Taking Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4) into Eq.(3.2), Eq.(3.2) can be expressed as: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

+ 2 . ( A F „ - A F „ ) . ' • • 1 + - ^ ] (3.5) 

Since , jl + — can be approximately expanded into the following l^'^-order 
V I T> 

series form: 

4 27, 8 V , 
(3.6) 

Taking the above approximation into Eq.(3.5), is expressed as: 

G / , - f , - G . ( l + )• 

^ (1 + 
2/^ 8 7, 

- ( — ) ' ] (3.7) 

After some arrangements, the input-output current relationship is given as: 

io =c« +c,L +C2i2 (3.8) 

where c,, and are error mismatch coefficients given in Table 3.1 for the 

nominal and non-ideal cases. 

Table 3.1 Error coefficients due to mismatch in simple current mirror [37] 

error 

Co 0 
n A A \ 1 f^T 2(AVJ.2 —AFj-J) 

c, -G 
^ A \ . i^Vj2 

2̂ 0 
- G ( A F , , - A F ^ , ) 
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Since mismatch errors have random origin, the coefficient in Table 3.1 is taken as 

the random variable with normal distribution, whose mean value is nominal value and 

standard deviation is related to the error terms. Thus, the variation of c can be 

expressed as: 

(C/) = (7' ) + ( ^ ) ' . (T' ( A ) + (F,,) 

+ ( ^ ) ' (3.9) 

Using the statistical models proposed in [38], relationship between the variation of 

and transistor area is given as: 

where and are technology-dependent parameters [38], is transistor gate 

area. Thus, the variation of Cy for G = ^ be defined as: 

For instance, for the parameters Ar^=0.02//o%, 

PF/Z = 60//m/10/i:yM, G=7, (Fg^-Ky.) = 0.6F and 7^=10/^4 , the standard 

deviations in Cg, c, and Cg are 40.18nA, 0.224% and 48.11 ̂ 4"% respectively. 

SI filters also contain cascaded current mirrors. Fig.3.1(b) shows a block diagram 

representation of a cascaded current mirror, which consists of two simple current 

mirrors with gains G, and The parameters Cy and Cy are the error mismatch 

coefficients of the simple current mirror given in Table3.1. Since mismatch errors are 

random in nature, the three coefficients are different &om one current mirror to the 

others. It can be derived from Eq.(3.8) that the non-ideal input-output relationship of 

the cascaded current-mirror due to mismatch is: 
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- Q + (3.12) 

where Q = + c|co + c^Cg, C, = c|c, + , Q = 

The nominal values for Q and Q are zero, while the nominal value of C, is G, . 

( Q ) = ( 4 ) + (Co ) 

o-'(C,) = cr(T'(c,) + c,"(7'(c/) 

,2 _ 2 , 

The variance of Cy coefficients are written as: 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

o-'(C,) = cro-'(c2) + c r o - ' ( c / ) (3.13c) 

Using parameters A^^=0.02//m, A'^^=20/MF //M, f F / Z = 60//m/10/y/M, G=7, 

(Fgg-Fy.) = 0.6F and /g=10///4, the standard deviations of Q , C, and Q are 

calculated as 56.68nA, 0.317% and 68.04^4"', respectively. 

3.2.2 Clock-feedthrough on SI delay cell 

Clock-feedthrough is the main performance limitation in SI circuits and is inherent in 

any sampled-data systems using MOS switches [39,40]. 

/ + A /, 
+ 

: K + A w. 

Fig.3.2 (a) Switch turn-off in memory cell 

C" 
D 

P 

> ¥ — 7 

(b) The clock-feedthrough in switch 

NMOS channel 

When the samplmg switch is turned off at the end of the sampling phase. Fig.3.2(a), 

the channel charge &om the switch transistor is dissipated through its drain and source, 

and hence some of the charge is added onto the memory cell's hold capacitor. These 

charge transfers affect the gate voltage of the memory transistors and hence an error 

results in the memorized current. Approximate analysis was made to model clock-

feedthrough errors in simple current memory cell as an error voltage on the data 

holding node. 
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1̂ ^ ^ 

=c,. 

Fig.3.3 2" -generation memoiy cell with voltage error at the holding node 

For the 2"''-generation memory cell as illustrated in Fig.3.3, the absolute value of the 

voltage increment in the gate voltage is given in [1,37]: 

Av f \ — \\ -\———h /c, 
" 1 I. 

(3.14) 

where A:, and A:, can be written as 

C " R ' ^ ^ ^ H \ I 

where and are the gate-to-source and gate-diffusion overlap capacitances of 

switch transistor, respectively, and is the memory transistor's gate-source 

capacitance. The coefficient or is proportional to the channel charge held in when 

the switch is closed (ore[0.5,1]). and are the high and low voltage clock 

levels, which are used to drive the switch, is the bias current, / and are body 

factor and the current factor of an NMOS transistor, respectively. For the given NMOS 

transistor parameters: 

Q, =310^7^/m, / - 0 . 7 6 , P;, =0.74F^ 

= 2 2 1 / 6 4 / F \ =j . JF: K =0F: /g =10/^4 

(fF/i,)^^=2.4//m/1.2//i%, (fF/Z) = 60//m/10//w!, (Z = 0.5 

^ = (2 /3 )xC ,^x2 .4x l .2 = 3.264xlO-"jDF 

= Q , x 2 . 4 x l O - " =7.44x10" ' ; )^ 

= ( 2 / 3 ) x Q , . x 6 0 x l 0 = 0.68;)F 

^ _ 0 003264 ^ 0 76/3). J _ -0.6357MF 
0.68 224 

- 0.5 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3.15c) 

(3.15d) 

= 0 5. 0.003264 . g _ + ^ ) - 0.74] — 5 = 6.6/MF (3.15e) 
0.68 3 0.68 
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AVf =A:, -5.8/MF V U. 
(3.15f) 

Due to the TV-channel switch, the clock-feedthrough voltage is -5.8/MK Taking 

into account of Av̂ ,̂ the input-output current relationship in memory cell of Fig.3.3 

can be expressed as (phase ^2): 

" A ' + Avy-)̂  

"Am ( " - ! ) - 2AVy.^/g^^ - J1 + ^ - Avy^^ (3.16) 

Taylor series expansion is performed to approximate J l + ^ , and it leads to: 

1 + - ^ « 1 + -^^!^—- (—)^ 
' 4 27, 8 V / 

(3.17) 

The output current of 2" -generation memory cell is: 

1, 
(3.18) 

where the coefGcients /Mg, and are DC offset, gain and non-linear error terms 

respectively, and these parameters are given in Table3.2. 

Table 3.2 Error coefficients due to clock-feedthrough [37] 

/Mg -DC - MOM-Zmear erroA-

' 2 AVy - AVy Av, 4PB 

4 / ! 

- 2AVy Av: A -Av:. 2 
^ 47j 

f 4 
($) (̂ 2, ^ 

A 

MC 

T 

Fig.3.4 6"^/ memory cell 
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Many circuit techniques have been proposed to reduce the clock-feedthrough errors, 

and the most effective method is 6"^/ memory cell [41], which cancels the T'-order 

clock-feedthrough error without detriment to any other performance, Fig.3.4. The 

charge cancellation scheme of 6"^/ is analysed as follows: when switch is off^ 

&om the above analysis, the output current of MC, is same as the basic 2""'-

generation SI memory cell: 

V ^ B 

' . - ( " - l ) (3.19) 

This current is sent to transistor MF during phase . When switch ) is off^ 

the output current of transistor MF is: (assuming the increment of the gate voltage 

in MF is same to that of MC) 

0̂/ - + AVy.)̂  

= 4 - A - F , ) ' -2Avy Av} 

- - 2Avy - - ^1 + ^ - AVy (3.20) 

When switch is on, the output current is the sum of output current of MC and 

MF: 

'o (M - 1) + z'of ] + Zq/-

(n -1) - ^^v,. • j i + ̂  - A • AvJ (3.21) 

Taylor series expansion is performed to approximate ^1 + ^ , and it leads to: 

+ + (3.22) 
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- z'm ( « - ! ) - 2AVy. - - [1 + - Av 

(" -1) - - Avy - Avy. 
I . 

« - (1 + 7M, ) - (M - 1) + TM; - (« " 1) (3 23) 

where the coefGcients Mg, m, and are DC offset, gain and non-linear error terms 

respectively, and also given in Table 3.2. 

For a given NMOS memory transistor with 7^=10 /M, y^^-221/y}4/F^ and 

considering Av̂ ^ = lO/wF, the following values are result of the 2"''-generation memory 

cell: - 0 . 9 6 2 D C current offset, 4.7% gain error. The total harmonic distortion 

(THD, we only take into account second harmonic here.), which caused by non-linear 

error term (m^), is calculated for input signal = z sinfy^r and z / =0.5: 

(1 + /M, ) - Z 
(1 + AVy —̂  )-Z 

-50.63 (3.24) 

The corresponding values of DC current offset, gain error and THD for 6" ̂ 7 memory 

cell are: -0.918 /Z/4, 0.22% and -77.19dB, respectively. 

4»(M-i) 

® 4) 
—^—i- l(M) 

i 

Fig.3.5 (a) 2" -generation SI delay cell (b) Block diagram of a delay cell 

The delay cell using 2"'^-generation SI is shown in Fig.3.5(a), and its block diagram 

representation is given in Fig.3.5(b). This delay cell suffers &om clock-feedthrough 

nd error due to the switches and - The effect of the clock-feedthrough on the 2 

generation delay cell is obtained by cascading the input-outpnt current relationship of 

each memory cell, and is expressed in Eq.(3.25). 

(») = Mo + (1 + M] )%,„ ( » - ! ) + (« - 1 ) (3.25) 

where '/MQ/M, , M, %27M] -2mo7M2, M ; 
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Using the parameters 7^ =10/M, =221///(/F^ and AVŷ  =107MF, the DC offset, 

gain error and THD are calculated as 0.045 , 9.4%, and -77.98dB, respectively. The 

corresponding values of DCcurrent offset, gain error and THD for 6"^/ current delay 

cell are -2.02 , 0.44% and -130.34dB, respectively. 

3.3 Models of components in Brutoii transformation SI wave filters 

The effects of transistor mismatch and clock-feedthrough on the frequency response of 

SI direct wave Glters were studied in [37]. As described in Chapter 2, Bruton 

transformation SI filters [2,3] are based on new wave components, such as capacitive 

source and load, FDNR, which are not used by the direct wave design method. This 

section develops behavioural models for these new wave components using the results 

outlined in section 3.2. Each non-ideal component model is developed in the form of a 

difference equation representing the input-output relationship of the wave component 

including mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors. The modelling process involves the 

following three main steps: 

(i) Identify of the current signal path of each term in the wave component ideal 

difference equation &om physical SI realization. 

(ii) Obtain the input-output relationship of each current signal path of the wave 

component using the mismatch and/or clock-feedthrough error expressions 

given in Eqs.(3.8), (3.12) and (3.25). 

(iii) Sum the contributions of all the component current signal paths to yield the 

non-ideal model of the wave component in the form of a difference 

equation. 

To illustrate the modelling process, models for the main components of Bruton 

transformation filters including capacitive source and load, and FDNR. are developed. 

Also, a model for non-ideal series adaptor is developed. Note the presented modelling 

process is general and can be apphed to develop models of wave components 

implemented using different SI implementation techniques including T'-generation, 

2"''-generation and 6"^/. In this section, component models based on 2"^-generation SI 

delay cells are developed as examples, and the effects of 2"''-generation and 6"^/ 
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implementation techniques on the Glter frequency response are analysed and compared 

in section 3.4. 

3.3.1 Capacitive source wave component 

New wave model in Bruton transformation wave filter, capacitive source wave 

component, which have been given in Chapter 2, is shown in Fig.3.6. The difference 

equation of the ideal capacitive source is: 

(») - ( » - ! ) + v4(M -1) (3.26) 

where (»), (» -1) and y4(M -1) are the input, delayed input and filter feedback 

signals respectively, and .8(M)is the output signal of the capacitive source. 

T 

.A 

Fig.3.6 Capacitive source wave component 

The capacitive source circuit using 2'"'-generation SI realization is shown in Fig.3.7. It 

consists of one delay cell, 7̂  and three current mirrors (M7-M2), and 

MJ). These current mirrors are marked as CM7, CM2 and CM). Following step.l of 

the modelling process, the current signal paths of the ideal difference equation of the 

capacitive source, Eq.(3.26), are identified and presented in Fig.3.8. 

CM2 

(A 

r 
T 

r 
CM3 

F:g.3.7 Capacitive source circuit using 2 -generation SI delay cells 

CMI {Ic,} 

r r 

AW 

T 

Fig.3.8 Block diagram model of non-ideal capacitive source wave component 
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The first term of the capacitive source difference equation, the signal current (») 

flows through the current mirrors CMJ and CM). Hence it is affected by the mismatch 

of these two current mirrors as shown in Fig.3.8. The input-output relationship of non-

ideal current mirror due to transistor mismatch has three coefficients: DC offset (Cg), 

gain (c,) and non-linear coefGcient (c^), Eq.(3.8). Assume the mismatch coefficients 

of currents mirrors CM7 and CM3 are {C]Q,c,,,c,2}and respectively, and 

using the input-output relationship of non-ideal cascaded current mirror, Eq.(3.12), the 

input-output relationship of the first term of the ideal capacitive source difference 

equation is: 

z, («) = Q + C, (») + Q (») (3.27a) 

where Cq — c^q +C3jCjg + ^32^10' ~ 1̂ 32» ^2 "^31^12 3̂2̂ 11 ^̂ 10̂ 12̂ 32 

Note the coefficient indicates the mismatch coefficient Cy (see Table 3.1) in current 

mirror z (CMz). For example, denotes DC mismatch coefficient in current mirror 

three (CMJ). Consider the second term of the difference equation of ideal capacitive 

s o u r c e , ( » - ! ) . Fig.3.7 shows that this current flows through current mirror CM2 and 

the delay cell. Hence, it is affected by both mismatch error due to the current mirror 

and clock-feedthrough error due to the delay element. Assume the mismatch 

coefficients in current mirror CM2 are {C20,C2,,C22}, and the input-output relationship 

of non-ideal delay cell due to clock-feedthrough is given as Eq.(3.25), the input-output 

relationship of the second term of the ideal capacitive source difference equation is: 

Z; (») = Mg + ĈO + + ((̂ 21 + <̂ 21-̂ 1 )4 " 1) + 

(̂ 22 + ^22^1 + (̂ 21^2 " 1) (3.27b) 

Finally, the third term of capacitive source difference equation is considered, the 

feedback signal, v4(M-l). Fig.3.7 shows that this signal flows only through the delay 

cell, and hence it is affected by clock-feedthrough error. Using Eq.(3.25), the input-

output relationship of this term is: 

Z3 (») = Mo + (1 + M, )^(M -1) + (» - 1 ) (3.27c) 

Having obtained the input-output relationship of the various terms of Eq.(3.12), the 

model for the non-ideal capacitive source wave component is obtained by summing up 

the expressions of Eqs.(3.27a), (3.27b) and (3.27c) to yield: 
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B(M) = (») + (») + Z] («) (3.27d) 

3.3.2 FDNR component wave component 

The FDNR wave component is shown in Fig.3.9. The difference equation of the ideal 

FDNR component is: 

^(M) - 2v4(M -1) - - 2) (3.28) 

where ̂ (n -1) is the delayed input signal and ^(n - 2) is the delayed output signal. 

B 

Fig.3.9 FDNR. wave component 
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Fig.3.10 FDNR circuit using 2" -generation SI delay cells 

Fig.3.10 shows the FDNR component circuit using 2"''-generation SI circuit. This 

circuit consists of two delay cells, TV and for generating the necessary delays of 

Eq.(3.28), and three current mirrors: (M7-M2), (M7-M3) and (M^-Mf). These current 

mirrors are marked as CM7, CM2 and CM), respectively. Note CM7 is used to provide 

a gain of 2 for the first term of Eq.(3.28). Examining the circuit in Fig.3.10, the signal 

paths of the FDNR difference equation are identiSed and presented in Fig.3.11(a). The 

input signal, flows through delay cell 77, current mirrors CM7 and CM). Therefore, 

signal ^ is affected by the clock-feedthrough of 77 and the mismatch of CM7 and 

CM3. The term of Eq.(3.28) is the output of the FDNR component two clock 

cycles earlier, and it flows through the entire FDNR component as shown in 

Fig.3.11(a) as the feedback and feed forward loops. 
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i{n -1) 

y4(M-l) 

;8(M-2) 

Fig.3.11 (a) Block diagram model of non-ideal FDNR wave component 

^,(M) 
Z CMl CM 3 {Ic,} 
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Fig.3.11 (b) Signal paths of the non-ideal FDNR component 

To derive the behavioural model of the non-ideal FDNR. component, the input-output 

relationship of each signal path of Fig.3.11 (a) need to be obtained. To facihtate this, 

Fig.3.11(a) is redrawn as Fig.3.11(b) showing more clearly the signal paths of the 

FDNR component. The signal .B, («) is the output of the forward path of the FDNR 

component, and ^^(M) is the combined feedback and feed forward paths signal. 

Assuming {c,o,c,,,c,2}, {(̂ 20'(̂ 21'̂ 22} {c3g,c3],c22}are the mismatch coefficients 

in CM7, CM2 and CM?, respectively, and the coefficients of the clock-feedthrough in 

77 and are (M,Q,M]],M,2) and respectively, the input-output 

relationship of jB, (m) is: 

(n) — cIQ + ci^A(n — 1) + CI2A' {n — 1) (3.29a) 

where ci^ = Cq + , a, = C, + C , A f ^ , ci^ — C^M^2 + C2 

Similarly the input-output relationship of the (") signal is: 

.82(M)= 6Q+6,.8(M-2) + 62^^(M-2) (3.29b) 

where 60 = Q + + (c^^ + )(1 + M, , ) , 

6, =(1 + M,])(1 + M2,)C2] + 2(^20 +C2o)0 +^21 )(^2]^]2 

2̂ =^,2^21(^ + ^21)^ +(l + ^]])(^22 (1 + ̂ 21)+ (^21-^22) 

+ C2((1 + M,,)(1+M2,)C2,)^ / C, 

The difference equation of the non-ideal FDNR. component is given by summing up 

the contributions of the two signals: .8, (m) and (") -
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3.3.3 Capacitive load wave component 

The capacitive load component is shown in Fig.3.12. The difference equation of the 

ideal capacitive load is: 

= v4(M -1) (3.30a) (») = + ^(m) (3.30b) 

T 

B. 

Fig.3.12 Capacitive load wave component 

Fig.3.12 shows the capacitive load circuit using 2"'^-generation SI delay cells. The 

circuit consists of one delay cell, 7, and five current mirrors: CM7, CM2, CM), 

and CMJ. 

CMf CM2 

r; 

B 

f 

CM3 CM4 CMS 

Fig.3.13 Capacitive load circuit using 2 -generation SI delay cells 

Using similar analysis to that used in identifying the current signal paths of the 

previous wave components, Fig.3.14 shows the block diagram model of the non-ideal 

capacitive load. 

CM 3 

Fig.3.14 Block diagram model of non-ideal capacitive load component 

Assume {Q, C,, Q } are the mismatch coefficients of the cascade current mirror: CM7 

and CMJ, the signal z, (») is: 
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i^{n) = CQ + C^Ain^ + C2A^ (fi) (3.31a) 

Similarly, assume {c20,c2],c22}and the mismatch coefGcients of 

current mirrors CM2 and CM-̂ , and making use of Eq.(3.25), the signal («) is: 

ij (n) = cIQ + a^A{n — 1) + cijA' {n — 1) (3.31b) 

where =C4o +04,^0 +C4,C2o, a, =C4,C2i +2c42C2,Mo, 

Clearly the output current, Zg (»), of the capacitive load component is given by the 

summation of Eq.(3.31a) and (3.31b). Now the input-output relationship of the 

capacitive load feedback signal .B(M) should be obtained. As can be seen h-om 

Fig.3.14, this signal path consists of CM2, delay cell 7and C&G. Assume 031,0^2} 

is the mismatch coefGcients of current mirror CM), the ^(w) signal is: 

^(n) = 6g +6]v4(M-l) + 62^^(M-l) (3.31c) 

where ^ + 3̂1 ̂ 20' 1̂ ~ ^y\^i\ ^^32''21-^0' 

2̂ "''31^22 "̂ 2̂1̂ 32 +2Cg2C2]Af, 

The model of the non-ideal capacitive load is given by Eqs.(3.31a), (3.31b) and 

(3.31c). 

3.3.4 Wave adaptors 

So far, behavioural models for non-ideal (mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors) 

wave components introduced by Bruton transformation have been developed. To 

complete the modelling of Bruton transformation wave Slters' non-ideal 

characteristics, wave adaptors need to be considered. There are two types of wave 

adaptors, series and parallel, which are used to connect the various elements of wave 

filters. Wave adaptors affect the performance of direct wave filters as reported in [37], 

where model for non-ideal parallel wave adaptor was proposed. It can be seen 

h-om Chapter 2 that only series and parallel wave adaptors are employed 

in Bruton transformation wave filters. Therefore, the non-ideal performance of 

series wave adaptor is developed in this section. Both wave adaptors models will be 

used when analysing the non-ideal 6equency response of Bruton transformation SI 

wave filters. Fig.3.15 shows the symbol of 2-por^ series wave adaptor, where denotes 

the incident variable and ^ denotes the reflected variable. 
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Fig.3.15 series adaptor symbol 

The input-output relationship of serial wave adaptor in matrix form is: 

(3.32a) 

where /g and are wave adaptor coefGcients. 

4 ( » ) 

A ( » ) . _A(M) 

r*i' 'H i 
r*i' 

AO 

^ -
^ ^ ^ ' 76 ^ 
M6 M7 Mg 

h 
MP 

1 
M70 Myy 

1 

^72 M/a 

Fig.3.16 2-port series wave adaptor circuit [28] 

The circuit of 2-port series adaptor is shown in Fig.3.16. The SI circuit has current 

mirrors and no delay cell therefore the adaptor operation is only affected by mismatch 

errors. To obtain the input-output relationship of the non-ideal adaptor, consider the 

first entry of the matrix in Eq.3.32(a): 

(«) = 4 (") - 4 («) - 4) (») (3 32b) 

With reference to Fig.3.16, it can be seen that the current path of the first term in 

Eq.(3.32b) has two current mirrors: (A/^-MJ) and (M72-M7.?), and the second term 

current path has three current mirrors: (M^-M6), (M7-MP) and (M72-M7 j). The current 

path of the third term has three current mirrors: (M7-M?), (Af7-A/P) and (M72-M7.)). 

Similarly, the current paths of .B,, (») are the same as that of (»). The general block 

diagram model of non-ideal series adaptor due to mismatch is shown in 

Fig.3.17, where Fig.3.17(a) shows the current signal paths of the main diagonal 

elements of Eq.(3.32a), and Fig.3.17(b) shows the signal paths of the non-diagonal 

elements of Eq.(3.32a). 
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— • >-

— ^ 

A 

Fig.3.17 (a) Signal paths of main diagonal elements in input-output 

relationship of series wave adaptor 

A.. 
— 

5,, 

Fig.3.17 (b) Signal paths of non-diagonal elements in input-output 

relationship of 2-port series wave adaptor 

Assuming ^ - 0,1,2,3,4,5} are mismatch coefficients of the cascaded 

current mirrors: 

M7-MP) and (M/-M), M7-MP), respectively. Also, assuming 

{Coo,Co,,CQ2},{c:o,C],,c,2} mismatch coefficients of current mirrors: (M/O-Myj) 

and (M7-MP), respectively. From Fig.3.17, it can be shown that the input-output 

relationship of non-ideal serial wave adaptor is: 

-̂ 0 = ((-"oo + Ql A + (^02^) + (̂00 + 0̂1 ((^,0 + (̂ 11A + C,2^0 ) + (Qo + Q l A + Qz^r ) ) 

+ CQ2 ((C,o + C,,v4Q + C,2v4|̂ ) + (C20 + + C22v4,̂ ))̂  (3.32c) 

^1 = (Qo + + ("32̂ 1̂ ) + 1̂0 + ((Qo + + Q2"^f) + (C'si + Qi A + ^2^0)) 

+ c,2 ((Qo + Q]^] + ^2^1") + (Qi + Q] A + ("52^))^ (3.32d) 

3.4 Simulation results 

In this section, the effects of mismatch in current mirrors and clock-feedthrough errors 

in delay cells on the 6equency response of Bruton transformation SI wave filters will 

be investigated. 

3.4.1 Computer program on Bruton transformation wave filters 

To facilitate the investigation of non-ideal performance of Bruton transformation wave 

filters, a computer program was developed and interfaced with M/4ZL4B [89]. The 

flow chart is shown in Fig.3.18, and its detailed program is given in 

Appendix A. 
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Fig.3.18 Flow chart for analysing non-ideal performance 

of Bmton transformation SI wave Glter 

The inputs to the design and error calculation blocks are filter requirements and 

transistor information, respectively. The filter requirements are filter type (Z,f, HP, , 

^6), 6equency specification (cutoff frequency, passband ripple, stopband edge, and 

stopband attenuation). The filters are designed according to the Bruton transformation 

wave design method outlined in [2,3]. The output of the design block is a Bruton 

transformation wave filter with wave adaptors coefficients that meets the required 

specification. The inputs to error calculation block are: (technology-dependent 

parameters), PF/2 (aspect ratios), G (nominal gain), ( F g ^ - ^ ) , /g (bias current), 

(current factor of NMOS transistor), Av^ (incremental increase in gate voltage). The 

output of the error calculation block is values of the mismatch and clock-feedthrough 

coefficients given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The simulation results presented in this 

section were obtained using the following transistor information [37]: X^^=0.02//yM, 

Ary^=20/MF.//?M, PF/Z=60//m/10/yM, G=7(current mirror gain), (Fg^-Fy.)=0.6F, 

7 ^ = 1 0 = 2 2 1 / / ^ / F ^ and different values of Avy as shown later when 

presenting the simulation results. Considering the random origin of matching errors, 

times Monte Carlo simulations are used to simulate filter performance, which include 

mismatch effect. The outputs of the design and error calculation blocks are used with 

the behavioural models developed in section 3.3 to derive the difference equation of 

the non-ideal Bruton transformation wave filter in the presence of mismatch and clock-
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feedthrongh errors. Using M47ZA8, time domain simulation is carried out on the non-

ideal filter difference equation, 6om which 6equency response plots of the filter are 

obtained following FFT analysis. 

3.4.2 Simulation on 3"'-order lowpass Bruton transformation SI wave filter 

To examine the effect of mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors on SI wave Bruton 

transformation filter, two examples are considered. The first example is 3'^-order 

elliptic lowpass filter, Fig.3.19. 

Fig.3.19 (a) 3' -order elliptic lowpass LC filter 
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Fig.3.19 (b) S'^-order lowpass Bruton transformation wave SI elliptic filter 

The normalized lowpass 61ter specifications are: passband ripple g=0.177dB, passband 

edge /^=0.1, stopband edge =0.229, stopband attenuation >36dB. The wave 

adaptor coefficients are: 

/go=0.3282, yo,=0.5, =0.1718, ;K]2 =13282, 

y2o=0.5, /^o=0.2055 =0.3927 

Fig.3.20(a) shows the filter magnitude response when the filter suffers from clock-

feedthrough error, assuming different values of Avy = lOmV, 4mV, 2mV, Omv, -2mV, 

and -4mV. It shows that the Glter passband ripple and stopband (notch position) 

responses are affected by this error. For example, the notch depth has reduced 5-om 
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approximately 70dB ia the ideal case to about 40dB when = lOmV. To examine 

the effect of clock-feedthrough error on the filter passband in detail, Fig.3.20(b) shows 

the filter passband ripple is increased &om 0.177dB in the ideal case to around 2.5dB 

when Avy =10mV. A number of techniques, such as 6"^ technique [41] have been 

proposed to reduce the effect of clock-feedthrough on SI circuits. Fig.3.21(a) shows the 

6equency response of the same Elter with clock-feedthrough error when the filter is 

designed using 5"^/ delay cells. Clearly this shows that the filter performs better when 

6"^/ delay cells are employed. Fig.3.21(b) shows the filter passband response in more 

details. 

^ -40 

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 

Fig.3.20 (a) Frequency response of S'^-order lowpass Bruton transformation wave filter 

in the presence of clock-feedthrough error using 2"'^-generation delay cells. 
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Fig.3.20 (b) Passband ripple response of filter in Fig.3.20(a) 
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Fig.3.21 (a) Frequency response of 3'^-order lowpass Bruton transformation wave Glter 

in the presence of clock-feedthrough error using S^I delay cells 
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Fig.3.21 (b) Passband ripple response of filter in Fig.3.21(a) 

So far, only the clock-feedthrongh error effect on the filter performance has been 

considered. Now, the effects of mismatch error combined with clock-feedthrongh are 

investigated. Table3.3 gives a summary of the filter performance parameters (passband 

ripple (,^, passband 6equency ( /^ ) , notch frequency ( / ] ) , and DC gain in the 

presence of only mismatch errors (i.e. when =OmV), and when the Glter has both 

mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors (i.e. when Av^ =2mV, and 4mV) for 2"''-

generation and 6"^/ delay cells. As can be seen &om colurrms 2 and 3, the Slter 

performance parameters are little affected by the mismatch error. For example the 

passband ripple is 0.1773dB in the case of SI implementation compared to the ideal 

passband ripple of 0.177dB. However, the error in Glter performance parameters 

increases when mismatch and clock-feedthrough are combined and gets worse as 

Avŷ  increases. For example, the passband ripple is 0.8484dB when Avy =4mV. Table 

3.3 shows as expected that 6"^ delay cells based filters are less affected than 2"''-

generation SI based Glters by mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors. 
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Table 3.3 Summary of 3"'-order lowpass filter parameters performance in the presence 

of mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors. 

CeZ/ 2"^ 

(/M F) 0 0 2 2 4 4 

0.1773 0.1774 0.4564 0.1793 0.8484 0.1858 

0.39 0.43 0.71 0.45 0.88 0.44 

0.19 0.25 157.85 1.32 379.3 4.95 

0.0965 0.0965 0.1043 0.0966 0.1094 0.09675 

0.045 0.0552 0.053 0.05 0.061 0.0472 

0.4128 0.4128 7.637 0.31 12.9 0.155 

A 0.25 0.251 0.251 0.251 0.252 0.251 

0.065 0.07 0.0478 0.052 0.12 0.078 

0.24 0.159 0.159 0.159 0.555 0.159 

0.0042 0.0036 0.431 -0.0069 0.8514 0.0158 

represents the standard deviation and 
results and required speciRcation. 

represents the difference between simulation 

3.4.3 Simulation on 5*''-order highpass Bruton transformation SI wave filter 

The second example is S^'-order highpass elliptic Glter, Fig.3.22. The normalized 

highpass filter speciScations are: passband ripple 6^0.177dB, passband edge y^=0.18, 

stopband edge y^=0.1, stopband attenuation >60dB. The wave adaptor coefficients 

are: 

yoo=0.842, :Ko,=0.5, /,o=1.03, 2=0.47, /,g=1.928, X;o=1.834, 

X3o=0 '752, X3,=0.5, /^=0.980, /^2=0.519, Xgo=0.965, =0.606 

It has been shown that the filter 6equency response is affected by mismatch and clock-

feedthrough errors as shown in Fig.3.23(a) and (b). The filter S-equency response 

improves when 6"^/ delay cells are used as shown in Fig.3.24(a) and (b). Table 3.4 

gives a summary of the Glter performance parameters (passband ripple (^ , passband 

6equency ( / ^ ) , notch j&equency ( / j , / ^ ) , 3dB 6equency ( /^J(^)) , magnitude in 

passband |77(y(u)| and magnitude in stopband |^(y<y)| ) in the presence of only 
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mismatch errors and when the filter has both mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors 

for 2"''-generation and 6"^/ delay cells. Again the Slter frequency response is less 

affected by these two sources of errors when delay cells are used. 

C, C, 

Fig.3.22 (a) 5"'-order elliptic highpass LC filter 

Fig.3.22 (b) 5*-order highpass Bruton transformation wave SI elliptic filter 

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 

Fig.3.23 (a) Frequency response of the S'^-order highpass Bruton transformation wave 

filter in the presence of the clock-feedthrough error in 2"^-generation delay 

cells. 
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Fig.3.23 (b) Passband ripple response of filter in Fig.3.23 (a) 
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Fig.3.24 (a) Simulated frequency response of 5*-order highpass Bruton transformation 

wave 61ter in the presence of clock-feedthrough error in 5"^ delay cells 
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Fig.3.24 (b) Passband ripple response of Glter in Fig.3.24 (a) 
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Table 3.4 Summary of the S'^-order highpass Slter parameters performance in the 

presense of mismatch and clock feedthrough errors. 

Cell 2"^ 6""/ 

AVy (/M F) 0 0 2 2 4 4 

0.1803 0.1779 1.1923 0.1856 4.0779 0.207 

1.35 1.39 2.71 1.11 5.56 1.61 

1.86 0.48 573.63 4.87 2204.3 16.95 

0.1784 0.1786 0.1723 0.1786 0.1689 0.1781 

0.0714 0.0612 0.0617 0.0574 0.0478 0.0731 

0.0896 0.0224 3.51 0.0224 5.41 0.257 

0.1619 0.1619 0.1583 0.1619 0.1557 0.1616 

0.047 0.04877 0.0569 0.0581 0.0481 0.0488 

/. 0.0607 0.0608 0.0614 0.0607 0.0604 0.0602 

0.17 0.17 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.19 

0.33 0.496 1.49 0.33 0.165 0.5 

A 0.0932 0.0932 0.0924 0.0929 0.0901 0.0927 

0.092 0.0962 0.0952 0.11 0.11 0.12 

0.43 0.43 0.43 0.11 2.9 0.11 

1^(7 ^ -0.0312 -0.0261 0.3937 -0.0377 0.8195 -0.014 

-60.79 -61.53 -58.04 -62.887 -54.52 -61.177 

std% represents the standard deviation and error% represents the difference between simulation results 
and required specification. 

3.4.4 Comparison of non-ideal performance between direct and Bruton transformation 

SI wave filters 

The two examples show the effectiveness of the behavioural models developed in 

studying the influence of different SI implementation techniques on the Slters 

6equency response. To comment on how the non-ideal performance of Bruton 
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transformation SI wave filters compared with that of direct wave filters, these two filter 

examples were also designed using the direct wave method [1,25] and simulated. It has 

been shown that Bruton transformation wave Glters and direct wave Slters have similar 

non-ideal 6equency response in the presence of mismatch and clock-feedthrough 

errors. To be able to compare the results with previous work in [37], non-ideal 

frequency response of 3"'-order lowpass Chebyschev wave filter is simulated with 

different values of clock-feedthrough voltages. Fig.3.25 shows a comparison between 

the non-ideal 6equency response of the filter in [37] and that of an equivalent Bruton 

transformation wave Glter when there is a clock-feedthrough error, for instance 

=5mV. As can be seen, both filters exhibit similar performance, despite the 

Bruton transformation wave filter having a smaller transistor count. 

- _ 

5m K \ 
\ 

- (firect wove /iffer 

-

wove /iVfer 

\ 
0.05 0.1 0.15 

Fig.3.25 Non-ideal 6equency response of 3'^-order Chebyshev lowpass Glter designed 

using direct wave method [1,25] and Bruton transformation wave method [2] 

3.5 Speed limitation of Bruton transformation SI wave filters 

According to [1,36], wave adaptors impose the main speed limitation of SI wave filter. 

The bandwidth of wave adaptors is approximately studied using the small signal 

equivalent circuit. For the case of the lowpass Bruton transformation SI wave Glter, 

following the analysis in [1,36], parallel wave adaptor imposes main speed 

limitation of this filter. It shows in Fig.3.26 that for each input signal , the path 

through two current mirrors is the most restrictive path in the parallel wave 

adaptor. 
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Fig.3.26 3-port parallel wave adaptor with most restrictive path identified 

0 ,=^ ^̂.S- =^Q.V + 4Co.S' 

Fig.3.27 Small signal model of the restrictive path in parallel wave adaptor 

The small signal model of the most restrictive path is given in Fig.3.27, where 

is output resistance of current mirror with wave adaptor coefGcient y,. Since the 

combined output resistance of current mirror (/g) // ) // ) » 1 / » 

(Xo ) // (/] ) // (/2 ) //(I / gm ) - 1 / gm (3-33) 

The dominant pole is node f , and its time constant r is: 

f ; . ( 3 C ^ , + 4 Q , ) / g ^ (3.34) 

The bandwidth limitation of parallel wave adaptor is: 

/ m . x - g m / [ 2 ; r . ( 3 C ^ , + 4 Q J ] (3.35) 

Using the transistor information given in section 3.4: = 0.2^7% 

= 0. dpf', the speed limitation of lowpass Bruton transformation SI wave Glter is 

13.47MHz. 

A 

y 7 
i i i 
Y 7 ?: 

W/ l/.i I U" M6 /yo AY// AY/J? 

Fig.3.28 series wave adaptor with most restrictive path identiGed 
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Fig.3.29 Small signal model of the restrictive path in series wave adaptor 

For the case of highpass Bruton transformation SI wave Glter, series wave 

adaptor imposes main speed limitation of this filter. Fig.3.28 shows the most restrictive 

path in series wave adaptor, and its small signal model is shown in Fig.3.29. 

Since the combined output resistance of current mirror / 3 is much larger than 

( ^ ^ / 3 ) / / ( l / g J « l / g , (3.36) 

The dominant pole is node f , and its time constant r is: 

r « ( 4 C ^ , + 3 Q J / g ^ (3.37) 

The bandwidth limitation of series wave adaptor: 

/m:. - g . / [ 2 ; r . ( 4 C ^ , + 3 Q J ] (3.38) 

Using the transistor information given in section 3.4: = 26-^ 

= 0. the speed limitation of highpass Bruton transformation SI wave filter is 

15.2MHz. 

3,6 Concluding remarks 

This chapter has analysed and modelled the non-ideal performance of Bruton 

transformation SI wave 6Iters in the presence of mismatch in current mirror and clock-

feedthrough errors in delay cell. Non-ideal behavioural models of the filters' main 

components have been derived 6om analysing the physical realization of the Bruton 

transformation wave components. The developed models have been integrated with 

and used to examine the effect of such errors on the filters 6equency 

response. It has been shown that mismatch in current mirrors and clock-feedthrough in 

SI delay cells degrades the &equency response of the Glters, and the level of 

degradation depends on the type of SI design technique. It has been found that filters 

designed using 6'^/ delay cells are httle affected by theses errors and appears to be a 

practical choice when considering the transistor-level circuits design of Bruton 

transformation SI wave Glters. 
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Chapter 4 

SI Group Delay Wave Equalizers 

4.1 Introduction 

Video and high-6equency communication applications often call for filters with high 

attenuation in the stopband and linear phase or flat group delay (derivation of phase 

with respect to 6equency) response in passhand. Chapter 3 has shown that elliptic 

Bruton transformation SI wave filters can be used to design sharp filters with low 

component count. However, elliptic filters have non-linear phase or non-flat group 

delay response, which results in excessive overshoot in the filter's step response. An 

approach to improve the filter's step response (i.e. reduce the overshoot) is to cascade 

group delay equahzer (allpass Slter) with the 61ter, where the equalizer's function is to 

compensate the filter's group delay without changing its magnitude characteristics. 

Although much research has been carried out on SI Glters design [10-30], very little 

work has been reported on the important area of group delay equalization using SI 

technology. This chapter provides a new efficient design methodology for designing SI 

group delay equahzers. Section 4.2 introduces a new group delay equalizer 

architecture, which is based on wave synthesis technique. Section 4.3 describes the 

complete design process of SI wave group delay equalizer. The detailed design and 

simulation example of 7'''-order SI group delay equalizer is given in section 4.4, and 

the comparison among different order SI group delay equalizers is also included. 

4.2 New group delay equalizer architecture 

Allpass filters are defined as a system that has a constant magnitude response for all 

&equencies, that is: 

|^(a))| = l , 0 < 6 ) < ; r (4.1) 

The genearal z-domain transfer fimction for describing allpass system is: 
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^ ( z ) = ± 
' + • • • + fljZ ' ' + z ' 

l + a,z ' 4-'" + aŷ _]Z ^ 
^0 = 1 (4.2) 

A: = 0 

(+ sign for 7V=2/M, - sign for and all the Glter coefficients } are real.) 

If we define the polynomial as: 

v4(z) = E a ^ z ^ " \ a g = l (4.3) 

then Eq.(4.2) can be expressed as: 

Since | j : f (6)) | '=^(z)7f(z- ' ) 

^ ( z ) = z ) 
v4(z) 

(4.4) 

1, the circuit given by Eq.(4.2) is verified to be 

allpass system. It is primarily to provide phase characteristics and any interference with 

an existing magnitude response should be avoided. However, in practical realizations, 

the magnitude response will inevitably be influenced by component variations. It is 

important therefore to use circuits with low magnitude sensitivity characteristics. A 

ladder-based design method for allpass digital filter has recently been proposed [55]. 

The allpass transfer function Eq.(4.4) can be rearranged as [56-58]: 

.vv 2 . 2 
77fz) 1 

^(z) , , A z ) + z''v4(z-') 
1 -

1 + -
i + y ( z ) 

(4.5) 

v4(z) -z^^(z ') 

where % ) = 
/{((z) + z^v4(z ') 

, and we will show can be synthesized as the 
v4(z)-z^v4(z ') 

reactive driving point admittance of passive network. 

Ill this way, the allpass transfer function is decomposed into two terms: a constant and 

a fimction realizable as the reactive driving point admittance of passive network. The 

magnitude response of allpass Glter is: 

|;^(z) 
y ( z ) - i 

y ( z ) + i 

y(;V^)-l 
:1 (4.6) 

, 7(76;)+ 1 

Since ^(y a)) is pure imaginary term, the magnitude response of ladder-based allpass 

Glter has low sensitivity to the component variations in ^(^6)). Numerous 

implementations of Eq.(4.5) have been reported, including OTA-C [30] and SC 

realization [55]. In this chapter, SI implementation is proposed as shown in Fig.4.1. 
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n.-a 

1̂-

M7 Mg 

Fig.4.1 SI wave allpass circuit architecture 

The circuit operates as follows: input current is inverted and multiplied by a gain of 

2 through current mirror This amplifed current is summed with output of 

block and fed into the current mirror M6, M7 and One inverted current copy 

of this current mirror is sent to the input of block 7(2), whose output is fedback into 

current mirror M7 and M5. Another inverted current copy is summed with the 

inverted current copy of and sent to current mirror whose output is 

current . The architecture operation can be summarized by the following equations: 

= A (4.7) 

From which, we obtain: z, = -2/.^ /(I + ^(z)) (4.8) 

The output current is: (4.9) 

Substituting Eq.(4.8) into Eq.(4.9) produce the allpass transfer flmction Eq.(4.5), 

conGrming that Fig.4.1 reahzes the allpass system, whose order and pole positions are 

determined by Y{z). It was shown in [58,59], if the poles of allpass transfer functions 

are inside the unit circle, the continued faction expansion of can be achieved. 

1 (4.10) 
y(z) = c, .A + 

Z/j • A + 

-A 

2 l - z ~ ' 
where A is bilinear transformation factor - , C , L. > 0 i = l,2,---N 

r 1 + Z-' ' " ' 
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It means if the allpass transfer function is stable, is analogous to a reactive 

driving-point admittance, which can be synthesized 6om the LC ladder circuit, Fig.4.2. 

Fig.4.2 LC ladder network 

There are several techniques for realizing LC ladder network, such as leap6og method 

[79] and bilinear-LDI method [58], which was employed through various SI 

integrators. In this chapter, it is implemented using wave synthesis technique. The 

motivation for employing the wave synthesis technique is: it is based on the bilinear 

transformation between continuous and discrete time 6eqiiency domains and its 

resultant circuit do not require integrators as outlined in Chapter 2. More importantly, 

wave structure consists of elements, such as delay cells and v^ave adaptors, which are 

readily implemented in SI technology. The converted wave structure &om Fig.4.2 is 

shown as following: 

c, 
T T T 

y(z) 
Xo2 

0̂0 1 1 Xo] 
rn Xo2 

0̂0 1 1 Xo] 
rn Xo2 

0̂0 1 1 Xo] 
rn 

Fig.4.3 Wave structure of ZC ladder network 

Since the wave quantities or is processed in the wave block models, the 

conversion should be made between voltage-current relationship and wave quantities 

(v4 or ^). From Table 2.1, the voltage source is transformed into wave models as 

follows: 

Rr. 2v, R 00 

B 

Fig.4.4 Voltage source and its wave models 
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It can be seen from the Fig.4.2 that voltage-current relationship is given as: 

1 = ^ . ( 4 . 1 1 ) 

Using the definition of wave quantities Eq.(2.27), the input current is expressed as: 

= (v4 - ^ ) / 27*00' where is port resistance (4.12) 

Therefore, the converter, which performs Eq.(4.12) and outputs current signal 

equivalent of , is added in 6ont of wave structure, as shown in Fig. 4.5. 

-T\ 

/Q2 Ym — * — 

11 Xoo 11 Xoi 

Fig.4.5 reahzation using wave synthesis technique 

4.3 Design of SI wave group delay equalizers 

This section gives a detailed design process for SI wave group delay equalizer. First 

optimisation of allpass transfer function is described, and then design flow for the 

realization of SI wave group delay equalizer is presented. 

4.3.1 Optimisation for z-domain allpass transfer fimction 

The basic idea of optimisation is to find the coefBcients of allpass transfer function so 

tliat the combined group delay of filter r,, (a;) and equahzer (a;) is made more flat. 

One important property of allpass filter is that the 61ter, which is obtained by cascade 

connection of allpass sections, is also allpass Glter. That means if ./7i(z), '^^2(2), 

... ^ ^ (z) are allpass transfer function, then the following transfer function represents 

an allpass filter: 

7f(2) = 77,(z).//2(z) - ^ X z ) (4.13) 

This cascade structure is fi-equently used in optimisation because it reduces the 

problem of reahzing the general transfer function of Eq.(4.2) to that of realizing a 

number of 2"''-order sections (biquads) plus perhaps T'-order section. 

To facilitate the optimisation process, the 2"''-order allpass section is expressed in terms 

of poles and zeros: 
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(4.14) 

where f is pole and f is conjugate complex to f . The poles and zeros are harmonic 

conjugates, as shown in Fig.4.6 

Im{z} 

Re{z} 

(a) (b) 

Re{z} 

F:g.4.6 Pole-zero patterns of (a) first-order (b) second-order allpass Slter 

If the poles are expressed in terms of magnitude and phase ^ : 

The response of Eq.(4.14) is: 

(1 - e'"" - e'""") -ye ^ 

And the phase response can be obtained 6om Eq.(4.16): 

= -26)7 - 2 arc tan(- !^5(2^^^±fL^) _ 2 arctan(^ 
1 - - cos(<yr + <9) 1 - i? • cos(®r - 6*) 

The group delay of 2" -order section, (A)), is defined as: 

7 ( 1 - ^ ' ) 
- + ^ 

r ( i - 7 g " ) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 
(fA) i - 2 7 ; . c o s ( 6 ) r - ^ ) + j ; " i -2 j ; -cos(&,r + ^ ) + j ( " 

where f i s samphng period, and when 7^1, Eq.(4.18) is called normahzed group delay 

of 2"''-order section (< )̂ -

2̂« - 2̂ ( ^ ) ' /cAx:, where is samphng g-equency (4.19) 

Similarly, for the T-order section: 

(^) = 
r"' - P 

1 - f z ' 
, where f , 6^-0 or , jR<7 (4.20) 
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The group delay is: 

(6)) = , where for ^ and '- 'for <9=0 (4.21) 
' 1 + 2;;.0086)7+;;" ^ 

and the normalized group delay of T'-order section is: 

= (4.22) 

The overall group delay of the allpass Glter is the sum of the individual group delay in 

Eq.(4.18)andEq.(4.21): 

k 

fg (6?) = (a;) + ^ (a*), where the order of ^ ( z ) is #=2^+7 (4.23) 
i=\ 

The input to the optimisation program is the group delay variation (group delay ripple) 

of the filter to be equahzed specified in the form of data points (6equency, delay), 

equalizer order, and required Gnal combined group delay ripple. The optimisation 

process aims to produce allpass transfer function, whose group delay rg(<y) is 

approximately the inverse of that of filter (&)) to be equalized. The optimisation 

procedure consists of minimizing the combined group delay ripple 

means of curve-matching approximation with 

following steps: 

(i) An initial guess solution is generated for the order and the magnitude j;, and 

phase of T' and 2"''-order allpass section. 

(ii) Given the order of the associated group delay for AfA iteration rg(6),A:) can 

be derived according to Eq(4.18), (4.21) and (4.23). 

(iii) The combined group delay (6), A:) is obtained within the desired frequency 

band (0 < a x 6)^) for the iteration: 

((U, A:) = fg (6), A:) + (o), A:) (4.24) 

(iv) The variation of the group delay rŷ ŷ ,(6),A:) is calculated using the cost 

fimction: 

^ W) = max( (a))+r^ (o;) )-min( ((u) + (a;) ) (4.25) 

(v) If the desired minimal group delay variation is not achieved, the order jV of 

group delay equahzer is increased and the algorithm continues &om step(i). 
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Following this procedure, the required order and coefficients a. of allpass 61ter are 

determined. The group delay response of resultant equahzer (&)) compensates the 

poor group delay characteristics of the Glter and produces an overall flat combined 

group delay response. It should be noted that during the optimisation process, the 

normahzed group delay is preferred for successful optimisation. 

4.3.2 Design process of SI wave group delay equalizer 

The second design process involves deriving &om the z-domain allpass transfer 

function, Eq.(4.2). Making continued faction expansion on the LC ladder 

network, whose driving-point admittance is will be obtained. As discussed in 

section 4.2, the wave structure will be used to reahze this LC network and wave 

adaptor coefficients are calculated using wave synthesis technique. 

group (fe/oy ffeZa)/ 

Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. wave f (T-wcfwre 

wave atfopfor co^czemty 
(feZ(̂  egwa/izer 

Fig.4.7 Design flow for SI wave equalizer 

The overall design flow is shown in Fig.4.7. The input to the program is the group 

delay variation of the filter to be equalized specified in the form of data points 

(6equency, delay), equalizer order, and required 8nal group delay ripple. To 

automate the SI wave equalizer design process, a computer program has been 

developed according to the design flow of Fig.4.7 and incorporated within It 

should be noted that optimisation process for z-domain transfer function is 
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implemented using optimisation toolbox. The optimisation junction 

whose purpose is to find the minimum of constrained non-linear multivariable 

function, is used in the M/47ZA8 program. The details of group delay design program 

are given in Appendix B. 

4.4 Design and simulation examples 

This section demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed SI wave equalizer design 

flow through some design examples. For the S'^-order lowpass SI elliptic Alter circuit 

(Fig.2.1) with passband Aequency lOOkHz and sampling 6equency 

IMHz =7MHz), switched-circuit simulator, such as SCNAP4 [87], is used to 

derive its group delay response in the form of data points (6equency, delay). In 

SCNAP4, transistors are considered as ideal transconductors with parasitic effects 

ignored. For optimisation process, the group delay response is normalized using 

Eq.(4.19) and Eq.(4.22), and shown in Fig.4.8, where the sampling 6equency is IHz 

and passband frequency is O.lHz. Using optimisation program discussed in section 4.3, 

it is found that the 7"'-order group delay equalizer can be used to reduce the normalized 

group delay variation from 2.294s to 0.162s when it is cascaded with the 

filter, Fig.4.8. An enlarged plot of the normahzed group delay ripple of filter cascaded 

with 7'''-order equalizer is also given in Fig.4.8. 
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Fig.4.8 M47ZA8 optimisation of 7'''-order allpass filter (equalizer) 
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The optimisation result for 7*^-order allpass filter, which is expressed in term of 

magnitude ( ) and phase (<9,), is given in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Optimisation result of 7^-order allpass Slter (equalizer) 

(ra^fmM) =0. JP 

J*; =0.^g7 ^2 (rac/zaw) 

=0.772 

(ra^fzaw) =0 

0.762^ 

Fig.4.9 shows the pole-zero plot of V'̂ -order allpass filter (group delay equalizer). As 

can be seen, the poles and zeros are reciprocal of one another, confrming the correct 

theoretical design of the group delay equalizer. 
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Fig.4.9 Pole-zero plot of 7"'-order allpass filter (equalizer) 
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The resultant 7'''-order allpass transfer function is: 

-2-^) (Z-' - ^ ) 
^ ( z ) 

( i - f , z - ' ) ( i - ; ^ z - ' ) ( i - ; ^ z - ' ) ( i - ; ^ z - ' ) ( 1 - ; ^ 

+a2z"^ +0(32"^ +a^z"^ +a^z"^ +agZ' ' 

a^z" +a^z" '+agz"^+a^z" +a^z" -l-a^z" H-a^z'^+l 

where a, =-2.7, =3.684, =-3.378, =2.176, =-0.921, 

(Zg =0.226, Oy =-0.024 

From Eq.(4.5), the 7)^ is derived as: 

{cIq + ) + (fi!j + tZg) • z + • • • (fly + Gq ) • z 

(4.26) 

y(z) = 
(Og - + (a, - Og) z ' 4 ((Zy -Og) ' ̂  

+6]Z"' +6^z"^ +6^z"^ +6gZ"^ +6gZ"^ +6^z'^ 
—1 —0 —3 —4 —5 —6 —7 

Co+C,Z +C2Z"+C2Z +C^Z +C;Z +CgZ +CyZ 
(4.27) 

where 6̂  =0.976, 6, =-2.474, 6̂  =2.763, 6̂  =-1.202, 6, =-1.202, 6, =2.763, 6̂  =-

2.474, 6, =0.976, c,, =1.024, c, =-2.926, c, = 4 . 6 0 5 , = - 5 . 5 5 4 , =5.554, =-

4.605, c, =2.926, c, =-1.024 

Using computer program, Eq.(4.27) can be expanded into the continuous-fraction 

form: 

y(z) = c, A + 
1 (4.28) 

z , A + — L 

A 

2 1 - z " ' 
w h e r e i s bilinear transformation factor and C, =0.2459, =0.6682, 

r 1+Z-' ' ' 

Q =0.8741, Z4 =0.9661, Q =1.3913, Z, =2.3407, C, =3.8691 

In this way, T^z) is synthesized as 7'''-order LC network shown in Fig.4.10. L2 -̂ 4 

y(z) C,: 

Fig.4.10 7'''-order LC network 
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Fig.4.11 The wave structure for 7"'-order LC network 

The wave synthesis technique is used to implement the LC ladder network. The wave 

structure is given in Fig.4.11 and its wave adaptor coefficients are calculated as 

follows: 

7̂ 02 = = 2^2 / r =o..^72, = 21, / r =7.9^2, 

7(42 = r / 2 Q =0.36, = 2Zg / r = r / 2 Q +^6 

R. 

(%) Ca/cwZa^e co^czgM^ q/" M/ave x^Q=2G;o/(G;Q+G;,)=0.0J'^, 

00 ^01 10 = ^20 ^21 = ^30 -̂ 31 — R40 •1 

wave 

/o, 7̂02 Xio 7̂11 =0.6^ ;r]2 =0.^, /20 

;r2] =0.Jj3, X22 =0.93^,^30 =0.^7,/31 = 0 . J 7 , = 0 - % / 4 o X41 =0.7,^42 

SCNAf4 simulation is made on the S'^-order lOOkHz lowpass SI elliptic 61ter and 

filter cascaded with the resultant SI wave group delay circuit, respectively. The block 

% ) in SI wave group delay circuit, Fig.4.1, is represented by the V^'-order wave 

structure, and the sampling Aequency of the SI circuit is set to IMHz. Since the 

normalized passband 6equency ( / ^ / ) is 0.1 as dejGned in the design process, the 

denormalized passband j&equency of SI circuit is lOOkHz. The detailed SCNAP4 

program for S'^-order SI wave Glters and group delay equalizers are given in Appendix 

D. Fig.4.12 shows the S'^-order SI elliptic Slter has group delay ripple of almost 

2.75 // s between DC and lOOkHz. As can be seen, nearly flat group delay response has 

been obtained in the Glter cascaded with the V'̂ '-order wave group delay equalizer. An 
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enlarged plot of the group delay ripple is also included in Fig.4.12, which shows that 

the equalizer has reduced the group delay variation of the Slter &om 2.75 // s to nearly 

0.165 // s over the entire Glter bandwidth. 
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Fig.4.12 Group delay response of filter, equalizer and filter cascaded with equalizer 

As discussed in Chapter 1, group delay is the derivation of phase with respect to 

frequency. To illustrate the effect of cascading an allpass circuit with the filter on the 

phase response, Fig.4.13 shows the phase response of the filter and filter cascaded with 

V '̂-order allpass circuit. It can be seen the phase response of the filter is not linear with 

fi-equency, while the phase response of the cascaded filter with allpass circuit is linear. 
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30 40 50 60 90 100 

Fig.4.13 Phase response a) elliptic filter b) Glter cascaded with 7''-order allpass circuit 

To conGrm the theoretical analysis of the proposed methodology, another two group 

delay equalizers with order three and Gve are designed using the computer program 

outlined to equalize the group delay response of S'^-order lOOkHz lowpass SI elliptic 

filter. To obtain the other order SI equalizers using the proposed allpass circuit 

architecture (Fig.4.1), it is only required to replace the driving-point admittance of 

Fig.4.1 with the required order of wave structure generated 6 o m the design flow in 

Fig.4.7. The details of S'^-order group delay wave equahzer are given in Chapter 5 as 

an example of practical implementation, and the S'̂ '-order allpass transfer function is: 

7/(z) = 
z ^ +a]Z ^ i-agZ ^ +a^z ' +0^ 

Cl^Z ' + Cl-^Z + ^2Z " + (3jZ +1 
(4.29) 

where a, =0.178, =-119, =-0.167, =0.43, =-0.142 

Using wave synthesis technique, the wave adaptor coefficients are calculated as: 

;K2, =0.2P, 

The circuits of 3"̂  and 5*-order SI wave equalizers are simulated using SCNAP4 and 

shown in Fig.4.14. It can be seen that the group delay ripple of cascaded filter and 

equahzer reduces as the equalizer order increases, as expected. For example, in case of 

the 7'''-order equalizer, the ripple is nearly 0.165//S, while the 3"̂  and 5*-order 
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equalizers reduce the group delay ripple of the filter to 0.23//s and 0.19//S, 

respectively. 
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Fig.4.14 Group delay response of filter cascaded with 3"̂  and S '̂̂ -order equahzer 

The details of M/47%A8 design and SCNAP4 simulation results are shown in Table 

4.2. Note that the inclusion of group delay equalizer with filter increases the 

propagation delay of the filter, for example the filter propagation delay is 

approximately 15.5ns when 7*-order equahzer is connected (Fig.4.12) compared with 

2.1p,s when no equalizer is connected. The increase in propagation delay needs to be 

considered carefully in certain applications and may be reduced during step one of the 

design flow of Fig.4.7, if the propagation is input as a constraint in the optimisation 

process. 
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Table 4.2 Design and simulation result of S^'-order SI elliptic lowpass Glter (sampling 

frequency=7MHz, passband 6equency group delay ripple =2.75 // s) 

The order of equalizer 3 rd 5'" yth 

Design: normalized group delay 

ripple of Glter cascaded with equahzer 
0.224 0.185 0.162 

SCNAP4 Simulation: propagation of filter 

cascaded with equalizer 
9.9//s 10.75//s 15.5//S 

SCNAP4 Simulation: group delay ripple of 

filter cascaded with equalizer 
0.23//s 0.19//S 0.165//s 

As mentioned earher, filters with large group delay variations or non-linear phase lead 

to waveform distortion in the form of overshoot in the step response. To demonstrate 

this point, Fig.4.15, trace (a) shows the step response of the S^'-order elliptic lowpass 

filter without any group delay equahzation, while trace (b) shows the step response of 

same filter cascaded with the 7*-order equalizer discussed earlier. 
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Fig.4.15 Step response of (a) S'^-order elhptic filter (b) filter cascaded with 7'''-order 

allpass circuit 
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As can be seen, the equalizer has resulted in reducing the amount of overshoot present 

in the filter step response by nearly 50%. Note all simulation results are obtained using 

r'-generation delay cells in SI allpass filters. 

4.5 Concluding remarks 

This chapter presented new design methodology for MA-order allpass SI circuits. This 

methodology combined wave synthesis technique, ladder-derived allpass equalizer 

design method and SI technology to produce the transistor-level realizations of group 

delay equalizer. The detailed design processes, including optimisation and synthesis of 

wave structure, are described and the resultant SI circuits can be implemented using SI 

technology. As a ladder-based design method, the resultant group delay wave equalizer 

has low magnitude sensitivity. In addition, this methodology has its simphcity to 

expand into high-order equalizers, because to obtain different order circuits only 

requires modifying a specific part, in the allpass circuit architecture. The 

complete design example of V'̂ -order group delay wave equalizer is presented, and the 

step response of S^'-order elliptic SI Slter cascaded with V'̂ '-order group delay wave 

equahzer is simulated. It has been demonstrated that the overshoot in the step response 

is reduced by 50% when the filter is cascaded with group delay equahzer. 
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Chapter 5 

Transistor-level design of SI Wave Filters and Group 

Delay Equalizers 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 and 3 have considered the design and non-ideal performance of Bruton 

transformation SI wave Glters. Chapter 4 presents new design method of SI group 

delay wave equalizers. In this chapter, the transistor-level circuits of SI wave Glters 

and equalizers have been designed. Section 5.2 introduces the basics of CMOS 

technology, and the non-ideal characteristics of SI technology, such as mismatch, 

clock-feedthrough, conductance ratio error and settling error, are discussed in section 

5.3. Section 5.4 presents the practical circuit design of SI building blocks, and circuit 

design techniques are employed to minimize the influence of these non-ideal 

characteristics. Section 5.5 and 5.6 provide the overall transistor-level circuits of SI 

wave Alters and group delay equahzers. In order to vahdate the investigation of SI 

wave Alters and group delay equalizers (Chapter 3 and 4), the standard 1.2 //m /)-well 

CMOS parameters and level-2 transistor models are used to simulate the resultant 

circuits. The clock-feedthrough effects on these transistor-level circuits are included in 

section 5.7. 

5.2 Transistor models and characteristics 

The design of analogue circuits relies on an understanding of the transistor models 

used. Models of transistors are derived from semiconductor physics. This section 

briefly reviewed the first-order model, which is used to evaluate circuit performance 

through hand-calculations. To obtain the second-order effects of circuit behaviour, 

such as precise gain, distortion and noise, depends on second-order transistor 

characteristics. The circuit simulator, such as SPICE, provides a full transistor model, 

which is used to verify the circuit's performance. 
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5.2.1 MOS transistor characteristics and circuit models 

B 
G 

D 

/ 
^ , 

Triode 

Fig.5.1 MOS transistor (MOST) and its characteristics 

The ideal 'Long Channel' device characteristics, Fig.5.1, are modelled as simple 

quadratic expressions [83]: 

For saturation region ( ) : 

I 
2 Z 

For triode region ( ^ 

(5.1) 

yT-'^)y,r. (5.2) 

where // is surface mobihty of the channel (c/M^ / voZf - seconds) 

is capacitance per unit area of the gate oxide ( ^ / c/M )̂ 

= 0.34^F/c/M is dielectric constant of silicon oxide 

fFis effective channel width and Z is effective channel length 

A is channel length modulation. 

The boundary between saturation and triode region is = (F^^ - f ^ ) . 

+ 1 D 

Tn 

i 

Fig.5.2 Small signal or AC equivalent circuit 

In order to evaluate the response of gain stage to actual small signals, small-signal 

models need to be used, Fig.5.2. Small signals are considered to be small variations on 

DC or biasing voltages. In saturation region, the relation between small signal and 

is given by the slope of versus at static point g , which yields: 
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9L 

Alternative expressions are obtained by substitution, such as: 

' 27r 

(5.3) 

6 m 
or (5.4) 

The output resistance or output conductance is the result of the 

channel-shortening effect by . This effect causes the current to increase slov/ly for 

increasing values of . The value of parameter can be derived &om Eq.(5.1) and 

is given by: 

1 
(5.5) 

Kc,. » K,. 

D 

Fig.5.3 MOST switch and resistor 

The triode region is often used to design analogue MOST sw^itch and resistor, Fig.5.3. 

In these applications, a large value of is applied, and is kept at nearly zero. 

The channel consists of mobile electrons with charge . This mobile charge 

actually connects drain and source, and is given as It acts as a 

resistance connecting drain and source and is given by the sheet resistance under the 

gate. Its value is inversely proportional to this charge, as given as: 

(5.6) 

For the actual value of the resistance, its dimensions fFand Z, must be considered. This 

yields: 

1 L 

(5.7) 

All of the above equations have been presented for n-channel transistors. In the case of 

p-channel transistors, a negative sign should be placed in front of every voltage 
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variable in the above equations. Thus, becomes becomes , and so on. 

The condition required far p-channel conduction is , where Fĵ  is threshold 

voltage for p-channel transistor and is a negative value. 

5.2.2 MOS transistor capacitors 

At higher 6equencies, parasitic capacitances in MOS transistors become important, 

and they must be added in the small signal model, as shown in Fig.5.4. 

4^ 
r' _L I ̂  

4: Q. 

Fig.5.4 Terminal parasitic capacitances in MOST 

Terminal capacitances and as shown in Fig.5.4, are determined 

as listed in Table 5.1. And it is repeated for MOST in the regions of operation: 

saturation region and triode region. 

Table 5.1 Terminal parasitic capacitances [83] 

Saturation region 

("GO " ̂ GDO 

Triode region 

("Da — ^ ̂  

MOS transistor parameters, which used in the derivation of small signal model, are 

obtained from measurements and provided by the sihcon foundry. Representative 

values for the standard 1.2 CMOS process are listed in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 SPICE parameters for MOST CMOS) 

Type wMOS ;,MOS Dimension Name 

Fro O.Z'/ -0.74 V Zero voZfagg 

AP 2.7E-J 

0.067 

GAMMA O.J,̂  p̂ l/2 

cAczMMg/ 

CGDO '/.JE-yO 

20^-g 

ZD 7.j^-7 

According to the parameters given in Table 5.2, the parasitic capacitance in MOST can 

be evaluated as follows: 

For example in saturation region: 

Qx = = 1.7 X10-' p F / / / m ' (5.8) 

Q , = Q , o + 2 / 3 C _ , w h e r e Q,, Q , , (5.9) 

Q a = Qao , where Qgo = CGDO x PF (5.10) 

5.3 Non-ideal characteristics in SI technology 

The main advantages of SI technology are its high-speed, low-voltage potential and its 

compatibility with digital CMOS technology. There is however a set of non-ideal 

characteristics associated with practical current-mode circuits. In this section, these 

non-ideal characteristics are summarized. First, mismatch and clock-feedthrough, 

which have been described in Chapter 3, are briefly reviewed. Then the other two non-

ideal characteristics, conductance ratio error and setthng error, are introduced. These 

imperfections result in deviations 6om the ideal performance described in Chapter 2. 

Mismatch errors 

The mismatch is due to processing techniques and involves physical parameters such 
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as Fy and the geometry of devices, i.e., PF and Z. Considering the current mirrors, 

Fig.5.5, there are three types of mismatches listed as follows: 

# J F / Z //Cg, / Z ) mismatch 

# (threshold voltage) mismatch 

# ,1 (channel length modulation) mismatch 

-"wlT, D/„ 

AK, 

Fig.5.5 Current mismatch as a result of AT, and A 

Clock-feedthrough errors 

Clock-feedthrough is a phenomenon in which some faction of the charges stored in 

the channel of MOST switches are discharged onto associated capacitor as they turned 

Fig.5.6. A taction of charge is injected into the memory capacitor, 

the switch's gate-diffusion overlap capacitance, and it leaves an error voltage ^ on 

capacitor , resulting an error in the cell's output current, ^ . 

-Cl. 
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Fig.5.6 Clock-feedthrough in SI memory cell 

Many clock-feedthrough compensation techniques have been put forward, which aim 

to reduce the error voltage or the amount of charge that is actually injected into the 

gate of the memory transistor [41-53]. The most obvious way to achieve this is to 

increase the capacitance at the storage node. Unfortunately, it will lead to large 

dominant attenuation, so this technique is only useful for low-speed applications. In 

this section, we combined the increment of memory capacitance with cancellation 

techniques, which using CMOS switches, to achieve the clock-feedthrough 

compensation in high-speed applications. 
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Conductance ratio errors 

Ideal current mirror should have infinite output impedance and zero input impedance. 

In reality, the output impedance of simple current mirrors, Fig.5.7, is the 

input impedance of next stage is 1/g^ . 

5 L 

LU&=— 
i ^ My M2.1, ̂  gMc 

Fig.5.7 Conductance ratio errors 

g 
Thus, the resulting output is: = « -(1 - )' (5.11) 

Sm DSl <5 m 

According to Eq.(5.11), the transfer from the output transistor to the input transistor of 

next stage is always less than unity. In SI Alters, this wiU cause poles/zeros 

displacement. Therefore, SI circuits are usually implemented with some techniques 

that improve the conductance ratios. Cascode technique [1,14,61] is often used to 

increase output impedance. Thus, implementations presented in this chapter will use 

wide-swing cascode structures [80]. 

Setthng errors 

The operation of SI memory cell involves the charging of its gate capacitor to the gate-

source voltage of diode-connected input transistor. If this charging is not completed 

during the time interval when switch is on (time interval 7X2), a residual error 

voltage results [1]. At the end of this interval, switch is off^ the error voltage is 

stored, and it results in an error in the memory cell's output current. 

Fig.5.8 Settling errors 

Fig.5.8 shows the small signal model for the T'-generation memoiy cell during the 

phase . In this 6gure, we replace the diode-connected transistor by resistance 1/g^, 
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in parallel with the output resistance rgg, and gate-source capacitance. The small signal 

drain current is found to be: 

— J + (5-12) 

where ^ can be approximately by 

Thus, the small drain current is described as an exponentially decaying function. At the 

end of phase , the small signal drain current, denoted as , will be: 

(5.13) 

We can rearrange the above equation and express the ratio of actual change in the drain 

current over the ideal change in the drain current: 

^dsfinal ~ ^ dsinitial r . 
=1.1-6 ] 

(5.14) 

The ideal value of this ratio is one, and Eq.(5.14) indicates the effectiveness of the 

charge transfer process. The settling error 6" is given as follows: 

g = (5.15) 

It is obvious that in order to reduce the setthng error either transconductance is 

made large or the gate-source capacitance is made small. 

The main non-ideal characteristics in SI technologies have been summarized. These 

non-ideal characteristics limit the high accurate operations of SI circuits, and they also 

complicate the understanding and predictions of SI circuits' performance. Depending 

on the target system, these errors will have a different impact on the overall system 

performance. From a system designer's perspective, it is important to discern which 

errors are critical, analyse and compensate for these non-ideal characteristics. 

5.4 Design of SI building blocks 

SI building blocks of wave filters are current mirror, CMOS switches and delay cell. In 

this section, the practical designs of these building blocks are described. 

5.4.1 Current mirror 

Cascode technique [1,14,61] is often used to increase output impedance or lower the 

output conductance. Wide-swing cascode current mirrors are employed in the 

transistor-level implementation to reduce the conductance ratio errors, Fig.5.9. 
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Fig.5.9 Wide-swing cascode current mirror [80] 

The output resistance of wide-swing cascode current mirror is: 

^0./ " (gm4 ' ) //(gm6 ' ) (5-16) 

hi this circuit, transistor M3 is included to lower the drain-source voltage of M7 so that 

it is matched to drain-source voltage of M2 and mismatch errors. The main advantage 

of this structure is the input signal voltage or current has larger dynamic range before 

making the transistors enter into tiiode region. In practical application, minimizing the 

lengths of M7 and M2 maximizes the 6equency response, as their gate-source 

capacitances are the most significant capacitances contributing to high frequency poles. 

With the consideration of minimizing mismatch errors, a typical gate length of M/ and 

M2 is three times the minimum allowable channel length. AfJ and should be 

chosen to have shorter length to improve bandwidth. Due to the voltages across M3 or 

their typical size of length should be twice the minimum allowable channel length. 

This choice of gate lengths ofM? andM¥ helps to eliminate short-channel effects. 

5.4.2 MOS transistor switches 

The circuit model for MOST as a switch is shown in Fig.5.10. Under the control of 

clock phase (i.e. and ^2), the MOST alternates between the cutoff and triode 

regions, which constitute the switch OflF and 07V states, respectively. 

D D 
Ro, 
-4=3-

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig.5.10 f or switch: (a) Switch circuit with bias Fg and control clock 

(b) Model for the 0 7 ^ state (c) Model for the state 
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In its operation as a switch, MOST is a variable resistor with a very large resistance 

) when the switch is and a very small resistor - ^ 0 ) when the 

switch is Expressions for the parasitic capacitances in the cutoff and triode regions 

are listed in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Parasitic capacitance in MOST switch [83] 

Cutoff region Triode region 

("GO — ("GDO 

+l/2Cg(-^ 

+1 / 

According to Eq.(5.7), is expressed as: 

R 
1 

(5.17) 

For SI filters, it is important that be small in order to not interfere with charge 

transfer. In addition, for a given switch, the designer must set f f x Z such that 

< T/T, where is the total capacitance connected to the switch's source and 

drain terminal, ;/ < 0.5 is the duty cycle for the clock phase, and /yZ is the time 

allowed for to charge. In order to make small, f F / 2 is required to be large. 

At the same time, we seek to make the parasitic capacitances in Fig.5.10 small, which 

requires the area of CMOS switch (JVxL) small. Therefore the minimum channel 

length is often chosen for transistor switches. 

/yA/ĉ.S 

Fig.5.11 CMOS switch 
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In this circuit design, CMOS switch is used, Fig.5.11, where the designer can match 

the channel charges h-om the f - and switch transistors to cancel each other 

when CMOS switch is Besides the cancellation of clock-feedthrough effect, 

CMOS structure reduces and extends the input voltage range 6om ) to 

K 

5.4.3 Delay cell 

The current delay is realized by cascading two SI memory cells, which are controlled 

by two non-overlap clock phases. According to Chapter 2, 2'"^-generation memory cell 

has no mismatch problem theoretically, and are in some sense advantageous over 1"-

generation memory cell. However, since two 2"'^-generation memory cells are needed 

to provide the required isolation between input and output of delay cell, the mismatch 

errors between these two memory cells in delay cell are still evident. In addition, the 

basic 2"'^-generation SI delay cell has large internal transient glitches that cause large 

linear and nonlinear errors, so it has higher THD than T^-generation circuits [34]. 

Therefore, the T'-generation SI circuits with improved clock-feedthrough cancellation 

are used in this transistor-level circuit design. 
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Fig.5.12 r'-generation cascode delay cell 

As shown in Fig.5.12, the cascode current mirror memory cell is used to improve its 

performance, as well as to obtain error-6ee connection with wave adaptors, which are 

realized by the same cascode current mirrors. 

5.5 Design and implementation of elliptic SI wave filters 

In this section, the design of 3"'-order SI wave filter is described and its building blocks 

are realized using practical SI transistor-level circuits. 
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5.5.1 Design of SI elliptic wave filter 

The chosen design example is S'^-order elliptic lowpass filter, which is discussed in 

Chapter 2. Its specifications are: passband frequency =0.7MHz, passband ripple 

=0 .777^ , sampling 6equency For convenience, its ZC prototype 

and wave filter are repeated in Fig.5.13. 

F:g.5.13 (a) The 3̂  -order Z,C elliptic filter 

T 

4 - A 

2̂2 
/21 

2 7̂20 
k i 

r,2 r,2 

Yw Yn 
1 

/30— 

Fig.5.13 (b) Its equivalent 3"'-order elliptic SI wave filter 

Using wave synthesis technique described in Chapter 2, wave adaptor coefGcients are 

calculated as: 

yoo = 0.22J, /g, =7, /Q2 = 0.77J, = = 

/2o=L %2i = 0.447, /22=0-553, %3o=0-2, / 3 , = 0 A /32=l-4 

Based on T'-generation delay cells [14,86] and the wave adaptors of [28], Fig.5.14 

gives SI implementation of the 3"'-order wave filter. 
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Fig.5.14 Transistor-level circuit of 3' -order SI wave filter 
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+ K00 =3.3y 

Fig.5.15 F'-generation cascode current mirror 

5.5.2 Transistor-level design of SI elhptic wave 61ter 

The task of this design phase is to size the transistors in current mirror, memory cells 

and switches and determine their operating bias to produce the specified Glter 

performance. Considering the minimum value of wave adaptor coefficients is " 

0.77, the aspect ratio of unit current mirror (ffXL) is set to be 10 in order to reduce the 

mismatch errors in current mirrors with small gain factors. From Table5.2, the 

following transistor parameters are derived: 

NMOS transistor: //C., =0.74^^ 

PMOS transistor: / /Q, = 2 7 / ^ / F " = - 0 . 7 4 F 

The transistor-level design of cascode current mirror with 3. voltage supply and 

7 0 0 b i a s current, Fig.5.15, is given as follows: 

The first step is to calculate the gate-source voltage of M7 according to aspect ratio of 

unit current mirror. 

80 
M7: 100 = (;F/Z), - 0 . 7 4 ) \ (PF/Z),=10=> =7.2JF (5.18) 

To keep M7 in saturation region: 

(5.19) 

The next step is to decide aspect ratio of M): 

Setting the bias voltage at node @ = 2F and M) is often kept at the edge of triode 

region for large dynamic range. 

=7)^ (5.20) ^ ^ 0-25 

OQ 
100= .(p^/2)^ (Fg^, -0 .74) ' ^ (fF/Z)^ = '/O (5.21) 
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Then the gate-source voltage of MP is calculated: 

Setting / Z), =20, the DC voltage of node ® can be calculated 6om transistor MP: 

97 

MP: 100 = y - -0 .74) ' ^ F, = 7.PJF 

To keep MP, M7, or M3 in saturation region 

In hand-calculation, DC voltage on node @ is assumed to Y.PJK 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

Finally the aspect ratio of MJ is decided: 

The drain voltage of M^ is: % 0.7F. (5 24) 

In order to keep MJ in the saturation region, > (F^^; - ^ ) , so the bias voltage at 

node ® is set to be 0. JK For transistor MJ considering its body effect (P^ » 1 F): 

27 
100: (PF/Z), (Fg,, - P ^ ) ' => (PF/Z), = 77.J (5.25) 

According to discussion in section 5.4.1, the minimum length of mirror transistors 

(M/, M2, M7 and M^) is set to be 7.2 //M for reducing mismatch errors. The minimum 

length of cascode transistors (Mj, M^, MJ and M6) is set to be 3.6//m for higher 

bandwidth. Level-2 model, which represents 1.2 ///» CMOS p-well process, is used to 

evaluate the circuit performance through PSPICE. The bias voltage and aspect ratio of 

cascode transistors (MJ and M6) are adjusted to achieve the accurate current mirror. 

The complete cascode current mirror with the aspect ratios is also given in Fig.5.15, 

where the bias circuit should be designed to provide the bias voltages. The DC 

voltages of cascode current mirror, which obtained &om PSPICE simulation, are hsted 

as: 

Table 5.4 DC voltage of cascode current mirror 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 P 

7 . j2F IV IV 2 F 7.32F 0.3F 7.PF y .g jF 

The small signal or v4C characteristics of cascode current mirror is analysed as follows: 

For transistor M7: g 
II 

m l (5.26) 
^ 0 ) 

Drain-source resistance: =0.037 F"' (5.27) 
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Gate-source capacitance + 2/3C^^= O.dpF (5.28) 

where = CG^Ox fF = 4.3x 10"^ x 72 = 0.03 Ijpf 

Cox, =1.7x10-" X72x(7.2-2x0.15) =0.,^^jipF 

The input resistance of cascode current mirror is like simple diode-connected transistor 

and given as: 

(5.29) 

In cascode current mirror, the dominant pole is created on the node O and given as: 

1 
A -

The output resistance of cascode current mirror is given as: 

R 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

where 
21 

=1538/A4/F, and 
- ^ 0 ) 

Since the input resistance is low, the dynamic range of cascode current mirror is large. 

For example, if voltage range on node 0 is 0.7 the dynamic range of input current is 

35 /jA. PSPICE simulation on the cascode current mirror, which is fed with sinusoidal 

signal with amplitude of 10///^, is shown in Fig.5.16. It clearly shows the performance 

of current mirrors. 

\ 
/ \ 
/ \ / \ 

/ \ y \ 
\ / y \ /I 

y \ / \ / 
b \ / \ / 

\ y 
2 5 u s 58us 7 5 u s 1B0us 125us 1 5 8 u s 175us 2 0 8 u s 

Fig.5.16 Simulation results of cascode current mirror with unity gain 
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Fig.5.17 r'-order cascode delay cell 

The transistor-level design procedure of delay cell is similar to cascode current mirror, 

and the dimensions of mirror transistors (M7, M2, and M^) are enlarged in order to 

hold voltage during the switch-off clock phase and reduce clock-feedthrough 

errors in the output current, . The transistor-level circuit of the I'^-order cascode 

delay cell is given in Fig.5.17. 

The gate-source capacitance of mirror transistor (MZ, M2, M) and AfV) is: 

C. (5.32) 

where = CG^O x = 4.3 x lO '' x 102 = 0.44;,^' 

Qv/ =1 .7x10- 'x l02*(10 .2 -2x 0.15) =7.7^7^ 

The input resistance of delay cell is same with cascode current mirror: 

According to Eq.(5.12), the constant f »4.64Mj«l/2y^^^^ =0.5//y and 

the settling error is negligible. As discussed in section 5.4, CMOS switch with 

minimum length is chosen, as shown in Fig.5.18. 

ri.2 
2.4/7.2 

3.G/f.2 T 

'1,2 

Fig.5.18 CMOS switch with aspect ratio 

In order to reduce clock-Ieedthrough effect, f - and switch transistors are 

designed to match their channel charges. According to section 5.2, the mobile charge 

in switch transistor is: 
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(5.33) 

Due to difference of in f - and TVMO.S' switch transistors, different aspect ratios are 

set to match positive and negative charges, shown in Fig.5.18. The CW^resistance is 

calculated according to Eq.(5.6): 

'^ON ^ ^ONnmos ^^ ^ONpmos 

1 1 1 1 

2 2 80-(2.4/1.2).(5-0.75) 
0. (5.34) 

The total capacitance connected to the switch's source and drain terminal, Cj., is often 

less than jpF, so the condition (/y < 0.5 ) can be satisfied. The 

PSPICE simulation on T'-order cascode delay cell is shown in Fig.5.19. It is clear that 

the output signal is delayed by one clock period as predicted without much distortion. 

/ 

I J/ ; / 

jlZgMoZ jfZgMoZ 

Fig.5.19 Simulation results on P'-order cascode current mirror 

So far, unit current mirror and delay cell have been designed. The wave adaptor 

coefficients are realized through aspect ratio of current mirrors, as hsted in Table5.5. 
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Table 5.5 CoefRcients and of S'^-order SI wave jSlter 

Yy 

Xoo 76.2/7.2 

Yin 1 72/7.2 

Xo2 &77J JJ.g/7.2 

/lO 7. P2/7.2 

Yn 1 72/7.2 

Yn o.ap 6^^.7/7.2 

X20 1 72/7.2 

/21 ^2.2/7.2 

X22 jP.,9/7.2 

3̂0 0.2 74.4/7.2 

Yn 0.^ 2&g/7.2 

X32 1.4 700.8/7.2 

Other transistors in current mirror have W/L=72fim/7.2iAm 

5.5.3 PSPICE simulation of SI wave filter 

The overall transistor-level circuit of the S'^-order SI wave filter is simulated through 

PSPICE. Time-domain and frequency-domain response can be obtained for 

continuous-time circuits using PSPICE. But for discrete-time systems like SI circuits, 

PSPICE simulation on transistor-level circuit can only be run in the time domain to 

produce transient analysis. The AC analysis can not be made because SI circuits 

generally exhibit periodic time-varying behaviour, which is related to its clock 

operation [83]. In this simulation, the frequency response is obtained through 

performing transient analysis with sinusoidal input signal of different frequencies and 

measuring the magnitude difference between input and output signal. 
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Fig.5.20 (a) Transient analysis on SI wave filter when fed with 50kHz sinusoidal 

signal 

(33 . 033U.9.1403U) 

f 

Fig.5.20 (b) Transient analysis on SI wave filter when fed with sinusoidal signal 

(27.2871̂ ,9.1188U) 

Fig.5.20 (c) Transient analysis on SI wave filter when fed with lOOkHz sinusoidal 

signal 
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Fig.5.20 (d) Transient analysis on SI wave filter when fed with llOkHz sinusoidal 

signal 

(32.168u,7.0552i) 
J 

r - r 

"-J 

Fig.5.20 (e) Transient analysis on SI wave filter when fed with 720^:% sinusoidal 

signal 

( 1 5 77U.6.7374U) 
T 

% 

r 

F:g.5.20 (f) Transient analysis on SI wave filter when fed with 7 JOAiHz sinusoidal 

signal 
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Fig.5.20 shows the performance of SI wave filter, which is fed with 

lOOkHz, llOkHz, 120kHz and 150kHz sinusoidal signals. The time-domain response of 

different &equency input signal is listed in Table5.6. 

Table 5.6 The performance of 3 "'-order elliptic SI wave Glter 

-0. d 

As expected, the magnitude of input signal with &equency higher than passband, 

is signi6cantly reduced. This simulation frequency response of SI wave 

filter corresponds to the theoretical response, except that the simulation response 

exhibits level shift in the passband. The combination of non-ideal 

characteristics is responsible for the level shift in the passband. The performance of SI 

wave filter circuit is summarized in Table 5.7. It indicates the vahdity of transistor-

level design of SI wave Glter. 

Table 5.7 Performance summary of SI wave filter 

5.6 Design and implementation of SI group delay wave equalizers 

Since the 3'^-order SI elhptic wave filters have non-linear phase or non-flat group delay 

response, which results in excessive overshoot in the filter's step response, the group 

delay equalizer (allpass filter) is required to cascade with elliptic filters for improving 

their time domain response. The design method for group delay wave equalizer was 

given in Chapter 4. First, the group delay response of S'^-order SI elhptic wave Glter is 

obtained through SCNAP4 simulation. Secondly, optimisation process, based on 
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program, is made to derive the allpass transfer function, whose phase 

response (or group delay response) is used to compensate for the poor phase 

characteristics of SI elliptic wave filter. In this section, the 3'^-order group delay 

equalizer is chosen and its transfer function is: 

Z ^ ^ ' + Og 
(5.35) 

.2^ ' '̂ 1'' 

where a, =-0.3314, =-0.686, =0.38 

Thirdly, ZC network is synthesized &om the transfer function and implemented using 

wave structure, shown in Fig.5.21. 

L. 

7̂02 

Xoo 11 /oi 

^ T 
/]0 11 :Kn T a 

F:g.5.21 Wave structure of 3"-order ZC ladder network 

The wave adaptor coefficients are calculated using wave synthesis technique: 

/oo=1.0536, /gi =0.838, /Q2=0.1084, =0.1314, =1.8686 

Finally, the overall SI wave equalizer circuit architecture is obtained. Its block 

diagram and transistor-level circuit, which employs 1 ̂ -generation current mirror and 

delay cells, are shown in Fig.5.22. The block in Fig.5.22(a) means 

current mirror with two output: (-1) and (-2), corresponding to Fig.4.1 . 

Fig.5.22 (a) Block diagram of 3"̂  -order SI wave equalizer 
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Fig.5.22 (b) Transistor level circuit of 3 -order SI wave equalizer 

Since the input to wave block is characterized as wave quantities (v4 and wave 

converter is added into Fig.5.22(b) for converting current-mode signal in allpass circuit 

architecture into wave quantities of block y(%). Different aspect ratios of current 
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mirrors are used to realize wave adaptor coefGcients in the S'^-order SI wave equalizer, 

as listed in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.8 Coefficients and W/L of 3"' -order SI wave equalizer 

r, 

Xoo 76/7.2 

Xo, 60..F/7.2 

7̂02 7.g/7.2 

7,0 P.J/7.2 

Yn 

Other transistors in current mirror have W/L=72f^m/7.2fim 

Using typical 1.2|im CMOS process parameters, level 2 transistor models, bias current 

rcl of lOOpA, and Fgg=3.3V, Fig.5.23, trace (a) shows PSPICE step response of the 3 

order elliptic SI wave Alter when it is driven by 1 0 / ^ input step signal. The response 

has almost 15% overshoot in this case. Trace (b) shows the same filter step response 

but in this case the 3"'-order SI wave equalizer circuit discussed earlier has been 

cascaded with the filter. It can be seen that the SI wave equalizer has resulted in 

reducing the amount of overshoot present in the filter step response by more than 50%. 

The details of PSPICE program on SI wave filters with group delay equahzers are 

given in Appendix E. 

_ 1 , —kdur 

f 
/—^ 

Fig.5.23 Step response of the filter and filter cascaded with 3'^-order SI wave equalizer 

(trace a: trace 6: ) 
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5.7 C lock-feedthrough effects on the performance of SI wave filters 

In Chapter 3, the non-ideal performances of SI wave filters due to mismatch and clock-

feedthrough have been analysed using It has been identified that clock-

feedthrough is the main factor to degrade the frequency response of SI wave filters. 

The purpose of this section is to further validate the simulation on clock-

feedthrough voltages in Chapter 3. In order to investigate the effects of clock-

feedthrough on the practical circuits of SI wave filters, NMOS switches are required to 

model the clock-feedthrough voltages, Fig.5.24. 

" n . 

Fig.5.24 NMOS switch 

The parameters of MOST in Table 5.2 is repeated as follows: 

Cg^=1.7xlO"^^F///m^, Q, = 4 3 0 ^ F / m , /=0.54, Fy .o=0 .74F,a = 0.5 

yg, = 4 0 0 / M / F \ z-. , / /^=0.1, 

= 3.264 X10-' = 7 . = 7.44 x 10"" 

=2.4//^/1.2/j7M, (fF/Z) = 102//m/10.2//^ 

According to Eq.(3.14), the clock-feedthrough voltage is calculated as: 

- B 

where k, and k. can be written as: 

Av^| = A:Jl + ^ + A:2=4.687MF (5.36a) 

_ _0.5. . (1 + 0.54/3). = -0.816/MF (5.36b) 
1.18 V400 

K - ( 2 + ^ ) + 

. 0 . 5 . . [5 - (2 + ^ ) . 0.74] + . 5 = 6.26m F (5.36c) 
1.18 3 1.18 
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Due to the TV-chaimel switch, the clock-feedthrough voltage is PSPICE 

simulations are made on the SI wave filter's transistor-level circuit (Fig.5.14) with 

NMOS switch, Fig.5.25. 
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Fig.5.25 (a) Transient analysis on SI wave filter in the presence of clock-feedthrough 

when fed with JOAHz sinusoidal signal 

%5us 5 8 u s 

Fig.5.25 (b) Transient analysis on SI wave filter in the presence of clock-feedthrough 

when fed with sinusoidal signal 
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,8.261 

(30 .«Wu, -6 .88r8u) 

Fig.5.25 (c) Transient analysis on SI wave filter in the presence of clock-feedthrough 

when fed with lOOkHz sinusoidal signal 

Compared with the simulation results on the circuits with CMOS switches (Fig.5.20), 

the magnitude response in the passband of this filter is reduced by 1.78dB due to the 

clock-feedthrough voltages. It agrees with the theoretical analysis of the clock-

feedthrough effects on the performance of filters in the Chapter 3. 

5.8 Concluding remarks 

This chapter outlines the transistor-level circuits of SI wave filters and group delay 

equahzers. The non-ideal characteristics of SI technology are reviewed, and circuit 

design techniques, such as cascode circuit and CMOS switch, are used in transistor-

level circuit design to reduce their influence on the performance of SI Glters and group 

delay equalizers. Using current-mode signal rather than voltage-mode signal, wave 

filters and group delay equahzers are realized using SI building blocks. Detailed 

PSPICE simulation results based on 1 "-order cascode SI delay cells and current mirrors 

have been included. The performance of these transistor-level circuits shows the 

agreement with the theoretical requirements on SI wave filters and effectiveness of SI 

wave equalizers in improving step response overshoot of lovypass elliptic SI Glters. In 

addition, the clock-feedthrough effect on the transistor-level circuits of SI wave Slters 

has been investigated. In this chapter, both non-ideal performance analysis of SI filter 

(Chapter 3) and design method of SI wave equalizer (Chapter 4) have been vahdated 

through transistor-level circuit simulations. 
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Chapter 6 

SI Adaptive Wave Filters 

6.1 Introduction 

So far, the design of SI wave Glters and group delay equalizers with fixed 

characteristics have been presented in Chapter 2,3,4 and 5. Whenever the filter's 

parameters are required to track time-varying conditions, adaptive Glters are an 

attractive option. This chapter describes new SI adaptive filters based on wave 

synthesis technique. Section 6.2 gives a brief review on analogue adaptive Glters. 

Section 6.3 proposes a new adaptive wave filter structure. The adaptive algorithm, 

which can be applied to adaptive wave filters, is described in section 6.4. 

simulation and discussion of efficient hardware implementation are included in section 

6.5. Section 6.6 provides some concluding remarks. 

6.2 Analogue adaptive filters 

Adaptive filters have been successfully employed in various applications including 

digital magnetic storage, seismic data analysis and echo cancellation, and it is likely 

they will continue to play an important role in future digital communication 

applications [70]. Although the vast m^ority of adaptive Glters are implemented using 

digital techniques, analogue adaptive filters have the potential to operate at higher 

speeds, consume less power and occupy smaller silicon area. Two approaches have 

been proposed for designing analogue adaptive filters. The first approach is based on 

the FIR transversal filter structure and direct-form HR. filter structure [82], which are 

implemented using analogue SI [1,71,72] or SC technology [73]. The advantages of 

this approach are simplicity and computational efficiency. The second approach is 

based on filter structures, which are derived from LC ladder prototypes. The main 

advantages of this approach is that its resultant circuit has low sensitivity and capable 

of meeting sharp frequency response specifications. The most popular adaptive filter 

structure derived from LC ladder prototypes is the recursive state-space filter [74,75], 
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New adaptive wave filter structures, which are based on LC ladder prototypes, will be 

proposed in this chapter. The wave synthesis technique was originally developed to 

design digital filters with low sensitivity. It has been demonstrated that wave filter with 

fixed characteristics can be implemented using OTA-C and SI technology in 

[25,26,29,30], with [26] later being extended to include programmability in [27]. This 

research will investigate the exphcit design of wave filters for analogue adaptive signal 

processing. 

6.3 New adaptive wave filter structure 

For the 3"'-order lowpass LC ladder prototype shown in Fig.6.1(a), wave synthesis 

technique is used to convert it into wave filter, shown in Fig.6.1(b). 

R L, 

a 

A 

Rr 

+ 

v„ 

Fig.6.1 (a) 3' -order X Clow-pass ladder prototype 
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Fig.6.1 (b) Its equivalent wave structure 

As discussed in Chapter 2, wave adaptor coefScients are calculated using the 

following expressions, which must be satisfied for each adaptor: 

^ = 2, where z = 0,1,2 
J=0 

series adaptors: where z — 0,2 
^,0 ^,2 

X,o _ = Z i ^ , w h e r e z = l parallel adaptors: 
G/o G,] G.-z 

(6.1) 

(6.2a) 

(6.2b) 
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where 72̂  and are the port resistance and conductance of port y. They are 

calculated 6om the LC prototype: 

And other port resistances are decided by their corresponding wave adaptor 

coefficients , which are often chosen to optimise the circuit of analogue wave filter 

[1,26]. From Eq.(6.2), it can be seen that each set of wave adaptor coefficients 

corresponds to the passive component (for example, the coefficients, in 

wave corresponds to Z,, Fig.6.1). 

The input-output relationship of wave adaptor is: 

series adaptors: 

parallel adaptors: 

Bn = 

_ '̂0 _ 

'^,2' 

A, = 

- / , 2 - : r , 2 

1 - / , ] -Xn 

. - A o 

X/o 

y,i - 1 Ao 

/,'2 Al X/o-l 

-̂ 12 

4 l 

_̂ lO_ 

-̂ 12 

.4o_ 

where z = 0,2 (6.3a) 

where i = 1 (6.3b) 

coefScients . Therefore, the wave filter structure can be made adaptive by updating 

each set of wave adaptor coefficients ( /^ , z=0,7,2) toward their required values. 

However, when wave adaptor coefGcients, for example /gg and /g, in wave a(Z<^^orO, 

are adapted, the port resistance will change as well according to Eq.(6.4). 

, where .Rgg =1 
-̂ 00 -̂ 01 

(6.4) 

Since and are same port, Fig.6.1, this means port resistance should 

be same as . Consequently, j(,g will change with , which will result in the 

variation of wave acf<^^ory coefficients according to Eq.(6.5). 

Tk Yi —, where G.g is inverse of .R 10 (6.5) 
(̂ 10 Gil 

So if the coefficients in wave acfap^orO are adapted, it will affect the values of the 

coefficients in wave a(f<^^ory. This conflicts the design of adaptive wave filter, where 

wave adaptor coefScients are required to be varied independently towards their 
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required values. Therefore, in order to achieve adaptive wave filters, it is necessary to 

fix the value of interface port resistance and in this example) during the 

adaptation process. According to Eq.(6.4) and Eq.(6.5), it can be achieved by keeping 

the corresponding coefficients in each wave adaptor at the Gxed ratio during the 

adaptation process. For example, in order to Sx the value of port resistance 

j...^ in M/ave the wave adaptor coefGcients /g, should be kept as 

/M /oQ during the vvavg a(/(^rorO's adaptation process. After making such 

modification, new series and parallel wave adaptors, which are suited to adaptive 

signal processing, are developed. Setting (it will simplify the adaptive series and 

parallel wave adaptors) and substituting Tgg, into Eq.(6.2), the following 

relationship is obtained: 

(6.6) 

And the input-output relationship of wave adaptor, Eq.(6.3), is simpliSed as: 

series adaptors: Ba = 

.^'0 _ 

1 - 2 2/,o - ] 

- 7̂,0 1 - Xm - X/o 

- Xm - Xm 1 - %,o 

4 : 
A,, 

A fO 

where z = 0,2 (6.7a) 

'Ba 

parallel adaptors: Bn = 

_^/oJ 

4. 
A:. 

, where i = 1 (6.7b) 
/m y.o 

^ 
- 2y,.o / y o - 1 

According to above relationships, signal flow graphs (SFG) have been derived for the 

series and parallel wave adaptors, as shown in Fig.6.2. 

Fig.6.2 (a) SFG for series wave adaptor (b) SFG for parallel wave adaptor 

Fig.6.2 shows each wave adaptor requires only one coefGcient to be varied for the 

adaptive operation, for example for wave adaptorO. The hardware implementation 
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based directly on these SFGs would therefore have the advantage of requiring only one 

variable circuit structure for each wave adaptor. 

V, C Â-1 

Fig.6.3 (a) MA-order LC ladder filter structure 
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Fig.6.3 (b) MA-order wave adaptive filter 

In general, for the MA-order LC ladder network, Fig.6.3, the port resistance and wave 

adaptor coefficients are given as: 

^,1 = 1, X,o = X,i, (6.8) 

The wave adaptors coefficients in adaptive wave filters, Fig.6.3(b), should satisfy 

Eq.(6.8) in order to keep the interface port resistance Gxed during adaptation process 

and update each coefBcient independently toward its required value. Note this 

condition is unnecessary for wave filters with fixed characteristics, Fig.6.1(b). 

From the deAnidon of wave adaptor coefficients, Eq.(6.2), each set of wave 

adaptor coefficients corresponds to the passive component (for example, the 

coefficients, in corresponds to Z,, Fig.6.1). Therefore, 

varying wave adaptor coefBcient in each wave adaptor corresponds to varying the 

passive component value in LC reference filter. By updating the adaptor coefficients 

during adaptation process, the wave adaptive filter behaves like an adaptive LC filter. 

Furthermore, due to this correspondence, the wave structure has simple stability 

checks. The stabihty of the wave structure can be easily guaranteed by ensuring the 

values of passive components Z and C not to be negative. From Eq.(6.1) and (6.8), it 
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can be shown that the adaptive wave filter structure is stable, provided the wave 

adaptor coefficients satis^ the following conditions: 

(6.9) 

6.4 Adaptive algorithm 

hi section 6.3, adaptive wave filter has been introduced. To implement such filters, 

adaptive algorithm is required to update the filter's wave adaptor coefGcients. Ih this 

section, we will first explain why the well-known LMS (least-mean-square) algorithm 

[70,82] is not suitable to the adaptive wave filter, and then we propose a new approach 

to update the wave adaptor coefficients. The performance criteria used for adaptive 

filter is the mean-squared error (MSE): 

6-(j9) = ^ [ ( ^ - y ) ' ] = ^ [ g ' ] (6.10) 

where is adaptive parameter, is desired output, is Glter output and jE// denotes 

expectation. 

The general iterative update rule is [70,82]: 

X ^ + 1) = X ^ ) - / ^ V^(^)g(;)(A:)) (6.11) 

where is constant parameter determining the rate of adaptation, j?(A:) is the value of 

adaptive parameter at iteration and V^(^)6'(j;(A:)) is gradient estimation. 

Different approaches to obtaining the gradient estimation define different adaptive 

algorithm. The well-known LMS algorithm takes instantaneous squared error, (A), 

as its expected value, whose resulting gradient estimation is: 

V , m 4 X ^ ) ) = V^(,)(e'(^)) = 2g(A:).V^(,X^(A:)-X^)) = -2e(^)V^(,)X^) (6.12) 

where and are desired output and adaptive filter output at iteration, 

respectively. 

For the adaptive direct-form IIR filter [82] and adaptive state-space filter [75], the 

gradient signal V (̂̂ ));(A:) is obtained through the sensitivity formulas, and it is 

expressed in the form of intermediate transfer functions. Additional hardware is 

required to reahze the intermediate transfer fimctions for producing gradient signal. 

For example, the 3"'-order transfer function of direct-form IIR filter: 

(6-13) 
L'(z) 1 - a . z - a . z 
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If is adapted, sensitivity formulas will be used to derive its gradient intermediate 

function: 

1 

Z-' - [ / (z) 

1 — - a ^ z -a^z 
(6.14) 

The direct-form IIR filter structure, where the coefficients a , , are adapted, 

are shown in Fig.6.4. Here the output signal g , , and are the gradient signal for 

a, , ^2 and , respectively. 

Fig.6.4 Direct-form IIR Glter and gradient signal 

In adaptive wave filter, the input-output transfer fimction, .ff(%)=zg(z)/z^(z), is 

expressed with wave adaptor coefficients [1]. It can be seen from [1] that input-output 

transfer function, which is expressed with wave adaptor coefScients, contains a lot of 

complex terms. Therefore, its gradient intermediate transfer functions, which can be 

obtained through sensitivity formulas, will be complicated and difficult to implement. 

So an alternative approach should be used to estimate the gradient signal in adaptive 

wave filter. Recently, a new algorithm for filter adaptation, called the dithered linear 

search (DLS) technique, has been introduced [85]. The application of DLS algorithm 

to the adaptive wave filter is investigated now. The term 'dither' here refers to the 

action of perturbing the wave adaptor coefficients by intentionally injecting smaU 

random (or pseudorandom) signal with zero mean, . The wave gradient signal is 
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given by measuring the change of squared-error function with respect to the dithered 

signal, Eq.(6.15). 

_ ^([/oo'Xio "Tm "T;o -

The binary dither signal with small amplitude A and zero mean is often used due to 

its simple hardware implementation. It is expressed as: 

(A:) = ±A, (A:)] = 0, the variation cr̂  (A:)] = (6.16) 

From Eq.(6.15), the estimation equation for gradient signal is derived as follows: 

8^ _ 4[/oo,yio"T,o - A - . - f ) 
9 / , 2A 

2A (y..=+A 

= ± [ ( | ^ £ [e ' (*)]j ) + (-f-E[e' ( i - ) ] | ) ] 

= C'f • ) + ( f elMt) • e'{k)-\)] (6.17) 

The binary dither signal has zero mean: 

(A) = +A O M g - A a y f Z T M e 

I (A:) = - A A'/we 

E{S, (k). e" (/c)] = ( i • £[<?, {k)-e' ( i ) ] | ) + ( i • E{S, {k) • (t)]| „ ) (6.18) 

So the gradient estimate equation is: 

(6.19) 

From Eq.(6.11), the update operation for the wave adaptor coefBcient is given as 

follows: 

r , . ( i + i) = r , . W - 4 ^ < ^ : W •«'(*) (6.20) 

The main advantage of this algorithm is that it does not require additional hardware to 

produce the gradient signals, and all Glter parameters can be adapted independently by 

introducing uncorrelated dither signals to all of the parameters. A block diagram of 

adaptation operation of each series or parallel wave adaptor coefGcient is shown in 

Fig.6.5. 
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Fig.6.5 Adaptation process using DLS algorithm 

6.5 Simulation and application 

In this section, the theoretical analysis of the wave adaptive analogue filter structures is 

validated using simulation and is used in a system identification apphcation. 

In addition, comparison between proposed wave adaptive Glter and previously reported 

adaptive IIR filter has been studied. 

6.5.1 simulation 

In order to model the adaptation process in it is necessary to model the 

adaptive Glter and DLS algorithm. The adaptive wave filter consists of the series and 

parallel wave adaptors, described by the SFGs of Fig.6.2, and delay cells. The model of 

the adaptive wave filter is derived by describing the wave adaptors using Eq.(6.7). The 

DLS update process, shown in Fig.6.5, is modelled and simulated by describing 

Eq.(6.20). A dither signal producer is implemented by a random binary function with 

zero mean and variance of cr^ and the constraints of Eq.(6.9) are employed to ensure 

stabihty. Rephcation of the DLS block diagram is necessary for each coefBcient. One 

common application of adaptive analogue Glters is system identification, which is used 

to derive a guess of an unidentiSed system fimction. This is often used in 

communications where the characteristics of a channel are required for compensation. 

Fig.6.6 shows the block diagram of system identification model. 
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Fig.6.6 Block diagram of system identification 

In this example, S'^-order lowpass Chebyshev wave Glter with 0.177dB ripple, and 0.2 

normalized cutoff &equency has been chosen as reference filter. The normalized value 

of passive components in the prototype circuit, Fig.6.1(a), are calculated as: 

Z, =Z^=0.8183H, C2=:0.7943F, and the z-domain transfer function, which is 

derived by bilinear transformation, is given as follows: 

0.1226x(l + z-')" 
1 -1 - 2 -3 (6.21) 

where =0.4353, a, ~0.5334, and a, =0.1175 

Using the wave synthesis technique, the coefficients of the reference wave filter are: 

Xoo "Xoi =0.55, /Q2 =0.9, — 0.5573, 

=0.8854, Tio ~ Til ~ 0-55, /22 = 0 9 

To simplify the comparison with these theoretical values, it is assumed that the 

adaptive wave filter is also based on 3"^-order wave filter. According to adaptive theory 

[82], both the adaptive wave filter and the system to be identified are fed with an input 

white signal of variance 5. White noise of variance 0.1 is added to the output of the 

reference Elter. Using the adaptive wave filter described in section 6.3 and DLS 

algorithm, only one coefficient of each adaptor of the filter is required to be updated, 

i.e. ;roo for for and The DLS algorithm 

converge factor used in this example is 4x10 ''. For each data sample A:, 1<A<2000, a 

dither signal with variance of 4x10"^ is inserted into the system, Fig.6.5. Mean-squared 

error (MSE) is used as the performance criteria for the DLS adaptation. An ideal 
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adaptation process would result in the adaptive wave filter being left with the same 

coefficients as the reference filter. The details of program on the system 

identification are given in Appendix C. 

5.0 

4 . 5 

4.0 

3 . 5 

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
7'//Me X 1 0^ 

1.6 1.8 2 .0 

Fig.6.7 Learning curves for the 3"'-order wave adaptive filter 

Results 6om an ensemble of 40 simulation runs are plotted in Fig.6.7. The simulated 

learning curve of MSE converges to its minimum value, which demonstrates the 

validity of the proposed structure. The steady values of wave adaptor coefficients, after 

2000 samples, are: 

Zoo (2000) = (2000) =0.5235, (2000) =0.935, /,o(2000) = ;Kn(2000)= 0.5637, 

(2000) =0.8726, /2o(2000) = /2i(2000) =0.5341, ;/22(2000) =0.9318 

These coefScients compare well with that of the reference filter (within 3% difference 

with reference value), indicating that the wave adaptive filter is operating as expected. 

Note the coefficients (2000), x,2 (2000) and (2000) are calculated and that all 

of the coefficients are within the stability constraints of Eq.(6.9). The frequency 

responses of the adaptive and reference filter are given in Fig.6.8 showing after the 

adaptation process, the adaptive wave filter exhibits similar performance to the ideal 

reference filter, indicating successful system identification. 
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Fig.6.8 Frequency response of reference and wave adaptive filter 

To see how the performance of the proposed adaptive filter based on wave structure 

and DLS algorithm compare with that of the other type of adaptive filters, the direct-

fbrm IIR adaptive filter [82] shown in Fig.6.4 is simulated in the system identification, 

Fig.6.9. Eq.(6.21) gives the transfer function fbr the direct-form HR. reference filter, 

and the ideal value of the coefficients are: a, =0.1175 —0.5334 and =0.4353. The 

steady values of transfer function coefScients in direct-form HR adaptive filter, after 

500 samples, are: a, (500) =0.1194, (500) =-0.5543, (500) =0.4562 

M 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

7'/me X 1 0^ 

Fig.6.9 Learning curves fbr the 3"'-order direct-form HR. adaptive Glter 
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It can be seen that the direct-form HR. adaptive filter, (Fig.6.9), which using LMS 

algorithm, converges faster than adaptive wave Glter, because DLS algorithm, which is 

applied to the adaptive wave filter, averaged over more data samples for approaching 

the true value of gradient signal. The new trend in digital communication application is 

the signal bandwidths and data rate are increasing, while the required adaptation rates 

remain constant [70,85]. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider using analogue wave 

filter for high-speed signal processing while implementing the slower adaptive 

algorithm. In addition, although DLS adaptation algorithm requires a large number of 

iterations to converge, the sampling rate is so high that the process can converge 

quickly in absolute terms. The main advantages of the adaptive wave filters are their 

simpler hardware implementation and low sensitivity to the vyave adaptor coefficients. 

The adaptive wave filter has simpler hardware implementation when compared with 

direct-form IIR. adaptive filter, because the latter needs to adapt both feedback 

coefScients Oy and feedforward coefGcients 6,, while the adaptive wave Glter only 

adapt one coefGcient /g,. for each wave adaptor of the Slter. In addition, the direct-

fbrm IIR adaptive filter requires additional hardware to realize the stability checks. 

Low sensitivity in adaptive wave filters is due to their derivation 6om LC ladder 

prototypes. 

6.5.2 Circuit implementation 

In section 6.5.1, the validity of adaptive wave filter has been demonstrated using 

MATLAB. In this section, its circuit implementation will be presented. The adaptive 

wave filter can be separated into two circuit parts, namely, the analogue wave filter 

part and the DLS adaptation part, Fig.6.10. 

Dither 

Fig.6.10 Configuration of analogue adaptive wave filter 
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It can be seen &om Fig.6.10 that the elements of adaptive v^ave Glter consist of delay 

cells, which are within the analogue wave filter, summing circuit (+), integrator ( j ) , 

and multiphers (x). Different analogue technologies, such as switched-capacitor and 

switched-current, can be used to implement adaptive wave filter structure, which 

includes wave Glter part and adaptation part. SI technology is more suitable for 

implementing the analogue wave Slter part in Fig.6.10, because SI technology is easier 

than SC circuit for the wave filter design, where the values of wave adaptor 

coefficients depend only on the aspect ratio of the current mirror transistors. Previous 

research has shown that non-ideal characteristics, i.e. DC-offset, is introduced into the 

adaptive filter if using analogue implementation of adaptation part. It will lead to 

deterioration in the performance of analogue adaptive filters [70,73,85]. Recently there 

is indication that the digital implementation of gradient algorithm is more robust in the 

presence of DC-offset [70,85]. Therefore, the hardware-efGcient method for digitally 

adapting analogue SI wave filter structure is considered here. Fig. 6.11. 

wave yZZfer wave yZZfer 

Fig.6.11 Analogue adaptive wave filter with digital implementation of adaptation 

An A/D converter is used to converter discrete-time output signal to digital signal 

The 4 bits digital signal is employed for parallel digital signal processing. The 

DLS algorithm is performed through digital implementation, which is free of non-ideal 

characteristics of analogue circuit. In this way, we can process the data at high speed 

and low power consumption, while maintaining the adaptation process free of analogue 

non-ideal characteristics. 

The analogue wave Slter with variable frequency response (Fig.6.11) can be realized 

through the implementation of series and parallel wave adaptor with adaptable wave 

adaptor coefficient ;K,o, Fig.6.2. The value of wave adaptor coefficient depends on the 

aspect ratio of the current mirror transistors. The variation of coefGcient values in 
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series or parallel wave adaptors can be achieved with an array of unit-size transistors 

through a set of digitally controlled CMOS switches, Fig.6.12. 

1̂ ' ^ '[>j -1-̂  [̂>1 '[>j 

/ 4 27. 47, 87, 

Fig.6.12 Current mirror with adaptable current output (7 = 167^) 

Quantization error can arise &om this scaling current mirror, because the smallest 

updating step for wave adaptor coefficient X/o is limited to 2"^, and it will afkct the 

accuracy of the wave adaptor coefficients. Due to the low sensitivity of wave filters, 

the analogue adaptive wave filters are still able to meet sharp frequency response 

speciGcations in the presence of quantization error. 

6.6 Concluding remarks 

This chapter has demonstrated the feasibihty of using wave synthesis technique for 

analogue adaptive signal processing. New analogue adaptive filters are obtained 

through the modification on the direct wave filters. These filters offer a number of 

advantages including low sensitivity since they are derived from LC ladder prototypes, 

simple adaptation process, as only one coefficient per adaptor needs to be updated, and 

simple stability checks. The simulation of S'^-order analogue adaptive wave filter in a 

system identification apphcation has been included, showing the effectiveness of the 

new filter structure in adaptive analogue signal processing applications. The hardware 

implementation has been discussed, showing an efficient method to realize the 

analogue adaptive wave filter. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Further Research 

7.1 Conclusions 

The main aim of this thesis has been the investigation of the filters including 

adaptive and group delay equalizations using switched-current (SI) technology. With 

the increasing developments of mixed-signal chips in consumer electronics and 

communication applications, Glters and group delay equalizers become important 

subsystem in analogue interfacing circuitiy. Such analogue subsystem is required to be 

simple, low sensitivity and adaptive for time-varying conditions. Their fabrications 

using CMOS technology are required to be compatible with digital technology. 

Based on these requirements, this thesis investigates the design of SI filters, 

group delay equalizers and SI adaptive filters using wave synthesis technique. Firstly, 

this thesis has identified Bruton transformation SI wave filters as an efBcient design of 

SI filters and presented detailed analysis of their non-ideal performance using 

behaviour models. Secondly, a systemic design method of SI group delay wave 

equalizers has been proposed. Finally, SI adaptive Glters, based on wave synthesis 

technique, are presented. The summary of contributions in this thesis is given next. 

Chapter 3 provides a detailed analysis of Bruton transformation SI wave Glters. 

The behaviour input-output models of new Bruton transformation wave components, 

which taking into account of mismatch and clock-feedthrough errors, have been 

developed according to the physical realization. Numerical simulations using these 

behaviour models have been performed on two different Bruton transformation SI 

wave filters. The results show that clock-feedthrough has stronger influence on the 

filter performances, and the filter passband sensitivities to mismatch are low. It is 

suggested that the effective circuit techniques, which are used to reduce clock-

feedthrough errors, should be employed in practical design of Bruton transformation SI 

wave filters in order to improve the filters' performance. 
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Chapter 4 proposes new group delay wave equahzers, which are used to improve 

the time-domain response of elliptic SI filters. The whole design process, including 

optimisation of allpass transfer function and synthesis of wave structure, has been 

described, and new transistor-level circuit architecture, which can be implemented 

easily using SI technology, is presented. Different order of allpass circuits can be 

obtained through modifying block in the architecture. SCNAf4 simulations are 

performed on the different order of SI group delay wave equalizers. It is shown that the 

nearly flat group delay response can be obtained when group delay equalizers are 

cascaded with SI filters, and the group delay variation of cascaded filters and 

equalizers reduces as the order of equalizers increases. The step response of SI Glters 

cascaded with equalizers is also performed using SCNAP4 simulator, and these 

simulation results indicate the validity of design and the resultant circuit architecture of 

group delay wave equalizers. 

Chapter 5 considers the transistor-level design of SI wave filters and group delay 

equalizers. Some design issues, such as non-ideal characteristics of SI circuits have 

been described. Practical SI building blocks are introduced to reduce the influence of 

non-ideal characteristics in SI technology. The complete design process of elliptic 

wave filter with group delay wave equalizer is presented. The overall transistor-level 

circuits, based on l®'-order cascode SI delay cells and current mirrors, have been 

developed. PSPICE simulations are performed to demonstrate the validity of the non-

ideal performance analysis of SI wave filters and design method of SI group delay 

equalizers. 

Chapter 6 investigates SI adaptive wave filters, whose parameters can track time-

varying conditions. The direct wave filter structure has been modified to perform 

adaptive signal processing. The DLS (Dither Linear Search) algorithm, which is 

suitable to adaptive wave filter, has been introduced to update the parameters of SI 

wave filters. These adaptive wave filters have a number of advantages, such as low 

sensitivity, simple adaptation process and easy stable checks. M/47ZA8 simulation of 

system identification gives the satisfying learning curves of SI adaptive wave filters. 

Discussion of the efficient hardware implementation of such filters is also included. 

In conclusion, the analysis methods, design techniques and transistor-level 

circuits of SI wave filters and group delay equalizers given in this thesis have 

contributed to the maturity of switched-current design as a potential alternate to 
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switched-capacitor in analogue IC design. The wave synthesis technique, which had 

been originally developed for digital Slters, has been found to be a viable approach to 

the design of analogue Glters and group delay equahzers based on the switched-current 

technology. Finally, this research has extended the application of wave synthesis 

technique into the area of adaptive analogue signal processing. 

7.2 Further research 

Based on research performed in this thesis, three relevant future research 

directions are identified and briefly outlined: 

7.2.1 High-level simulations on the transistor-level circuits of SI wave Alters and 

equalizers 

In Chapter 5, transistor-level circuits of SI wave Glter and group delay equalizer have 

been designed and simulated based on standard 1.2/i/M CMOS and level-2 

transistor models. These simulations on transistor-level circuits have validated the non-

ideal performance analysis of SI filters and design method of SI group delay wave 

equalizer. In order to implement and submit to manufacture, more transistor-level 

simulations based on sub-micron CMOS technology and BSIM3 models should be 

made. The detailed performances of transistor-level circuits, such as distortion and 

noise, are required to be investigated. 

7.2.2 Low-power implementation of SI wave filters and equalizers 

The emerging trends of portable analogue and mixed-signal applications require low-

voltage, low-power and large dynamic range implementation. Bruton transformation 

wave filters have been identified as an efficient design method for high-order SI filters. 

Hence, further investigation is needed to focus on low-power building blocks, such as 

class-AB circuit [67] and adaptive bias current mirror [69], and fuUy differential 

CMOS implementation of high-order Bruton transformation SI wave filters and group 

delay equalizers. 

7.2.3 High-speed SI adaptive wave filters 

New SI adaptive wave filters have been proposed. As described in Chapter 6, adaptive 

algorithm is required to be realized using digital technology, while wave filters are 

preferred to be implemented using SI technology. This implementation has the benefit 
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of eliminating DC-offset in the adaptation circuitiy. An important requirement in 

communication applications is high speed signal processing. Hence, it would be 

interesting to investigate the implementation of an adaptive algorithm through 

analogue SI technology. Differential implementation and circuit design techniques 

need to be considered to reduce DC-offset in SI building blocks, which will be used for 

development of high-speed analogue adaptation circuitry. 
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Appendix 

A. Analysis of non-ideal per formance of Bruton t r ans fo rmat ion wave filters 

This program analyses the non-ideal frequency response of Bruton transformation 

wave filters due to clock-feedthrough errors in delay cells. The Bruton transformation 

Slters are simulated according to relations given in Chapter 2. 

A:=2J(); c=zeroj("y,A:+7y); 

j470=zgfoj(̂ 7,A^+7 /̂ B70=zero^(7,A:+7^/ v477=zgrO:y(?,A:+7j/ ^77=ze/-o (̂̂ 7,A^+7 ;̂ 

v420=zeroj'("7,A:+7 /̂ ̂ 20=zgroj'(^7,A:+7 /̂ ̂ 27=zgmj("7,A:+7^; 

y422=ze7-ô ("7,A:+7̂ / 

y4 jO=zgro.y(̂ 7,A;+7 ;̂ ĵO=zeroj'(^7,A^+y ;̂ y4jy=zgroj'(7,A:+7J; ^.)7=ze7'o.y(V,A:+/); 

v4 j2=zeroj(^7, Ar+T)/ ̂  j2=zero^(^/, A:+7̂ ; 

:Y00=0J2g2/ };07=0.J/ };;0=0.777g; j,/77=0.J/ j^72=7.^2g2/ 

y20=0.J/ _y22=0.7j27/ yj0=0.20jj; yj7=0JP27; 

1^=0.07, % c/ocÂ /̂ggcf̂ AroMgA gyror vo/^agg 

%g=2*iy*^gr^(^2.7y)+7/ ^jgcoMc/ ggMgra^zoMc/oc -̂̂ g(/̂ ArowgA 

g=2 *22.7 % â /avawcĝ / ̂ygcon̂ f ggMgm^zo/z cZoĉ -̂ /gê /̂ Arowg/z 

^=0.000007/ 

ybr M=2. Â +7 

^=7; v400(7̂ =7M(%)-g*7M(M-7̂ +g*̂ 00()i-7̂ / 

v4j7(nj=g*^j7(M-7J; v422(>^=c(^*2/ 

wAz7g.y==7 

^07 =v407 ('M;-ĵ 07 +v407 
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^7 ON =X0*v470(M;+X^ *v477(M; +jy72 *.472(M;-̂ 70r} /̂ 

B77(i^=}'y0*v470(if^+}'77*v477(^ +}'72 *v4 72(^-^4 7 7 

^72(%) =}'70*^70N+}'^'^ *v477(M; + ^ 2 *.472N-/472N/ 

v420N^^^-^N/ 

2̂0(7%; =v420N-:»;̂ o *f:420(M; +/(22(m;;/ 

^jO(r^=^77(y]^/ 

'̂w<j^g.' 

j?7=(a6^(370N-^07N/)^4)'' j92=(a6:y(B20(^-/472(f^y)<()/ 

j7=p7(&^2&/?j/ 

^ = = 7 

^=0/ 

eM(f 

%gM(f c^Wge 

v407f3^=v870()̂ / y472(M^=^20(^/ v477(7^=^jO(^; 

^00N=^00N-j;00*(:400(M;+v407N/l/ ^22N=^22^;-};22*fW20(M;+^22()^/-

c(M+7^=e*(322(1rz -̂c(m-7j *^; 

70(M- 7̂  =^ j 7 (3̂  +^ j7 (%); 

gMĈ  

^ =20 */og7 0(a6j(i^(7(%)^; 

/=(̂ 0.A-7J/%/ 

j7W(y ĵ;),a%za'(/0,0.2 j,-7,7^) 
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B. Optimisat ion of 7"'-order SI group delay wave equalizer 

This program uses optimisation function to 6nd the allpass transfer function 

so that the combined group delay of 3 "'-order elliptic Glter and V '̂-order group delay 

equalizer has minimum ripple. The optimisation process is described in Chapter 4. 

ZoMg e; 

g, 0. J, 0. ,9,7,0. 0.6^/ 

0,0.7,0.7,0.7,0,0.77/ 

=/̂ 0. P,̂ z, 0. P,jr?z, 0. P,j9Z *P/7 0,0. 

/%,yvaZ/ 7,%0, //, //,//,//, w6, //, 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

A:=200,' 

/br M=0.'̂ -7 

r7=M*j+7,' (̂M+7̂ =eZZj(1f7,7̂ ,-

w=2 *pz *p,- % 

)^=70^<f,' 

%Mor/MaZzzg ybf rwM 

w=w/^,' r=7,-

r7=%(̂ 7̂ ,' ^Aea7=%({̂ ,' ^Aga2=x(^,' 

^Aea^=0,' 

%Mor/Ma/izg(f g/'owp q/̂ ggwaZzzer 

^EM7=g(fc(f'7,̂ Aea7, w, 7)/ ^EM2=g(/c()'2,̂ Aga2,w, 7)/ 
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j w/, ]); ^Aeo'̂ , w, ])/ 

^Fn=^ %Mon?za/zzg(f groz^p (fg/oy q/)̂ Zrgr 

/or M=7.200 

% Âg MO/7MaZzzg(f growp-̂ /g/oy q/̂ Âg ggwa/zzgr 

% Âg Morma/zzĝ f g?-oz{p-(̂ gZay q/̂ Âg comAzMgcf̂ /̂ gr a/ztf ĝ z/aZzzg/-

f̂!EfZ(M) =^F/Z(^ 

gM(f 

r^/g=ma%(1f7^7^-mz/z(kFE7^/ 

********************************************************* 

% g(fc— ÂgywMĉ z'oM ca/cz^/a^g Âg growp (fg/a}" q/̂ ^Ag co7?̂ Zg% j9o/g 

/WMĈZOM /^OWpcf/^gcfc^T'/Ag^W/,]) 

a7=w*r-^Ag^a/ a2=w*r+^Ag^a/ 

aj=y-2*/'*coj(^7^+r*r; a'^=7-2*r*coj(1Z;^+r*r/ 

ybr M=y.200 

groz/p(f(^=r*(^y-r*/)) 
gM(f 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

% Âĝ Mĉ zoM ca/cz /̂a^g ̂ Ag gT-o&ip-̂ /g/ay q/̂ /Ag rgaZ ̂ ZMg/g ̂ o/g 

% .yzMcg zY z-y Âg rga/^o/g, Âĝ a z.y OM(y 0 or joz 

yw/zĉ zoM /^oz(p(f/=g6f/'(r/Ag%M',7) 

a7=2*r*co^Cw*2)/ a2=T*('7-/'*A))/ aj=7-a7+r*r/ 

^ ^Aĝ a==pz 

a3=7+a7+r*r/ 

gM(f 

ybr M=y.200 

growp(f(1r̂  =a2/^ ĵ irzj; 

gM(f 
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C. System identification p r o g r a m 

This program gives the adaptation process of S'̂ -order SI adaptive wave filter in the 

application of system identification. The modelling of SI adaptive wave filter and 

adaptive algorithm is described in Chapter 6. 

w =zeroj'(^/, zYgm̂ z'oM̂ / (f=ze7'06'(̂  

^00=zeroj'(^7, 4̂7 O=zeroa'(̂ /, ^7 O=zeroj'("7, zYerâ zoÂ y 

v420=zeroj'(̂ 7, zYgfâ io/̂ y ^20=zgro^(^7, zYerâ zo/̂ ; y407 =zero^(7, lYera^zo? ;̂ 

^07 =zgrO;y C7, 7 7 =ze7'Oj'(̂7, lYerâ zo/̂ / ̂ 77 =zero j'C7, zVerâ zo/̂ / 

v427 =zem.y(V, zYerâ zô y ̂ 27 =zero (̂̂ 7, zYera^zo /̂ v402=zema(7, zYgrafzomj; 

^02=zero^(7,zYera^zo/^/ v472=zeroj(?,zYg?'â zoM)/ ^72=ze/'o (̂"7,zYerâ zoM /̂ 

;822 =zero.y(̂ 7, zYerâ z'oM̂ ; 

w=ĵ r̂ (̂ 70)*raM(7M(7,ẑ a/zoMy); v=jgfY(0.07j*/'aM(7M(̂ 7,zYe7'â foŷ ; /Z/MẐ =70̂ (̂ .̂ / 

ybr M=2. zYgrâ 'oM 

j'=7/ 

^02(f^=-^02(M-7^/ v472(%)=572(M-7^; v^22(}^=-^22(M-7^/ 

wAz/e^==7 

507(y^=y407f}^-}'07 *(^00(7^+v407^+v402(M^^; 

v470(^=^07(1r^/ 

;87#;=y70*^70(M;+X7*v477(^;+X2*^72f'M;-v470(M;; 

^77rM;=;^;0*^7#;+X7*v477(1^z;+X2*.472(M;-v477('M;; 

^20('M;=^77rM;/ a20(M;=v420(M;-j,/20*^20(M;+v422(»;;; 

%'wd^e. 

^7=(i36j'(370(1^zj-v407(%)<7z/Mz(); ^2=(l36j'(320(^-v477(%)j<7zmzX /̂ p=p7&p2; 

^;,==7 

j'=0/ 

gM(f 

%gM(7 q/yw^ge 
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eM(̂  

^02(1^ =v402(^-}'02 +̂ 407 (3̂  +v402(y^ ;̂ 

=}'7 0 *y4y 0(%) +JX7 7 *y47 7 (7̂  +};72 */472(%)-v472(̂ / 

^22(M; =v422(M;-y22 *fW20(M; +/(22(M;;/ ^ 2 7 ^ =y427(M;-y27 +/(22(»;;/ 

gM(f 

% Âg program ̂ e ^ r m /Ae a(^(^fzvg a/gonYA/M 

ẑ/Mgj'=J/ A:=zgrO:y(Yz7Mey,Mw?M6g7;)/ }'02=zerô (ifz7MeyxYe/'a/zoM)/ 

);72=zgm^̂ zVMeiyX^̂ â̂ zo7̂ / }'22=ze/-ô (hVMej',zVerâ zo?̂ ; 

ybr 7M=7.VzzMgj' 

y400=zero (̂̂ 7,zYerâ z'o/̂ ; /470=zeroj'(V,zYerarz'oz ;̂ ^70=zgroj'('7,zYgra^zo? /̂ 

y420=zgmj'(^7, zYgrâ zon̂ / ;820=zgroj'(?, zYgrâ zo/zj/ v 4 0 7 =zgroj'('7, ẑ grâ zoT /̂ 

^07 =zgro (̂̂ 7, zVgra/z'o/̂ ; 4̂7 7 =zgrô (̂ 7, zVgm̂ z'oMj/ ^77 =zg/-oj:(̂ 7, zYgrâ zoM̂ y 

v427 =zgro (̂̂ 7, zYgrarzon); ^27 =zg/'Oj'(̂ 7, z/gm^zo;̂ ; ^02 =zgm^(7, zYgrâ zo/̂ y 

^02=zgroj'(̂ 7,z'/gra^z'o? /̂ v472=zgroj(̂ 7,zVgrâ zoM ;̂ 7̂2=zg/-og("7,zVgrâ zo?z)/ 

^22 =zgm (̂̂ 7, zYgrâ zo?̂ / 

g=zgroj'('7,Mẑ m6g/))/ 7b=zgroj'('7,MZ/7?z6gr); c=zgrô (̂ 7,Mzy/M6g;)); 

% (fzYAgr .yzgMaZ arg ztygcf wzYA vanaMcg=70'̂ (^j^ 

vanaMcg=70^(^-j^/ 

(fzYAgr7 = j'̂ /Y^varzaMC^ */'aMck'rc(̂ 7, zYgrâ zoÂ ; 

6fzYAgf2=.ygAY(S'an'aMĈ  *faMd[yrc(̂ 7, zYgfaAom); 

(fzYAgrj=̂ gz'̂ (\;anaMC *̂raM6k'7-c('7,zYg7-â zo7̂ / 

f=2 *7 ^ zj' /gmĝ A 

}'02(^,7^=7/ }'00=0.J*(2-}'72(3«,7Jl̂ / }'07=}'00; 

}'72(m,7^=7; )/70=0.J*(2-j;72(^,7^j/ }'77=);70; 

^22(^,7^=7/ };20=0.J*(2-}'22(^,7^^; }'27=}'20; 

ybr M=2. zYgrâ zoM 

^=7/ 
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);00=0.J*(2-};02(^; j/OJ^yOO; 

}'72a=};72(}M,M-7̂ +(̂ zYAe/-2(1̂ -7̂ / }/70=0.J*(2-)/72(^/ };77=}'70/ 

}'20=0.J*(2-};22qj; }'27=}'20/ 

y400(̂ ^=w(%)/ v402(î =-^02(M-7 /̂ y472(^=By2(M-7 /̂ v422(^=:-^22('M-7j/ 

wAzYg j'==7 

cowM =̂cowM +̂7/ ^07^=v407(1'̂ -}/07*(L400(1^^+^07()i^+/402(^^/ 

v470(M;=^07(M;, B70(%l=X0*^;0W+X7*^77rMj+)'^^a*v472(^;-v470(/^; 

^77(^=)/70*^70^+jy77*y477(7^+y72a*y472(1^^-y47y(^/ 

=^7 7(1 /̂ ^20(^ =y420(̂ ,)-)/20 *(:^20(^ +v422(}̂ ,̂' 

^'wd^g.' 

j?7=(̂ 6f(370(M -̂y407(3̂ y)<ZzmzY); jp2=(̂ 6j(̂ 20(1f̂ -y477(%)j<Z/?MzY /̂ j)=p7(^2/ 

^/)==y 

j'=0; 

gM(/ 

%eM(f q/}'wd^e 

v407(M^=^70(1^/ /477(^=^20(1r^/ 

gM(f 

^02(i^ =v402(^ -jxO â 00(7^ +̂ 4 07 +̂ 4 02(%)/ 

;872(1^=jy70*v470(^+jy77*^77(1p^+}'72a*^72(3^-v472(^ 

522(M; =v422CM;-j/22a *f:420(M; +v422()^;; 

^27 ("n; =v427 (M;-;,27 *(:420(M; +^22^^^/' 

7o(M-7,)=B27(^/ 

e(̂ -7yl =(7(M-7̂ -7b(M-7̂ ; 

}'02(m,M)=};02(1%,M-7̂ -̂ *(/zYAe/'7(M-7̂  *e(1rz-7J *e(M-7^A'anaMce/ 

}'72(m,M)=);72(m,M-7̂ -̂ *6fzYAg/'2(M-7̂  *e(M-7̂  *g(M-7 /̂vanaMce/ 

jx22(1'M,7̂ =y22(1rM,M-7̂ -̂ *(fẑ Agr̂ (̂ -7̂ *e(̂ -7̂ *g()z-7̂ Aana/zcê ^ 
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^ My) <0.7^ 

7/ 

^ ();72(̂ ,yî <0.7y) 

}'72(^,M)=0.7/ 

e»<7 

(̂y22()M,/̂ <l9.7y) 

}'22(1%,?^=0.7/ 

efz(f 

^ ()/02(^,A^>7.6^ 

}'02(m,7^=7.g/ 

gMcf 

i/" (}'72(^,^>7.^ 

}'72^,;^=7.,$/ 

gMCf 

^ ()/22(>M,?̂ >7.6̂  

}'22(yM,7̂ =7.&,-

emcf 

(̂)M,M-7J=e(M-7y) *e(n-7^/ 

gM(f 

gM(f 

ybr M=7.Mw/M6gr 

ybr m=7.VzVMej 

erne/ 

eM(f 

=̂(̂ 7.MW?M6er)/ 

jcW(;p,c; 
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D. Group delay response of 3 " order SI wave filter and equalizer 

The program gives SCNAP4 simulation on 3 "'-order SI wave filter and equalizer, 

which are outlined in Chapter 4. The advantage of this simulator is that it can analyse 

the frequency response of switched-current and switched-capacitor circuits. Transistors 

are considered as ideal transconductors in with parasitic effects ignored in SCNAP4. 

/MeTMOfy eg//, / z o r y M a / / j ' 0.7 

*̂ /ze zj' 

coM̂  ?'OM=7.0e-7 

c7 7 0 7.0g-7J 

7 0 2 0 A: 

c2 2 0 7.0g-7J 

.gMck moj' 

(/e/oy 7 J ("'̂ 7,̂ ^ 

%/H0j'7 7 7 

^7 7 2 7̂ 

2 j mô (̂ 7.0) 

XTMOj'j ^ J /MÔ (̂ 7.0) 

j'2 j ^ 2̂ 

.e«(/̂  (/e/ay 

..yw6c^ /Mz'rror 7 2 

xmo^7 7 7 

%7MO:y2 7 2 /MOj'(̂ 7.0) 

.em /̂j' TMzrror 

. hi/o/Mzymr 7 2 j 

%;MOj:7 7 7 /MOj'(7.0) 

%7M0̂2 7 2 7MOj'(̂ 7.0j 

%/Mo.yj 7 j /MOj'(̂ 7.0j 

.gMd[y 

/̂zrgeTMz'rfor 7 2 3'^ 

%yM0j'7 7 7 7MOj'(7.0) 



g-/ g (^^o^zw^r 

vo;db;)D f9U9^ * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

vo^zzz/39vy; 7/ g gvo ẑz//% 

6 r / g-/%ozzy% 

(O Y f̂ozw g-/ /̂̂ i-ozwx 

(O Y f̂ozz/ J / /̂ /̂ fozz/% 

(O Ŷ fozzy Of d̂&'ozw% 

(O Ŷ fozzz Of Of ĝ -ozwar 

(ffO f̂OZZZ (̂ //̂ OZZ,% 

(0 f̂ &'OZZZg/ pfoz/z% 

(0 fj&'oza/ / 

vo^cfbpo /a//D^D(f 
*************************************** 

f P f/fD/ap% 

/;93 r(b/ap* 

^o^zzz/ / ^ ^̂ ov./zz/y% 

(fZZ Oj'̂ ozz/ pg-̂ -̂ ow/3r 

(0 f̂ ôzw ^ ^ f̂oẑ y% 

f̂ -̂oẑ / ^ ^ ffozwar 

ô.ẑ zzzzo4t; ^ p gvô zzwar 

V0^ZZ«04V J" ^ ^ V̂OJLZZZ«% 

VOV̂ZẐZ f f̂ OV̂ ZZZ/% 

^o (̂fbpD fazvâ " 
*************************************** 

/ / 0 0 0;!' f ̂  

0 0 07:)z;0 0;5'»M 

vovv;z//a9 ẑf; ^z/9-

(0 f^fozw ^ f ^mzw% 

(0 f^fozw g- f g-foz«% 

(O'fyi'S'ow/ ̂  f .̂yow/ar 

8l7l xipuaddy 
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77 7^ 7̂ ^ 

;(7Mô 7J 74 73 /MOj'('7.0) 

xmoj'76 7'̂  76 

xmoj'77 7̂ ^ 7^ 

%/MZA7'Of72 73 72 TMzrror 

%mz>7'or73 7(9 7P /Mzrror 

*(Ze/qy ce/Z 

%cfg7ay2 76 7J (fgZ(^(?7,̂ ^ 

Wg7a}'3 7P 77 6feZay(1f7,̂ ^ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

*3^or^ ̂ grz'gj a(fajr?/or 

%/Mzy7'or76 77 20 27 fwo/MZ/ror 

A:mz'rror7 7 22 23 27 fwo/Mz'rror 

z7MOj'75 27 27 fMOjr(̂ 7.0j 

%;Mo.y7P 27 20 

%yMOj'20 27 2V yM0̂ (19.'̂  

%7M0̂27 27 23 moj'(^7.^ 

%/Mz'rror7i$ 20 70 mzrror 

%/Mzrror7P 24 2J TMz'rror 

*(7e/ay ce/Z 

;c(7eZ(̂ 4 23 22 (fg7a}'(if7,̂ ^ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

*z'7zpŵ  jzgTza/ybr 

A;moj'24 2J 2J 7MOj'(̂ 7.0j 

%/M0̂ 2J 2J 26 ;Mô (̂ 7.0) 

%7M0̂ 26 2J 27 /Mo (̂?.0) 

%/Mzrror20 27 2(9 26 Avomzrror 

z?M0:y27 26 2P /MZTTor 

Z7MZ7T0r27 30 27 2i$ ÔTTZZTT-O/-

A;mzyTor22 2^ 37 mzrror 

%7?zzrror23 37 27 32 /woTTZz'rror 

*3-/)or̂  /)ara7/e7 a(7ap^or 
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32 30 7MOj(?.0j 

%moj'3j 32 37 fMoj("7.0J3(!^ 

%7M0j'36 3'̂  3̂ / 

%?M0j'37 3̂ ^ 3J fMOj'(?.0) 

%moj'3g 3<̂  37 moj(0.($36^ 

%7M0:y3P 36 36 

A;moWO 36 37 /MO:y(̂ 7.0) 

x7MoW7 36 37 moj(0.70&^ 

%7Mzrror2P 37 37 3J 30 ^Aregmzyror 

*Ĝ e7ay ceZ7 

3.̂  3,$ ^g/ay(?7,/.^ 

%(fgZay6 37 36 (fe/ay(?7,^.^ 

x(7g/ay7 ^7 ^0 (yg/6̂ (Y7,̂ .̂  

*2-por^ ̂ araZ/g/ a^f^^or 

%moj'^2 3<$ 3($ mô (̂ 7.0) 

z7M0j''̂ 3 3i$ 3̂ ^ moj'("7.0j 

35 39 moa'(̂ 0.737^ 

'XO '̂ 0 /MOj'('7.0) 

%moĵ 6 40 47 /M0^^7.(̂  

%moj'47 40 3P mO:y(̂ 7.($6<$(̂  

%/Mz}7'or30 3P 34 47 ^AreemzVTor 

r7 2P 0 7 

*̂ Ag c/octyregwgMcy z,y 7AfHz 

./)Aa^g 7̂ 0.0 7. Ov JOOm^ Ov 7wj' 7.0v 

.̂ Aa.yg ^ 2 0 . 0 O.Ov JOOmj 7v 7wf O.Ov 

.cy)̂ zoM growp̂ f 

.̂ em' 

.^gg 70 0.7g+6 ZzM 200 

.̂ /o^ ac vzY2̂ ^ 
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E. Implementa t ion of 3"'-order SI wave filter and equal izer 

The program uses standard 1.2um CMOS process to simulate the transistor-

level circuits of S'̂ -order SI wave filter with group delay equalizer. The design process 

and overall transistor-level circuits are given in Chapter 5. 

(ifAe source ancf cam 

*CM05' 7.2w/M - Zevg/ 2 

+ D^Z7:4=2 

+ A(FJ=7^72 m'^F=7.007 7PG=7 ^ ^ = 7 0 

+ CGDO /̂X. j^-70 CG^O=^JE-70 C/=0.000j M/=0.66 

;7mo.y ZD=0.7j[/ 70^=200^-70 

+ 3^7 j PTO=-0.7^ ;i:?=2.7^-J Gy4MM/4=0. J,9 

+ fJ^=0.(^ [/0=2(^2 [/EZP=0. [/a(rr=(^j720 

+ D^Z7:4=7.7P P%4Z=2J6P'^%/=0.2.^[/i,,4MgD^=0.0(^; 

+ M^^=7^72 jVEfy=7.007 A%'̂ =7^7y 7PG=y 7(̂ 77=727 

+ C G D O = 4 J ^ - 7 0 CG^O=4J^-70 C / = 0 . 0 0 0 j M / = 0 . j 7 

+ C/.^^=7.jJE-70M/;9^=0.2'^f^=0.(^^ 

. jw6c/:/ ̂ w/zYcA 7 2 j ^ j 6 

* 7-zV̂ Wr, 2-0M;̂ wr, j-M/MOj' C/OĈ , C/OĈ , 6w% 6wZÂ  

7MM 7 j 2 J M/MÔ  )F=2.'̂ M Z=y.2M 

TMp 2 V 7 fF=.3. 2=7.2w 

.^w6c^ me/Mo/yceZZ 7J72 73706^P 

*7-zmpw ,̂ J-OM(pw ,̂ 72-MmO;y cZoc ,̂ 7 j-pmo^ cZocÂ  

*70-(fc voZ^agg, 6z&y7, 6zaj, P-î pmô y 6zay2 

fMp7 7 P 70 70 ^=7<^'^M7,=7.2w 

7?^^ <$ P 70 70/)mo.y fF=7'^'#w 2=7 .2^ 

7 6 7 70 Z=3.^w 
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J 6 & 7 0 Z = j . ( ^ w 

7 2 2 MfMOj' ^=7'^^w Z=j.6w 

TMM̂  J V ^ j fF=7'̂ '̂ M Z=j.6w 

7MM7 2 7 0 0 M/MÔ  ̂ =702w Z=70.2M 

A;j'7 7 77 72 7 j 0 70 ywzYcA 

fMM2 j 77 0 0 M7Mo.y )F=702w Z=70.2w 

.GMck TMgmo/ycg// 

.ywAcÂ  (fg/<^ceZ/ '^70<^7($P72j77 

70-ow(pw ,̂ 7-c/ocA: /Aeme/Mo/} ' ce/Z 

*&,P-c/ocA q/̂ Âe ŷecomd TMemo/y ce/Z 

*7-dc voZ âge, 2-i^mo^ 6zaj'7, j-vm/MOj' 6zm', 77-i^mo^ 6zaj'2 

%fMgzMô ceZ77 ^^^<^772^77 mg/Moryce/Z 

%memo?}'cgZZ2 ^ 7 0 ^ 9 7 2 3 7 7 me/MoryceZZ 

.gMcZj' dgZoyceZZ 

.jw6cA:̂  ZMZATorceZZ 7 J 70 P 

*7-z^w^, 70-<ic voZrage, ^-vprnoj' 6zaj'7, AzYM, P-ypmoj' 6zaj2 

m/)7 7 P 70 70p/MOj' fF=7'^'^wZ=7.2w 

^ P 70 7 0 f F = 7 ' ^ V w Z=72w 

7 (f 7 70p/MOj' fF=777wZ=j.<fw 

J 6 & 7 0 ) F = 7 7 7 w 2=j .6w 

mm j 7 ^ 2 2 n/MOJ fF=7'̂ '̂ w 2=5. 

TMM'̂  J V 5 j M/MOj' fF=74^w Z=j.6z/ 

mM7 2 7 0 0 MTMOj' f^=72w Z=72M 

mM2 3 7 0 0 M/Moj fF=72w Z=7.2w 

.gnd̂ y fMz'rrorcgZZ 

mz>7'orceZZ2 7 j 72 70 P 

*cwrrgM^ /Mz'/To/" wzYA ow(pŵ  

*7-zA^w ,̂ J-ow(pwr7, 72-0Mi(pw^ 70-(Zc voZ^age, 

*6̂ -ypmô  6z&y7, 4-VMmô  Azay, P-vpmo^ 6z'<zy2 

M^7 7 P 70 7 0 f F = 7 ' ^ < ^ w Z=7.2z/ 

TMp̂  (9 P 70 70 jPTMOj' fF=7'̂ '̂ M Z=7.2w 

7 7 70jo/MO-y fF=777M Z=j.6M 
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J 

mmj 7 ^ 2 2 fF=7'̂ ^w Z= .̂(^u 

J ^ ^ n/MOj' Z=J. (̂w 

mny 2 7 0 0 n/Môy M̂ =72w Z=7.2w 

m»2 J 7 0 0 M/Mô  Pr=72w Z=7.2w 

;;^72 7 j P 70 70/7moj' ^=7'^^MZ=7.2w 

/Mp77 72 6 7 j 70^/MOj' fF=777wZ=j.(^w 

yMM70 72 77 77 MTMOj' fF=7'^^wZ=j.6w 

/M«P 77 7 0 0 ^=72w Z=7.2w 

.emck /Mzr/'orcg772 

.;yw6cA^ mzn-orcgrr^ 7 J 72 7J 70 P 

*cMA?'gMr /MZAT-or wzYA ̂ Aree ow(pwr, 7-z)^wr, j-ow(pwr7, 72-ow(pw^2, 7J-ow/pw^j 

*70-(7c vo/^agg, (̂ -yp/MOj 6zaj7, 6zaj, P-vprnoj 6zaf2 

/?^7 7 P 70 70̂ TMO^ )F=7'̂ '̂ M Z=7.2w 

7Mp<$ & P 70 70jomoj fF=7^4w Z=7.2w 

7 7 70^/MO^ PF=777wZ=j.6w 

J 6 & 70^moj' fF=777w Z=^.(^w 

mnj 7 4 2 2 nmoj' )F=7'̂ '̂ w Z=J.6w 

mW J ^ J MTMÔ  fF=74'̂ w Z=j.6w 

/MM7 2 7 0 0 MTMÔ  fF=72w Z=:7.2w 

7MM2 3 7 0 0 MfMô y )F=72w Z=7.2w 

7/^72 7 j P 70 7 0 F F = 7 ' ^ ' ^ M Z=7.2M 

//^77 72 7 j 70^yMOj' )F=777wZ=j.(^w 

fMM70 72 77 77 M/Mô  fF=7'^'^wZ,=j.6w 

mnP 77 7 0 0 fF=72w Z=7.2w 

7?^7(^ 7(̂  P 70 7 0 f F = 7 ' ^ ' ^ w Z=7.2w 

mp7j 7J 76 70jcmoj' )f=777wZ=j.6w 

/MM74 7 J 7'̂  74 M/Mô  M^=744w Z=3.6w 

mM7 j 74 7 0 0 MTMOj' fF=72w Z=7.2w 

.gMck mrrro/'cg/Zj 



»r/=y(f ôM/w 0 0 / r /«»/ 

MPT=7 'COW" F C ^ 

"P ^=7 '̂ oŵ w ZT ^ / E'z/w/ 

Mp g=Y M/ / / = ^ mw/(f 0/ g P f p ( ^ 

»P T = 7 MZ//=vii 0 / Z P / 

Z=7 M;>̂ r=vii 0/ 07 6 g g ( ^ 

MZ"Z=7 M^̂ r=v4i ôw,(f 07 07 6 / 

6 ^ P 07 r7 f / j;w3;3^3^ojL(;w 

va;/^aAD4iyy w; /vô db/7D aAD,M. * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

0^o;db;7D &pw9 

/̂ ;W3Z3̂ 3̂ 0̂ Z2̂ / O r ^ g / P ^ r Ŵ/3% 

/̂/acvovvzM/ o r ^ g / g ' P f 

^//a^vo^zw, 07 g Z Z" Z' F 

;;a3^ovv;w/ Of g Z 7 7ŵ 3:î  

fagD;/o^ j (2 avD o/- /* 

07 6 g Z P 0-̂ o;(A7;9D;:y3<;M5-

/;w9z3z^3^0^;w/ .spwa" 

Mr Z=7MgTf=y(j ^oww 0 0 f 77 

MPT-7MP 777=^ -̂ow/w ^ g-/ o/ww, 

MPT=7 "Z W=/( i 07 f / P r7 f 

MrZ=7MP 7f7=y(i 'yow'(̂ 07 07(^Ff 

MrZ=7 »^Z=y^ ÔM/w 0 0 7 5" Tww' 

Mr Z=7MZ'Z=vii 0 0 f ^ /«»/ 

MP C=Y M^^7=y^ fOẐ /U f f ^ 

M p ' ^ = Y & ' o w / w r r ^ 7 

MP f = 7 "z or g p f p ( ^ 

MPT=7MZf7=yM ̂ ow/cT0/ / p f(fw/ 

MZ"Z=7 ^ow/(/07 Of g g ( ^ 

»r Z=7M^^7=v4i foz«(f07 or 6 Z Z ( ^ 

P 07 rf f 7 7/wapi^3^ovv;z^/ 

^a;/^9AD/K/y 3z;(A//9 w; gvoĵ A p̂o arw t̂* 

IrSl iqpuGnny 
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7Mp77 72 6 73 70/)moj' fF=72.PwZ=3.<^w 

mM70 72 77 77 /z/MOj' fF=7j.5wZ=3.(^w 

mnP 77 7 0 0 fF=7.PwZ=7.2w 

.eM<iy mzr/-orc(^c;eM^2 

. m z V 7 ' o / ' C ( ^ c z e M ^ 3 7 J 72 70 6 P 

m^7 7 P 70 7 0 f F = 7 4 ^ w Z=7.2w 

/M̂ <$ & P 70 70̂ TMOJ fF=7^'^w Z=7.2w 

mpj 7 6 7 70^7MOj' ff=777wZ=3.(^w 

J 6 & 70pmoj ^ = 7 7 7M 2=3.du 

mM3 7 ^ 2 2 M/MÔ  fF=7'̂ <^w 2=3. 

mnV J 3 3 mmoj' fF=7'̂ '̂ M 2=3. (̂ w 

7MM7 2 7 0 0 M»20.y fF=72w2=7.2w 

/M»2 3 7 0 0 M/MOj' fF=72w 2=7.2w 

fMp72 73 P 70 7 0 ^ = 7 2 & 2 w 2=7.2w 

mp77 72 6 73 70p7MO.y )^=70'^w2=3.6w 

mM70 72 4 77 77 Mmo.y f^=72&2w2=3.(^M 

mn9 1110 0 nmos W=64.1ii L=7.2u 

.gMck mzrrorcq;̂ czeMr3 

.̂ w6cA:̂  a(f<^^or7 72^^^ (^7&P70 77 

* '̂-77 are DC 6zay vo/^agej 

%cm7 7 2 3 & P 70 77 7MZA7'orc(̂ czeM^2 

%c/M2 ̂ ^^3 & P 7 0 7 7 miV7'orce/72 

%cm3 6 7 3 ^ P 7 0 7 7 7MZ/'fo/'cq^czeM^3 

%cm< 3̂ 2 J 7 ^ P 70 77 mzrrorce//3 

.eMd̂y a(7ap̂ o?-7 
*********************************************** 

* wave a(^ap^or2 z'm eZ/̂ ^zc 52 waveyZ/̂ er 

.j'w6cA:̂ yMzrrorc(̂ czeM^3 7J72 7 j706 '^P 

77^7 7 P 70 70 j77MOj: fF=7^'^w 2=7.2^ 

7Mpi$ & P 70 7 0 ) F = 7 ' ^ ' ^ w 2=7.2w 

mp5 16 710 pmos W=117u L=3.6u 

77̂ (̂  j 6 ^ 7 0 f F = 7 7 7 w 2=3. 

mM3 7 - ^ 2 2 MTMOj' PF=7 '̂̂ w 2=3.6w 
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J ^ j 3 Z=j. (fw 

mny 2 7 0 0 wmô y fF=72w Z=7.2w 

fMM2 7 0 0 MTMOj' fF=72w Z=7.2w 

7«^72 73 P 70 70^/MOj 2=7.2w 

M^77 72 73 70^/MOj' fF=777wZ=j.(^w 

mM70 72 ^ 77 77 Mmoj' fF=J2. jw7,=j.6w 

mnP 77 7 0 0 ^=j2 .2w Z,=7.2w 

7/^7(^769 70 70^7MOf )F=7P.6w7,=7.2w 

/?^7J 7J (f 7(̂  70 7w Z=j.6M 

fMM7'̂  7J 7'̂  7̂ ^ MTMÔ  fF=7P.(^wZ=.3.(^w 

m»7 j 7̂ ^ 7 0 0 M/MOf PF=jP.($w Z=7.2w 

TMz/Torcc^cz'em^j 

.j'wAcA:̂ a<7(̂ ^or2 7 2 4 J 6 7 & P 7 0 77 

*<9-'77 are DC 6z<iy voẐ agay 

%C7M7 7 2 3 ( 9 P 7 0 77 mz77-orce//2 

%cm2 P 7 0 7 7 7MzyrorceZ/2 

ZCfM̂  ( f 7 j ^ P 7 0 7 7 7MZ7TO/-Cg//2 

j 2 J 7<$P7077 TMzrrorcc^czgM^^ 

.GMck Wap^or2 
*********************************************** 

* wave j ZM e/Z^rzc 67 wavgyZẐ gr 

.̂ w6cA^ m/VTOfcqj^czem/^ 7 J 72 7J 70 6 P 

;?^7 7 P 70 7 0 f F = 7 ' ^ ' ^ M Z=7.2w 

6 P 70 70^moj' PF=2&^MZ=7.2M 

7 7 70^/Moa' ^=777wZ=j.(fM 

J 6 ($ 70 fF=2j.'^w 2=j .6w 

mn j 7 2 2 nmoj' fF=7'^4w Z=J. 6̂w 

J j 3 nmoj' fF=2&i$w Z=j.6w 

fMM7 2 7 0 0 MTMOj: fF=72wZ=7.2w 

mM2 3 7 0 0 M/MOJ M =̂7'̂ .̂ w Z=7.2M 

/?g772 73 P 70 70^/MOj: fF=J7.(^wZ=7.2w 

//^77 72 73 70^7MOj PF=4(̂ .<$MZ=3.<^w 



g z p r ^ F 

(f g Z P F ^ / /̂w/3% 

yggoj/OÂ  avo (^-p* 

6gZP / ;Md;Mo;Mdwz ' 

^^waz3^3vo^;w/ ^W9' 

Mr / = 7 '̂ ow/w 0 0 / / / <̂ww/ 

MPT=7 Mggr=/(j ÔM/w y/ ^ o/̂ wŵ  

MPT=7M^Fr=/M Of Ff P Z'Z 

MZ"/=YMgg^=^ ôw/(f 07 0/ (f Cf r / ( ^ 

M̂  Z=7MZ'/=y(j foŵ w 0 0 r f 

Mrz=7 Mrz=vii '̂ ow'w 0 0 / z" 7"^, 

"P T = 7 '̂ ow/w f F ^ 

MpC=Y ôww r r A y 

MPT=7MZ77=v4i ^ow/(fo/^gp^-p(f^ 

MPT=7 MZff=y^i ^ow,(^Of Z P 7 

MZ"Z=7 MÂ 7=v4i Of 0/ () g 

MZ"Z=7 Of Of 6 Z Z^^ 

^ P Of rf f f f7W9;3#)3^0^™ 

âz;/DMAa /(b/a;? wz ;zM3vz3 ;Md;MO-;M(fwz* 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

g'̂ OJfA'pD &pW9 

^;Ma23z^3vo^;w/ Of(^gZ f P ^ ' f f *«3% 

/̂/acjov^zw, 0/^,^ g Z f f ^ 

/̂/aavovvzz// g Z f Z ' f 

&'agD;/OAM;z ĵ(2avD Of-Z * 

O f ( ) g Z P f ^ r f gvo^^fbpD^ya^Mf 

^;«ap^3vow;w/ ^wa-

Mr Z = 7 Mg OOf =vii 0 0 f ^f f f«w/ 

MPT=7MP fO^=/(i ^ /̂ww/ 

MPT-7MgTPf=y(i 0/̂  p 

MrZ=7 Mp fOr^vii ^ow/(^Of Of (^Pf P f ^ 

»r z=7 Mg gr=/w ôM/w 0 0 f f f 

MpT=7MPZf=y(:f ff ff ^ Tf Of"*" 

/_;% xipasdciy 
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Jtcm3 2 J 6 7 g P TMzrrorcg// 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

*wave coMvgrrerjf m 67 growp (fg/oy ĝ waZzze/-

coNvgr̂ gA" <^7^P 

*6—P org DC 6/aj voẐ agĝ  

xcmy 7 2 j 7 ^ P mzrrorcg/Z^ 

%C7M2 j V 6 7 <$ P mz/Torcg/Z 

%cm j 2 J 71$ P mzyrorcg//^ 

.gMdiy coMVgr̂ gf 
********************************************* 

* wavg ZM 57 groz^p ĉ g/oy ggẑ aZz'zgr 

. j'ẑ AcÂ  ZMz'/T'o/'cĉ czgM f̂̂  7 j 72 70 P 

M^7 7P70 70̂ yMOj' fF=7'̂ '̂ z<Z=7.2w 

^ P 70 70^/Mo^ fF=7'̂ '̂ z/ Z=7.2z/ 

7 (f 7 70/)mo^ ^=777z^Z=j.6w 

70 /̂MOj' fF=777z<Z=j.6w 

mmj 7 2 2 MTMÔ  )F=7'̂ ^z< Z,=j.(^z( 

J j j MTMÔ  ^=7'̂ Vz/ Z=j.6z/ 

mM7 2 7 0 0 MZMOj )F=72z^ Z=7.2z^ 

ZMM2 ^7 00 TZTMOj' PF=72ẑ Z=7.2z< 

M^72 7 j P 70 7 0 P F = 7 j2z^ Z=7.2z/ 

5^77 72 6 73 70j9?Mo^ M^=72j.jzi2=j.6z^ 

mM70 72 77 77 »mo^ fF=7J2z^Z=j.6M 

mmP 77 7 0 0 nmo^ fF=7(^zf Z=7.2z^ 

.gwdj /MzVrorcĉ cz'gM f̂̂  

.ywAc^ mzrrorc(^cz'gM^7 7 J 72 70 6 ^ P 

z?^7 7 P 70 70^fMOJ fF=7^^z< Z=7.2zi 

7?^^ ^ P 70 70jDozoj ^=7'^4z/ Z=7.2w 

m/7j 7 7 7 0 f F = 7 7 7 z ^ Z=j.6z^ 

z?^6 J 6 ^ 7 0 f F = 7 7 7 w Z=j.(^zz 

mm j 7-^22 nmoj ^=7'^^z/ Z=j. 

J ^ j M/MOJ fF=7'̂ '̂ ZZ 2=3.6z^ 

ZMM7 2 7 0 0 MTMOj' PF=72w Z=7.2w 
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/MM2 j 7 0 0 2=7.2w 

Mg;72 7j P 70 70 /̂Moa' fF=720.7wZ=7.2M 

77^77 72 7 j 70/)7Mo^ PF=P&w7/=j.6w 

mnlO 12 4 11 11 nrnos W=120.7ii L=3.6u 

/MMP 77 7 0 0 MfMô  ̂ =<^0. ju Z=7.2M 

.GMck mz?Torcq;̂ czeM^7 

.jwAcA:/ m//7'o?'C(^czeM^& 7 J 72 70 6 P 

/?^7 7 P 70 70 jPTMÔ  fF=7'̂ '̂ w Z=7.2w 

g P 70 7 0 ^ = 7 ' ^ < ^ M Z=7.2w 

7 6 7 7 0 ) F = 7 7 7 w Z=j.(^w 

^ 7 0 f F = 7 7 7w Z=j . 

mnj 7 2 2 mmof ^=7'^'^w 7,=^.6w 

J ^ J J MTMOj' )F=7'̂ ^K Z=J. 

mM7 2 7 0 0 MMOj' fF=72w Z=7.2w 

mM2 j 7 0 0 M/MOj' fF=72w 7,=7.2w 

77^72 7 j P 70 70̂ AMO^ )F=7J.6MZ=7.2w 

/M;)77 72 7 j 70^mo^ ^=72.7wZ=j.6w 

/MM70 72 77 77 nmoj' fF=7J.6wZ=^.<^w 

/MMP 77 7 0 0 ^=7.^M 2=7.2^ 

.GMck ?MZf?-orc(̂ czeM^& 

72<^J <^7($P70 77 

*i$-'7 7 are D C Azay vo/^agay 

%C7M7 7 2 j , $ P 7 0 7 7 /MZ/T'orcc^czgM )̂̂  

%c/M2 P 7 0 7 7 mz/7'orc(^czgM^7 

z c m j 7 j & P 7 0 7 7 yMzyyorcqĵ czeM^^ 

^ 7 j 2 & P 7 0 7 7 TMzVrorceZZj 

.gmdiy acfop^of'̂  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* wave aJop^orJ m 57 groz(p (7e7ay egwaZzzer 

.ywAcÂ  TMzrroA-cq/̂ czeM^P 7 J 72 70 P 

/ /^7 7 P 70 7 0 f F = 7 ^ ' ^ w 2=7.2w 

5 P 70 70pmoj: fF=7'̂ '̂ w Z=7.2w 

7 6 7 7 0 f F = 7 7 7 w Z=j.6w 
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mnj 7 2 2 nmoj' fF=7'̂ ^w Z=j.6w 

7MM<̂  J 3 j nmoj' fF=7^^w 2=j.6w 

mM7 2 7 0 0 Mmoj' fF=72MZ=7.2w 

mM2 3 7 0 0 M/MOj' fF=72w Z=7.2w 

/y^72 73 P 70 70/)7MOJ M =̂7Pw 7,=7.2w 

mpl 1 12 6 13 10 pmos W=15.4u L=3.6u 

mM70 72 77 77 nmoj' )F=7Pw Z=3.6w 

mwP 77 7 0 0 M/MOj' PF=P. jw Z=7.2w 

. gM(k m/rrorcc^czeM^P 

.̂ w6cA:;f mz/?-orc(^czgM^70 7 j 72 70 6 P 

o ^ 7 7 P 70 70^7Mo.y ^=7'^'^w Z=7.2w 

^ P 70 7 0 f F = 7 ' ^ ' ^ w Z=7.2w 

7 7 70pyMOj' ff=777wZ=3.6w 

J(^^70/)/MOj' ff=777wZ=3.(^w 

mnj 7 ^ 2 2 MfMOjc ^=7'̂ '̂ MZ=3.6M 

J 3 3 M/MOj' fF=7V'̂ w 2=3.6w 

mM7 2 7 0 0 nmo^ fF=72wZ=7.2w 

mM2 3 7 0 0 M/Mo.y PF=72u Z=7.2w 

7Mp72 73 P 70 7 0 f F = 2 ^ P M Z = 7 . 2 w 

7?^77 72 6 73 70^/MO^ fF=27&6wZ,=3.(^w 

7MM70 72 77 77 m/MOj fF=2<^PwZ=3.(^M 

mmP 77 7 0 0 nmoj' ^^=73^ .̂ Jw Z=7.2w 

.gM(k mzrrorc(^czeM^70 

. j ' w A c ^ 7 2 ^ ^ ^ <^7^P 

*7'-J are aM(7 ow(pwf̂  q/^wave a(fa/)^or7, (^-P are DC 6zaf vo/̂ age.y 

%cm7 7 2 3 6 7 ^ P ?Mzrrorc(^czeM^P 

%cm2 J 3 7 & P 7MZ/Torc(^cfeM^70 

XC7M3 3 2 J (f 7 ^ P /Mzrrorce/72 

.gMck a(7<^^orJ 
******************************************* 

W(7 7 0 î c 3.3 

T /̂Mô 7 2 0 (fc 0.3 
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3 0 (fc 2 

vpmos2 40 Ode 1.85 

0 4 70wy4 70A7& Jztyj 

%(fe/ay7 4 J 60 67 62 7 2 j 40 (/g/ajyce/Z 

xa^i^forO J 6 7 g P 7 2 j 4 0 aĉ ĉ ôrO 

zcw7 7 70 7 2 j 40 TMirrorceZ/ 

%(fe/ay2 P & 60 67 62 6j 7 2 j 40 (fe/cyce/Z 

;caĉ apz'or7 70 77 72 73 74 6̂  7 2 j 40 a(f(̂ ^or7 

;ca(7â ôr2 77 7J 76 77 7g 7P 7 2 3 40 a<7(̂ ô/'2 

zcm2 7 J 7 4 7 2 3 40/MzVT-orceZZ 

ZC7M j 79 20 7 2 j 40 ?MZ/7orce// 

%(/eZa_yj 7 7 76 60 67 62 63 7 2 j 40 (feZa),ce// 

A:(fg/qy4 20 7^ 60 67 62 63 7 2 3 40 ĝ/ajxceZ/ 

%a(f(̂ ôr3 73 27 22 23 24 7 2 3 40 a(fap^or3 

24 22 60 67 62 <̂3 7 2 3 40 

%C7M4 27 72 7 2 3 40 /Mz/rorcg/Z 

%c/MJ 24 2J 7 2 3 40 /Mf/Torce// 

2J 26 27 2^ 7 2 3 40 

xcoMvgr̂ er 2P 26 27 30 7 2 3 40 coMverZer 

xa6/(̂ Zor4 30 2P 37 32 33 34 7 2 3 40 ad(̂ ^or4 

%(feZay6 32 3j 60 67 62 63 7 2 3 40 (feZoyceZZ 

%(feZay7 34 33 60 67 62 63 7 2 3 40 (Ze/qycg/Z 

3J 37 36 37 7 2 3 40 

;c(7g/ay(9 37 36 60 67 62 6̂ 3 7 2 3 40 (fe/î cg/Z 

cZ2g 3,9 7 Oy?̂  

rZ 3g 0 7 JA: 

*cZocA:7 

vc/^7 60 0/)w/jg (JF0F7.4ziy 0.02Jwj 0.02JMĵ  0.JJzty 7wj;) 

vcZ^7 67 0 (^OFJF7 .4wj ' 0.02jw^ 0.02 îw 0. 7zty) 

*cZocA2 

VC/AM2 62 0^w/^g (^FOFO.Pw^ 0.02Jwj 0.02jz/^ O.JJz^ 7w^ 

vcZ^2 63 0^w/.ye ("OF JFO.Pity 0.02Jity 0.02Jw^ O.JJzty 72is;̂  

0.7w^ 700z^ 

.jpro6g 

.gM(/ 


